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Foreword
All models are wrong.
Some are useful.
The quote above by George Box possibly tells us something about science
that we should not forget. Models are by necessity simplifications of the
real world, where its complexity cannot be fully comprehended. In this
context we might understand why simplified models must, in part, be
inherently wrong by the omission of detail. So, while accepting that some
models are useful, there is an obvious corollary that suggests that some
are not. In many ways, Einstein himself realised this problem in the
following quote.
Concepts which have proved useful for ordering things easily
assume so great an authority over us, that we forget their origin
and accept them as unalterable facts. They then become labelled
as 'conceptual necessities’. The road of scientific progress is
frequently blocked for long periods by such errors.
If you accept that the theory of relativity must be a simplified model of
reality, it may possibly be wrong in important details. In this respect,
society as a whole has the responsibility to continuously challenge all its
accepted models and not let them gain authority over us.
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1.

RELATIVITY ISSUES

This website first considered the subject of relativity in terms of a learning process
of ‘accepted science’ under the heading ‘A Relative Perspective’. However, at the
end of this initial process, doubts had emerged about the logic and scope of the
verification process surrounding many aspects of relativity, especially in terms of
any causal mechanisms that explained the fundamental idea of time dilation or
length contraction. As a consequence, the idea of a wave model was reviewed,
initially in terms of the WSM model as proposed by Milo Wolff, where the ‘Relative
Effect’ on different reference frames was further considered. However, as the
WSM model appeared to have issues of its own, the idea of a ‘Wave Theory of
Everything (WSE)’ was developed, not as a new model, but rather as the
requirements that had to be placed on any wave model that wished to address the
perceived problems associated with both the relativistic and quantum models –
see Quantum Issues for more details of the latter. Under the WSE heading, the issues associated with relativity, both special and
general, were again outlined. Later, a more detailed review of the MMW model widen the review of the ‘scope of assumptions’
of this wave model and its potential implications on accepted science. While aspects of the MMW model have also been
questioned, its author, Gabriel LaFreniere, has possibly provided a coherent description as to why time dilation and length
contraction might physically take place within the structures of his wave model.
Note: While the various reviews cited above never claimed to be authoritative, they appeared to highlight too many
fundamental issues associated with Einstein’s model of relativity to simply be ignored. However, it appears that most of
the wave models reviewed may also have limitations, even though they may provide a more plausible explanation of the
causal mechanisms underpinning fundamental reality than simply relying on mathematical models.
Today, there are many papers that have attempted to highlight the errors in Einstein’s mathematical derivations associated with
special relativity, which are broadly based on the Lorentz transforms. However, few of these papers even attempt to forward any
causal mechanisms that might physically explain why time dilation and length contraction might actually occur. For this reason,
this discussion will essentially be a summary of some of the salient arguments forwarded by the MMW model in respect to the
Doppler effect, the Lorentz transforms and relativity. However, there is possibly some benefit in initially outlining some of the
historic developments and assumptions that surround SR along with some links to additional information. Prior to SR, Newtonian
physics, inclusive of the laws of motion and gravitation, had broadly defined the central idea of classical physics. Then, in 1905,
Albert Einstein proposed the Theory of Special Relativity that has now been generally accepted to supersede Newton’s idea of
space and time.
•

Newton’s Assumptions: An infinite number of inertial frames can exist and relative uniform motion between any two inertial
frames can be conceptually measured. Within this model, time is absolute and therefore universally applies to all frames of
reference, such that the Galilean transforms can be used to translate between two inertial frames.

•

Einstein’s Assumptions: The velocity of light [c] is a constant across all frames of reference and is independent of the velocity
[v] of the source or receiver. The velocity [c] of light in a vacuum is the maximum velocity between any two reference frames.
This leads to the idea that time is no longer absolute and each reference frame experiences its own ‘local’ time, such that
the Lorentz transforms are required to translate between any two inertial frames, where the laws of physics are assumed
invariant in all inertial frames.
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Note: The idea that the velocity of light [c] is independent of the velocity [v] of the source is often initially presented by
analogy to the velocity [u] of an object thrown from a train with velocity [v], such that it results in a combined velocity
[v+u]. However, sound waves in air might be a better analogy, which are known to be independent of the velocity of the
source or receiver, as the velocity of sound [c’] is the property of the propagation media, although Doppler Effects can
confuse this situation.
As part of this initial introduction, the following concepts are simply highlighted for reference:
•

Isotropy of Space: An isotropic electromagnetic medium has permittivity [ε] and permeability [μ], which is uniform in all
directions of the medium, e.g. free space.

•

Homogeneity of Space: Assumes that the property of space is consistent at every point and has no irregularities, at least,
when considered on the scale of the universe. However, this definition of homogeneity is often based on the particle or
energy density within a volume of space, not space itself. Therefore, the homogeneity of ‘space’ requires an actual definition
as to whether ‘space’ has a ‘material substance’ to which any properties can be assigned, otherwise space is reduced to a
mathematical coordinate construct.

•

Frames of Reference: In 1632, Galileo Galilei postulated that no absolute and well-defined state of rest exists. In SR, Einstein
limited Galileo’s principle of relativity to inertial reference frames, such that all physical laws that apply to a coordinate
system [S] must also apply to any other co-ordinate system [S’] moving in uniform translation to [S].

•

Special Relativity (SR): Is a model of space and time first published in 1904, where the relative measurement of length and
time can depend on the relative velocity [v] of an inertial reference frame, although most effects will only be apparent when
velocity [v] approaches [c]. Under these conditions, an observing reference frame perceives a length contraction and time
dilation within the moving frame. However, SR also rests on the assumptions of two postulates underpinned by a
mathematical expression called the Lorentz transforms. We might introduce the postulates as follows:
1.

The laws of physics take the same form in all inertial frames of reference.

2.

When measured in an inertial reference frame, the velocity of light is always [c] and independent of the velocity [v] of
the source or receiver.

However, in 1904, neither of these postulates had been physically verified and, even today, many aspects of SR are still discussed
in terms of Einstein’s thought experiments, or Gedankenexperiments. Both of the postulates cited above put conditions, and
restrictions, on how relativity maps spatial [xyz] and time [t] coordinates in one reference frame to another based on the
constancy of the velocity of light [c=1] in all reference frames, as per the second postulate, and the relative velocity [v] between
the frames. However, the first postulate allows any inertial reference frame to assume itself to be stationary [v=0], such that it
assumes the laws of physics are unaffected, irrespective of whether the frame is in motion, but more on this aspect in later
sections. The coordinate mapping inferred by SR is based on the Lorentz and inverse transforms, as shown in [1], where the
symmetry of velocity [±β] in the two forms is required by the first postulate – see Lorentz Transforms for derivation details.

[1]

x =  ( x '  t ') ;

x ' =  (x

t ) ;

t =  ( t '  x ') ;

t ' =  (t

 x);
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By way of initial clarification, the primed [x’,t’] notation relates to a frame [S’] moving with velocity [β=v/c] relative to the
unprimed frame [S], but where a comoving observer-S’ may assume itself to be stationary [β=0]. As such, any local measure of
[x’,t’] done by observer-S’ must reflect the variables without any relativistic effects. The notation [β] is the ratio of velocity [v] to
the velocity of light [c], which along with the factor [ϒ] is introduced in [2], but discussed in more detail in later sections.
[2]

 =

v
;
c

 =

1
1 − 2

Note: SR allows a relative inertial perspective to be reversed, such that it leads to the assumption that time can
simultaneously be running slower in both frames. In a wave model, the propagation media provides the reference frame
for the wave velocity [c], such that time dilation would be relative to the velocity [β] with respect to the reference frame
of the light propagation media. However, the results of the Michelson-Morley experiment, first carried out in 1887,
questioned whether space could be the propagation media for light – see this discussion of the Michelson-Morley
Experiment for an alternative interpretation within a wave model.
Einstein also used Minkowski’s idea of a four-dimensional vector space as a way to present his SR concepts. In Minkowski’s model,
events in a unified spacetime are defined as four-vectors, although it has to be highlighted that this may only be a mathematical
convenience rather than a verification that space [xyz] and time [t] can be physically merged – see 4-Vector Notation for more
details. However, we might first anchor the laws of classical physics to Newton’s 2nd law of motion.
[3]

Force [F ] = ma =

d ( mv )
dp
=
dt
dt

The first postulate of SR states that any physical law is not affected by a reference frame in uniform motion. As such, the physical
law in [3] must apply to all inertial frames, irrespective of the relative velocity [v] to each other. As such, there should be no effect
on the measurement of [F] or [m] within any local reference frame, but we might wish to question this assertion as follows:
[4]

aA =

dv A
dt A

;

aB =

dvB
dtB

;

v A = vB ;

if t A  tB  aA  aB

In [4], velocity [vA] is the relative velocity of frame [A] to frame [B], while velocity [vB] is the relative velocity of frame [B] to frame
[A], where both are equal to each other. As shown, acceleration [aA, aB] in [A] and [B] is determined as the rate of change of
velocity with local time [tA,tB] in each reference frame. However, if the rate of time in each frame is different, due to time dilation,
but velocity invariant, we might need to question whether Newton’s second law of motion [F=ma] can remain consistent in each
frame. However, relativity also suggests that mass [mA, mB] is also subject to another relativity effect, which may maintain [3].
Again, we might seek causal mechanisms that physically explain what is actually happening.
So, has the first postulate of SR really been proved?
From the definition of force [F] in [3], we can proceed to define the ‘work done [W]’ on a system, which is related to the energy
transferred.
[5]

W = Fx = Fs = Fd
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In [5], we see the general definition of the work done [W] by a constant force [F] acting over a distance denoted by three common
forms of notation, i.e. [x, s or d]. However, in the case of a variable force, where distance might be denoted by [r] along a path
[C] between [r1] and [r2], a line integral is required to define the work done, as shown in [6].
[6]

W =

C F ( r ) .dr

A conservative force is a variable force that is a function of [r] acting upon a particle that moves from [r 1] to [r2] along any path
[C], such that it aligns to [4]. Gravitational and electrostatic forces are conservative forces. If a particle has mass [m] and velocity
[v], it has kinetic energy [Ek], such that it can also be used to quantify the work done [W], if we initially ignore any implications of
potential energy [Ep] in the system.

[7]

Ek =

mv 2
 W = Ek = Ek2 − Ek1 =
2

(

2

2

m (v2 ) − (v1 )

)

2

At this point, we might also make reference to the Lorentz force law and also introduce Maxwell's equations, which define how
the movement of charge particles both create and change the electric and magnetic fields. Maxwell’s equations include the
universal constants for the permittivity of free space [ε0] and permeability of free space [μ0].
Note: The implication of Maxwell’s equations have to be understood within the context of electromagnetic fields – see
discussion of Maxwell’s Equations by way of an introduction of their historic and mathematical development.
Based on the introductory links in the note above, we might immediately jump to a simplification of Maxwell’s equations for free
space, in the later differential form, where charge density [] and current density [j] are both set to zero.
[8]

.E = 0;

.B = 0;

xE = −

B
;
t

xB = 0  0

E
1 E
=
t
c2 t

Each of these equations requires further explanation in order to provide some physical interpretation of what they are really
trying to tell us about electromagnetism, which can be found by following the links in the note above. While the issue of ‘EM
Propagation’ also requires more detail, this discussion will simply introduce a generic form of the EM wave equation and how it
is derived from Maxwell’s equations:
[9]

( a)

2 A = 00

2 A
t 2

;

( b)

c =

1

00

= 2.99792458 * 108 m/s

In [9a], the variable [A] can be substituted for either the ‘amplitude’ of the electric [E] or magnetic [B] field strength at some given
point in space and time; while [9b] alludes to a relationship between the propagation velocity [c] of an EM wave in vacuum and
the electric and magnetic constants of free space.
Note: It is highlighted that Maxwell’s propagation equation is essentially a derivation based on classical sinusoidal wave
equations. While the subsequent development of the photon light model sits within the framework of a quantum model,
the exact details of the photon structure or how it propagates are far from clear – see Photon Issues for more details.
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1.1

Relative Geometry

Most discussions of relativity often proceed on the basis of special relativity (SR) anchored to the two postulates previously
outlined, where coordinate mapping between two inertial frames is based on the Lorentz transforms to be detailed later.
However, any discussion of the relative geometry of two reference frames separated by a velocity [v] requires an explanation of
the notation to be adopted; especially if it wants to consider a wider set of assumptions. However, the description of SR relativity
can create confusion, as any observer in an inertial reference frame can assume itself to be stationary, which can then lead to
ambiguity as it suggests that the relativistic effects assumed by SR can occur in either frame simultaneously, when viewed from
the perspective of the other observer. So, let us start by considering the perspective of observer-S, who we shall assume can be
positioned unambiguously within a stationary [S] frame, where events are recorded using its local coordinates [x,y,x,t], while
observer-S’ is positioned within a moving [S’] frame, where events are recorded using its local coordinates [x’,y’,z’,t’]. While this
orientation is an accepted norm, this discussion wants to further clarify which of these observers can quantify the relativistic
effects in the moving [S’] frame.
Note: In order to discuss this issue, we might first use the normal diagram
right to clarify the positioning of observer-S and observer-S’ in the two
reference frames under consideration.
According to SR, inertial observer-S’ may have no knowledge of its relative velocity
[v] with respect to the [S] frame and can reverse the orientation of the diagram by
simply changing the sign of velocity [±v]. However, this then leads to the ambiguity
that observer-S’, in the moving [S’] frame, to which we have assigned variables
[x’,t’] can never measure, or necessarily be aware, of any relativistic effects associated with its own local frame. Therefore, only
the observer-S in the stationary [S] frame can quantify any relativistic effects in the [S’] frame attributed to velocity [v].
Note: While those who support the assumptions of SR embodied in the Lorentz transforms might protest, it is argued that
the perception of observer -S’ comoving within the [S’] frame is speculative. For in practice, no human observer has ever
had direct access to a reference frame where [v] approaches anything near the speed of light [c]. If we initially accept this
limitation, then we might initially focus on the possibly equally conceptual measure of events by stationary observer-S.
Within this speculative framework, we might add that a wave model assumes velocity [v] of any frame can only be
determined against a wave propagation media, such that the role of observer-S and observer-S’ cannot be reversed.
So, if we consider the diagram above from the perspective of each observer, then observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame would
assume the role of a local stationary observer, where any local measure of [x’,t’] can never reflect any relativistic effects. Again,
only observer-S in the stationary [S] frame would be able to quantify any relativistic effects in terms of its local measure of [x,t].
So, confusingly, the measures of observer-S’ and observer-S essentially reverse the perception implied by the diagram.
Note: From the mathematical abstraction of the Lorentz transforms it may appear more logical to assign the measure of
any relativistic effect to the [x’,t’] variables as these effects occur in the moving [S’] frame. However, this orientation
neglects the wider and possibly more important issue of who sees what, when and how, even if conceptual in scope.
For the reasons being outlined, this discussion will quantify any relativistic effects due to velocity [v] in terms of [x,t], not [x’,t’].
It will also be assumed that the origin of both frames in the diagram above are synchronized at some earlier point in time and
space, after which the subsequent values of [x,t] and [x’,t’] must diverge due to velocity [v] as a function of time, irrespective of
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any relativistic effects, such as time dilation or length contraction. As this orientation is somewhat non-standard, there is possibly
a need to provide some further explanation of the reference frames that will be discussed in terms of three geometric
configurations. These configurations will all reference the basic idea of a light-clock that is often use in support of SR and the
Lorentz transforms, although the discussions will also use this model to highlight a number of potential issues. However, returning
to the issues of ‘who sees what and when’, this discussion will be orientated to the perspective of the observers in the moving
[S’] and stationary [S] frames. While it is hoped that the perspective of these two observers might prove useful, it should be
highlighted that the ‘reality’ of both ‘observers’ needs to be further questioned – see next diagram for details.

In all the diagram insets above, [A] and [B] are connected by a physical rod [d’=1] that will be described in terms of a light-clock,
which is positioned in the moving [S’] frame, where variables [x’,t’] carry the primed notation.
Note: From a pragmatic perspective, we might assume that the length of the physical rod [d’=1] was initially established
before the moving [S’] frame started its journey, such that observer-S’ and observer-S were both initially collocated and
stationary. However, SR assumes that a comoving observer-S’ essentially maintains the perspective of a stationary inertial
observer, although this might be considered an assumption that has not been verify directly.
Despite the note of caution above, the inset left suggests that observer-S’ will see no change in the light-clock configuration after
acquiring velocity [v=0.5]. As such, [A] and [B] are still separated by distance [d’=1], such that a light pulse emitted from [A] would
arrive at [B] after one unit of time [t’=1] based on the constancy of light speed [c=1] in all frames of reference.
Note: The middle inset is erroneous as it does not represent the perspective of any observer, real or conceptual, as it
reflects a frame that appears to be unaware of velocity [v] affecting the relative positions of [A] and [B], but then shows
the relativistic effect of length contraction, such that [d’=1] is reduced to [d=0.866]. If this were the case, the speed of light
[c=1] would require the propagation time between [A-B] and [B-A] to be reduced accordingly to [t=0.866].
In contrast, the inset right shows the geometric implications of observer-S positioned in the stationary [S] frame to which both
[A] and [B] have a relative velocity [v=0.5]. This velocity then leads to the asymmetric propagation time of light in each direction.
As such, observer-S is positioned in the only frame that can both measure length contraction [d=gd’=0.866] and the two different
times [tAB] and [tBA].
Note: While the ability of observer-S to measure length and time in the moving [S’] frame might be conceptual, it is clear
that the measure of these values has to exist outside of the moving [S’] frame, even though they apply to it. In this respect,
any measure of [x’,t’] by observer-S’ within the [S’] frame aligns to a stationary observer, at least, according to SR, although
what observer-S’ might actually measure might still be described as speculative.
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As the perspective of the two observers is central to the discussions to follow, some further explanation of the notation to be
adopted will be elaborated. As described, the light-clock is to be positioned within the moving [S’] frame, where the length [d’=1]
of the physical rod connecting [A] and [B] has been established. From the perspective of observer-S’ within the moving [S’] frame,
the length of this rod never changes and it is assumed that the roundtrip time for light can always be locally calculated on the
basis [tABA=2d’/c=2] in both the [x] and [y] configurations to be discussed below. So, while any physical length contraction must
take place within the moving [S’] frame, it is never measured by observer-S’ in terms of its local measure of [x’,t’]. As such, we
might assume that that observer-S' is unaware of this length contraction, even though SR requires the length of the rod between
[A] and [B] to be reduced to [gd’], as a function of velocity [v]. As indicated, the relative velocity [v] is only perceived by observerS and therefore the measure of the length contraction is quantified in terms of local variable [d=gd’] associated with the stationary
[S] frame. However, observer-S in the stationary [S] frame is also aware of the implications of velocity [v] on the light path length
[s=d/c±v], which then affects the roundtrip time [tABA] measured by the observer-S in the stationary [S] frame.
Note: It is highlighted that the description above appears to contradict the mathematical formulation of the Lorentz
transforms, where [d’=1] in the moving [S’] frame must be smaller than [d] when transposed to the stationary [S] frame.
However, this perspective does not represent the physics of the light-clock path lengths, which while taking place in the
moving [S’] frame can only be interpreted from the perspective of observer-S, which perceives velocity [v]. In this context,
it is only observer-S that can ‘measure’ the length contraction of [d’=1] to [d=gd’] that is a function of velocity [v].
So, having established some of the rationale for the reversed orientation of the [x,t] and [x’t’] notation, we will now introduce
the idea of a light clock. While, for the reasons outlined, the stationary geometry of the light clock, shown left, is described as the
local comoving perspective of observer-S’, the only value on which the moving geometry, shown right, depends is the physical
length of the rod connecting [A-B], which was initially established as [d’=1]. In the stationary geometry, the orientation of the
light-clock of the [x] or [y] axis configurations makes no difference to the local measure of [x’,t’] made by observer-S’, as a light
pulse is emitted at [A] is assumed to propagate towards [B] with velocity [c=1] and then reflected back to [A], such that the
roundtrip time [tABA=2] may be determined.

In contrast, the diagram right shows the same [x] and [y] configurations as conceptually observed from a relative perspective of
observer-S in the stationary [S] frame that accounts for velocity [v=0.5c]. For the purposes of this initial introduction, we might
assume that the operation of the light-clock requires discrete directional photons to be emitted from [A] to [B] and then reflected
back to [A], such that the roundtrip time [tABA] can be determined.
Note: As indicated, any measure of [x’,t’] by observer-S’ within the moving [S’] frame is considered speculative at this
stage, although the internal comoving value of [d’=1] is assumed to hold true irrespective of velocity [v]. On this basis, all
measures associated with the moving geometry are assumed to be determined by the stationary observer-S and mapped
onto the local variable [x,t]. Therefore, by way of example, any relativistic length contraction of [d’=1] in the moving [S’]
frame is mapped to the corresponding value of [d=gd’] in the stationary [S] frame.
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So, how does a velocity [β=0.5] affect the path lengths in the [x] and [y] configurations?
Let us initially consider this question from the perspective of the [x] configuration of the light-clock, if the length of the rod [d’=1]
in the stationary geometry is length contracted to [gd’] in the moving geometry, irrespective of which observer can measure this
change. At this stage, we simply want to outline a number of possibilities as to how velocity [β=0.5] might affect the results.
a: Stationary Geometry

b: Moving Geometry: SR

c: Moving Geometry: No SR

t'

d'

s=ct'

t

d=gd'

sAB=d/(c-v)

sBA=d/(c-v)

t

d=d'

sAB=d/(c+v)

sBA=d/(c+v)

0.000

1.000

0.000

0.577

0.866

1.732

0.577

0.00

1.00

2.00

0.67

0.200

1.000

0.200

0.808

0.866

1.732

0.577

0.50

1.00

2.00

0.67

0.400

1.000

0.400

1.039

0.866

1.732

0.577

1.00

1.00

2.00

0.67

0.600

1.000

0.600

1.270

0.866

1.732

0.577

1.50

1.00

2.00

0.67

0.800

1.000

0.800

1.501

0.866

1.732

0.577

2.00

1.00

2.00

0.67

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.732

0.866

1.732

0.577

In the table left, we see the expected results associated with the stationary geometry, where [d’=1] and the incrementing time
[t’] maps to the distance [ct’] propagated by light [c=1], such that it reaches [B] after 1 unit of time. However, we might use the
equations in [1b] and [1c] to explain the results of [sAB] in the secondary tables above.
[1]

a:

s=

d' 1
= = 1;
c 1

b:

sAB =

d = gd ' 0.866
=
= 1.732;
c −v
1 − 0.5

c:

sAB =

d = d'
1
=
=2
c −v
1 − 0.5

In [1a], we see the results where [v=0], such that it reflects the internal perspective of observer-S’. In contrast, [1b] and [1c] both
reflect the moving geometry with and without length contraction of [d’]. In both of these cases, the light pulse emitted at [A] is
chasing after [B] moving away with velocity [v], such that the effective velocity is [c±v], which affects the calculation of [sAB]. By
definition, the reflected path [BA] reverses the direction of velocity [v] as shown in [2].
[2]

a:

s=

d' 1
= = 1;
c
1

b:

sBA =

d = gd ' 0.866
=
= 0.577;
c +v
1 + 0.5

c:

sBA =

d = d'
1
=
= 0.667
c −v
1 − 0.5

Note: The form of [1] and [2] used to calculate [sAB] and [sBA] is an analogous solution of the Zeno’s Paradox, which resolves
the value of an infinite geometric progression. However, what is clear from these results is that distance [s] does not
directly correspond to the physical length of the rod [d’=1] as it is now a function of velocity [v]. The open question at this
stage is whether observer-S’ would be completely unaware of the differences in the light propagation times in the moving
geometry, which is an issue underpinning the requirement for time dilation.
What about the [y] configuration?
Again, if we start with the stationary geometry being the local perception of observer-S’, we might initially assume that photons
in the [y] configuration propagate vertically from [A] to [B] and back to [A], which based on the constancy of the velocity of light
[c=1] and the unit length [y’=1] results in a unit time [t’=1] for both forward and return paths giving a total roundtrip time [t’ABA=2].
However, a wider issue might be highlighted against the [y] configuration of the light-clock model within the moving geometry
by making reference to the nature of light – see EM-Wave Issues and Photon Issues for background. While speculative, the
previous links consider the idea as to whether there are two distinct modes of ‘light’ propagation, as either a continuous EM
wave or as a series of discrete photons. In this respect, EM waves are sourced by an oscillating charge particle and continuously
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radiate outwards in all directions, except along the axis of oscillation. In contrast, discrete photons appear to be sourced within
a quantized transition between two energy orbitals within an atom and are assumed to follow a single path. However, if we
consider the implications of a pulse of light, analogous to a pulsed laser beam, this photon will have a single directional path
rather than an expanding circular wavefront. In the stationary geometry, [A] and [B] do not move and therefore do not change
position with time [t]. However, from the perspective of the moving geometry this is not true, such that [A0] and [B0] move to
[A1] and [B1] after [t] seconds. Therefore, light emitted at [A0] would have to propagate towards [B1] along an ever-changing
diagonal path due to velocity [β].
Note: It is generally assumed that a light source imparts no momentum onto an emitted pulse of light. If so, as soon as the
light pulse leaves [A0], its direction will be unaffected by any subsequent motion of [A1] or [B1]. Therefore, if we imagine
an initial configuration within an inertial spaceship, where a laser is configured to direct light pulses vertically from [A] to
[B], why would the pulses emitted from [A0] ever arrive at [B1], which has an ever-changing position?
From the perspective of a wave model, light propagates with velocity [c=1] with respect to a stationary wave media. As such, it
explains why light has a specific velocity [c=3*108m/s] as it is a physical property of the wave media. Therefore, it offers up a
potential causal explanation as to why light propagates with [c=1] and why the velocity [c] is independent of the velocity [v] of
either the source or receiver. So, even if it is not possible to detect this media, its existence would challenge a number of SR
assumptions, as an inertial frame would not be able to assume itself stationary, such that the velocity [β] of the frame could only
be determined relative to the wave propagation media. While this is a speculative idea, it might avoid many of the paradoxes
associated with SR, although it must be highlighted that most wave models have their own set of issues.
Note: The results of the Michelson-Morley experiment questions the existence of space as a propagation media for light,
although it is possible that a causal mechanism underpinning length contraction might help explain the negative results.
Alternatively, space might be modelled as a superfluid and provide a conceptual rationale for frame dragging.
So, while recognizing that much evidence still has to be reviewed, we possibly need to question whether a conceptual light-clock
model can provide the empirical evidence that time dilation must take place in the moving [S’] frame, if a photon/pulse of light
never arrives at [B] as outlined above.
Note: As indicated, SR allows any inertial frame to consider itself stationary and rejects the idea of an absolute reference
frame. However, while speculative, we might consider the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) as a ‘preferred’ reference
frame, where the velocity of our local galaxy, the Milky Way, has an estimated velocity [v=600km/s]. Within this
framework, the idea that planet Earth as a stationary reference frame is questionable given its rotational velocity of
[v=1668km/h] at the equator plus an orbital velocity [v=106,655km/h] around the Sun, which in-turn has an orbital velocity
[v=220km/s] within the Milky Way. While the cited figure of 600km/s appears to be large, in relativistic terms, it only
equates to [β=0.002] with a Lorentz factor [ϒ=1.000002], such that any effects of time dilation or length contraction within
the physical universe may be minimal, even if all the assumptions of the SR model are proved to be true.
For the reasons outlined, any conceptual measure of relativistic effects, which can only be perceived by observer-S, will be defined
in terms of the [x,t] variables and not the [x’,t’] variables. On the basis of this introduction, we will now consider the basic light
clock geometry outlined using three different sets of assumptions described as Configuration-0, Configuration-1 and
Configuration-2. However, it might be highlighted that the geometry in each configuration is essentially identical, where the
results primarily change due to whether length contraction is assumed or not.
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1.1.1

Configuration-0: Galilean

It seems appropriate to start from the historic perspective of the Galilean transforms, which date back to 1632. In essence, these
transforms do not make any assumptions about length contraction or time dilation, such that two frames of reference are only
described in terms of a relative velocity [v]. The diagram below will consider the relative geometry of a light-clock model as seen
by the stationary observer-S along the [y] and [x] axis.

Note: Again, if we assume that a light source imparts no momentum onto an emitted pulse of light, its direction will be
unaffected by any subsequent motion of [A] or [B]. If so, then a light pulse emitted at [A0] in the [y] configuration may
never arrive at [B1], if its direction continues along a propagation path perpendicular to [A0] at some earlier time.
If we accept the assumption in the note above, there can be no photon propagation path between [A0] and [B1] in the [y]
configuration, although we might still calculate the geometric distance [s] between [A0] to [B1] on the basis of [1].
[1]

y =

( ct )2 − (vt )2

2

v 
= ct 1 −  
c

= 1  ct = s =

y
2

1 − ( )

If we substitute the values of the invariant velocities [c=1] and [β=0.5] into [1], we can determine the length of the geometric
path [s], as shown in [2].
[2]

s =

y
c2 − v 2 )

=

1
1 − 0.52

=

1
= 1.155
0.866

Note: If we were to assume that [s=1.155] represented the light propagation distance, then the light propagation time
would be [t=s/c=1.155]. Of course, without time dilation, the value of [t=1.155] appears incompatible with [t=1] in the
stationary geometry. However, it is highlighted that a [y] configuration roundtrip time of [tABA=2.31] also conflicts with
the calculated [x] configuration roundtrip time, shown in [4], which might suggest a fundamental problem with the
assumptions underpinning this configuration.
Clearly, the geometric distance [s=1.155] is different from the stationary rod length [d’=1], such that any conceptual light
propagation time [tAB=1.155] must also be different to maintain the constancy of [c=1]. However, if we accept that the [S’] frame
is in motion, then the internal perception of a comoving observer-S’, as assumed by SR, might also be questioned.
So, what about the [x] axis configuration?
From the perspective of observer-S, the light pulse emitted at [A] has to ‘chase’ after [B] moving to the right with velocity [β=0.5],
while the opposite is true for the reflected path from [B]. We might determine the light propagation time [tAB] and [tBA] without
any reference to time dilation or length contraction as follows:
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[3]

t AB =

d
1
=
= 2;
c −v
0.5

tBA =

d
1
=
= 0.666;
c + v 1.5

t ABA = 2.666

Note: It is highlighted that the units of the numerator and denominator in [3], unlike [1], defines time not distance.
However, we can use the propagation times in [3] to calculate the corresponding light propagation distance [s] based on the
constancy of the velocity of light [c=1] and subject to the [±β] velocity of the moving [S’] frame, such that the distances for the
forward and backward paths are shown in [4].
[4]

SAB = c * t AB = 2;

sBA = c * tBA = 0.666;

sABA = 2.666

Note: The distances denoted as [s] are different from a transform mapping of the physical length [d=1] in the stationary
geometry to the moving geometry. If we consider [x’=d’=1] simply as a coordinate point in the stationary geometry, the
mapping into the moving geometry is defined by [±βt], such that it is a function of time [t]
Again, the times and distances in [3] and [4] cannot be reconciled to those of a comoving observer-S’ within the moving [S’] frame.
In addition, there is a discrepancy in the roundtrip times in the [y] and [x] configurations reflected in [2] and [3]. At this early
stage, we might attempt to simply formulate and tabulate some results associated with this configuration, starting with [5].
[5]

tx =

dx '
;
c −v

sx = c * tx

sy =

dy '
1 − 2

;

ty =

sy
c

Note: Again, the formulations in [5] are not coordinate mappings of [x’,t’] to [x,t], but rather the calculation of the light
propagation path in both the [x] and [y] configurations, anchored to the physical rod length [d’=1] in the stationary
geometry, which is then mapped to the moving geometry, as shown in the table below.
v

ϒ

g

dx'

tx'

dy'

ty'

sx

tx

sy

ty

0

1

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

2.000

2.000

1.155

1.155

-0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.667

0.667

1.155

1.155

If we make reference to [5], we see the forward and backward propagation distance [sx] is a result of the differential velocity
[c±v] between the two frames, where [dx’=1] is not subject to any length contraction. Likewise, the propagation path length in
the [y] configuration has been predicated on the geometric formulation in [1], which also applies no length contraction. However,
based on the SR assumption of the constancy of [c=1] in all frames, which is supported by most wave models, the times [tx] and
[ty] can simply be calculated on the basis of [tx=sx/c] and [ty=sy/c] respectively. In order to reverse the results back into the
stationary geometry requires the formulation in [6], where the results are shown in the following table.
[6]

dx ' = (c − v )t x ;

tx ' =

dx '
c

dy ' = sy 1 −  2 ;

ty ' =

dy '
c

Note: As previously highlighted, the formulations in [5] and [6] are not coordinate transforms, such that [6] is not the
inverse form of [5], but rather requires a transposition around the equality sign (=) to reverse the results shown below.
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v

ϒ

g

sx

tx

sy

ty

dx'

tx'

dy'

ty'

0

1

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

2.000

2.000

1.155

1.155

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

-0.5

1.155

0.866

0.667

0.667

1.155

1.155

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

At this point, it possibly needs to be highlighted that the results of the light-clock model being outlined only exist as a conceptual
‘thought experiment’. In reality, there is no direct access to the measurement of length and time of observer-S’ within the moving
[S’] frame. Equally, we might also realise that the measure of length and time by observer-S of events taking place within frame
[S’] having a relativistic velocity [±β=0.5] only exist in terms of the formulations outlined.
Note: Despite the conceptual nature of the light-clock model, analysis of the underlying geometry may provide some useful
insights about the assumptions SR makes about length contraction and time dilation. However, as will be highlighted at
many points throughout all the discussions, mathematical formulation needs to be supported by causal mechanisms.
Having now outlined some cautionary notes about this configuration, which will apply equally to the following configurations, we
might return to what we might reasonably assume about the light-clock model. If we assume that the light-clock model is initially
positioned within the stationary [S] frame, then the length [d’=1] of the physical rod that connects [A] and [B] might be empirically
verified before the light-clock is transferred to the moving [S’] frame. In this respect, the value of [d’=1] may be the only supported
assumption about any of the other measures in the {S’] frame, as the times [tx’=ty’=1] measured by the comoving observer-S’ are
speculative, if only resting on the assumptions underpinning a mathematical formulation.
But might we speculate on the internal perspective of observer-S’?
From the perspective of SR, observer-S’ can simply assume itself to be stationary, which then leads to the requirement of length
contraction and time dilation assumed by the Lorentz transforms to be discussed in Configuration-1. However, while SR has
become the accepted model since first being published in 1904, it has always created perplexing paradoxes and lacked any
physical description of length contraction and time dilation anchored to any obvious causal mechanisms. Therefore, we might
speculate a little further about the internal perspective of observer-S’ based on the diagram below.

One issue already outlined is whether a light pulse emitted at [A] in the [y] configuration would ever arrive at [B], if its direction
of propagation is perpendicular to [A] at some earlier time. If so, the internal view of observer-S’ would perceive the light pulse
moving diagonally to the left due to the relative velocity [v=0.5]. Likewise, the [x] configuration may also appear strange, for the
distance between [A] and [B] might still appear to be defined by the length of a physical rod [d’=1], but where the light
propagation times, unaffected by time dilation or length contraction, would be defined by [4]. If this were the case, a comoving
observer-S’ might determine the velocity of light [c] on the basis of [7], which would challenge the effective constancy of [c=1] in
all inertial frames.
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[7]

c =

dABA
t ABA

=

2
= 0.75
2.666

Of course, the discrepancy of the roundtrip time determined on the basis of [2] and [4] appears to raise a major problem, as the
orientation of the light-clock along the [y] or [x] axes would lead to different results that should have been detected by the
Michelson-Morley experiment. However, the discussion of this geometric configuration was not intended as an alternative
solution, but rather to simply highlight some initial issues both for and against any transform mapping between the frames.
Note: It is recognized that many might question the purpose of this configuration, especially if they believed that there is
sufficient experimental evidence to prove the validity of special relativity beyond any reasonable doubt. While the previous
link is only a brief review of this evidence, it is unclear that this evidence is beyond questioning, not least, on the basis that
it does not offer up any explanation of the causal mechanism by which either time dilation or length contraction physically
takes place within a moving [S’] frame. On this basis, it does not seem unreasonable to question the perception of a
comoving observer-S’ within a frame moving with anything approaching relativistic velocity for which we have no empirical
data. In this context, the fastest man-made spacecraft only has a velocity of [17,600m/s] relative to Earth, which converts
to a value of [β=5.87*10-5] and a value of [ϒ=1.0000000017]. As a somewhat tangential issue, it might also be highlighted
that length contraction does not equate to the wholesale contraction of space between the stars. If so, a conceptual
journey to the stars undertaken in so many ‘thought experiments’, where time dilation is assumed, lacks the causal
mechanism to explain the contraction of the spatial distance, which then leads to the conflicting suggestion of an effective
superluminal velocity – see Triplet Paradox for a wider discussion of issues.
1.1.2

Configuration-1: Lorentz

In this configuration, we shall again consider the mapping of the stationary geometry of the light-clock model to the moving
geometry having a velocity [β=0.5], but where the Lorentz transforms now imply a length contraction along the [x] axis of motion.
Again, we will use the basic light-clock diagram below as a visual reference, where all variables are unprimed to reflect the
conceptual measures of the stationary observer-S.

Note: In this configuration, we might assume that the light source at [A] is radiating in all directions, unlike the directional
photon/pulse, such that an expanding circular wavefront will arrive at [B].
We can show how the geometry of this configuration could be aligned to the Lorentz transforms, if interpreted in terms of a
length contraction along the [x] axis of motion. However, we will start with the assumption that [d’=1] corresponds to the length
of a physical rod in the stationary geometry, which is not subject to length contraction along the [y] axis, such that [y=y’=1]. Based
on this assumption, we might resolve an initial geometric implication within the moving [y] configuration.
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[1]

y =

( ct )2 − (vt )2

2

v 
= ct 1 −  
c

=1

 s = ct =

y
2

1 − ( )

The form of [1] is the same as Configuration-0, as the Lorentz transforms imply no length contraction along the [y] axis. However,
the value of [s=1.155] determined on the basis of [β=0.5], as shown in [2], leads to the same discrepancy between the light
propagation time in the stationary and moving geometries.
Note: By way of clarification, in the stationary geometry [d’=y’=1], such that the light propagation distance [s’=d’=1] are
synchronized. However, we might recognize that this ‘synchronization’ of distance [s] and the rod length [d’=1] no longer
exists, such that we might question the nature of the implied ‘discrepancy’, which the Lorentz transforms reconciles by
introducing a mathematical assumption related to time dilation.
[2]

y

s =

2

2

=

c −v )

1
2

1 − 0.5

=

1
= 1.155
0.866

So, knowing the light propagation distance [s=1.155], we might calculate the implied light propagation time on the basis of the
constancy [c=1].
[3]

t =

s 1.115
=
= 1.115
c
1

However, the value of [s=1.155] also allows us to determine [x] either by reversing the sum-of-the-squares or in terms of [x=vt],
as shown in [4].
[4]

x =

( d )2 − ( y )2

= 0.577

x = vt = 0.5 * 1.155 = 0.577

It might be highlighted that in terms of the [y] configuration, the previous mappings to the moving geometry, as perceived by
observer-S has made no obvious reference to any relativistic effects as there is no length contraction associated with the [y] axis.
Based on the assumption that [y=1] remains unchanged, the distance [d] and time [t] are determined on the basis of the change
in geometry caused by [v=0.5]. Only when we attempt to reverse map the measure of distance [d=1.155] and time [t=1.155] back
towards the assumed stationary geometry, as perceived by observer-S’ comoving with the [S’] frame, do we need to invoke the
idea of both time dilation and length contraction implicit in the Lorentz transforms. Therefore, SR requires the following roundtrip
time [tABA’=2] in the stationary geometry to be reconciled to [tABA=2.31] in the moving geometry.
[5]

t ABA = t AB + tBA = 2.31

 t 'ABA = 2

If we now compare the time [tABA=2.31] in [5] with the time [t’ABA=2] in the stationary geometry, we might infer both a time
dilation and length contraction in the [y] configuration, as shown in [6], in order to reconcile the assumptions of SR.
[6]

t ' = gt = 0.866 * 2.31 = 2;
y' 2
c =
=
= 1;
t'
2

y ' = gs = 0.866 * 2.31 = 2

y
2.31
c =
=
=1
t
2.31
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In words, [6] is suggesting that every tick [t’=1] of the clock in the stationary geometry corresponds to a tick [t=1.155] of the clock
in the moving geometry, such that time is ticking slower or is dilated with respect to the frame of the stationary observer-S.
However, while a comoving observer-S’ in the [S’] frame might not perceive the inertial velocity [v], the issue as to whether
observer-S’ does not perceive the additional time [tABA=2.321] for light to propagate within the moving geometry is an assumption
without a causal mechanism at this stage. This questioning might be supported, if the [y] configuration did not support a
directional pulsed light source.
How does this compare to the [x] axis configuration?
In the [x] configuration, the light from [A] that had to be radiated in all directions in the [y] configuration can be confined to a
directional pulse, which is ‘chasing’ after [B], as it is moving to the right with velocity [β=0.5], while the opposite is true for the
reflected path from [B]. However, the times [tAB] and [tBA] in the moving geometry are now dependent on the assumption that
the length of the physical rod [d’=1] that defines the [A-B] light path in the stationary geometry must first be subject to a physical
length contraction to [d=0.866] before the propagation times can be calculated, as shown in [7], for the moving geometry.
[7]

t AB =

dAB
c −v

0.866
= 1.732;
0.5

=

tBA =

dBA
c +v

0.866
= 0.577;
1.5

=

t ABA = 2.31

Note: Unlike Configuration-0, the times in [7] are compatible with [5]. However, whether this means that the Lorentz
transforms actually explain what is physically happening in the frames is possibly premature at this stage.
In [7] above, [dAB=0.866] and [dBA=0.866] reflects the contracted length that occurs in the moving [S’] frame, but where the light
propagation time is now subject to the velocity differential [c±v] in the forward and backward directions, which is only perceived
by observer-S in the stationary [S] frame. As such, the propagation distances denoted as [s], as shown in [8], are based on the
velocity of light [c=1] multiplied by the times shown in [7].
[8]

sAB = c * t AB = 1.732;

sBA = c * tBA = 0.577;

sABA = 2.31

Again, we might attempt to formulate and tabulate some results associated with this configuration. Again, it needs to be
highlighted that [9] below does not represent transform coordinate mappings of [x’,t’] to [x,t], but rather the calculation of the
light propagation path in both the [x] and [y] configurations, anchored to the physical rod length [d’=1] in the stationary geometry.
A comparison of the formulations in [9] with those produce for Configuration-0 only requires the introduction of [g=0.866] to
account for a length contraction of [dx’=1] in the stationary geometry to [g*dx’=0.866] in the moving geometry. However, the
effects of the relative velocity [±β=0.5] are tabulated in the following table.
[9]

tx =

g ( dx ')
c v

;

sx = c * tx;

v

ϒ

sy =

dy '
1− 

2

;

ty =

sy
c

g

dx'

tx'

dy'

ty'

sx

tx

sy

ty

0

1

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.732

1.732

1.155

1.155

-0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.577

0.577

1.155

1.155
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Referencing [9], we see the contracted length of [dx’=1] to [d=0.866] is used to calculate the forward and backward propagation
distance [sx] based on the differential velocity [c±v] between the two frames. Based on the SR assumption of the constancy of
[c=1] in all frames, the times [tx] and [ty] are calculated on the basis of [tx=sx/c] and [ty=sy/c] respectively. In order to reverse
the results back into the stationary geometry requires the formulation in [10].
[10]

dx ' = (c  v )

tx
;
g

tx ' =

dx '
c

dy ' = sy 1 −  2 ;

ty ' =

dy '
c

The results of [10] are shown in the following table, such that we return to the unity values assumed to exist and measured by
the conceptual observer in the moving frame.
v

ϒ

g

sx

tx

sy

ty

dx'

tx'

dy'

ty'

0

1

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

1.732

1.732

1.155

1.155

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

-0.5

1.155

0.866

0.577

0.577

1.155

1.155

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

Note: From a wave model perspective, the velocity of light [c=1] is a property of the wave media, such that only one frame
can truly be a stationary [S] frame, where [c±v] represents the relative velocity of light with respect to the moving [S’]
frame and results in the asymmetric times shown in [7]. However, measuring the one-way speed of light is problematic
and leads to the complexity of synchronized clocks that will be discussed later, although it might be immediately
highlighted that some of the problems appear to have a circular dependency on the assumptions of SR – see Clock
Synchronization for a wider and possibly more speculative discussion.
At this point, we might also consider some of the assumptions being made about times [t,t’] and distances [s,s’]. First, the idea of
time dilation, based on [6], assumes that a comoving observer-S’ within the moving [S’] frame can assume itself to be a stationary
[S] frame. This symmetry is grounded in the first postulate of SR, such that the laws of physics are invariant in all inertial frames.
Whether this assumption has been verified is still being questioned.
Note: It is highlighted that the distances [s] in [8] are not physical lengths, as per the unit rod length [d’=1] or its contracted
length [d=0.866], but rather the distance propagated by light with velocity [c=1]. From the perspective of geometry, the
observer-S’ positioned at [A] in the moving frame would always see [B] positioned [d’=1] above in the [y] configuration.
However, whether a light pulse would be reflected back from [B] to [A] has been questioned. While this would not be an
issue in the [x] configuration, where an observer-S’ at [A] also sees [B] positioned at [d=1], we might still question whether
this observer would perceive a change in the propagation times as defined by [7].
While it is highlighted that these results can be aligned to the assumptions underpinning the Lorentz transforms, there has been
no discussion of any causal mechanisms that would explain how length contraction or time dilation physically takes place in the
moving [S’] frame. Later, the idea of standing wave compression will be forwarded as a potential mechanism for length
contraction in the moving [S’] frame, which will also be discussed in terms of the Ivanov transforms.
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1.1.3

Configuration-2: Ivanov

At first glance, the geometry of configuration-2 may appear similar to configuration-1, although it might be noted that the value
of [d=y=0.866] has been changed in the [y] configuration. As such, this geometry proceeds on the assumption of a length
contraction perpendicular to the axis of motion [yz], which contradicts the assumption of SR and the Lorentz transforms, but may
be supported by the Ivanov transforms to be detailed later, which also negates the need for time dilation.

Let us first try to establish how [y=0.866] might be calculated as shown in [1].
[1]

y =

( ct )2 − (vt )2

=

(1)2 − (0.5)2

= 0.866

Without time dilation, the time taken for light [c=1] to propagate between [A] and [B] in the [y] configuration within the moving
[S’] frame is defined by [s/c]. In [1], we see the determination of [y=0.866] based on the invariance of both [c] and [v] in both
frames. However, having determined [y=0.866] and knowing [s=1], we can use a similar method to calculate the value of [x=0.5]
as shown in [2].
[2]

x =

( s )2 − ( y ')2

=

(1)2 − (0.866 )2

= 0.5

Again, without the assumption of time dilation, we can calculate the roundtrip time [tABA] for the [y] configuration in the moving
geometry as shown in [3].
[3]

t AB =

s
= 1;
c

tBA =

s
= 1;
c

t ABA = t AB + tBA = 2

But, what about the [x] configuration?
In the [x] configuration, the light pulse emitted at [A] is again ‘chasing’ after [B], which is moving to the right with velocity [β=0.5],
while the opposite is true for the reflected path from [B], as quantified in [4]. However, the Ivanov transforms assume an extended
form of length contraction along the [x] axis of motion, such that the original rod length [d’=1] is contracted to [g2d’=0.75].
[4]

t AB =

dAB
c −v

=

0.75
= 1.5;
0.5

tBA =

dAB
c +v

=

0.75
= 0.5;
1.5

t ABA = 2.0

We can now use the times in [4] based on the constancy [c=1] to calculate the distance [s] of the light propagation paths in the
[x] configuration, as shown in [5].
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[5]

sAB = ct AB = 1.5;

sBA = ct AB = 0.5;

sABA = 2.0

Note: Again, it is highlighted that the propagation distances denoted as [s] are different from the transform mapping of
the [x’] coordinate in the stationary geometry to the moving geometry. If we consider the rod length in the stationary
geometry [d’=1] as a coordinate point, its mapping into the moving geometry is a function of velocity [β] and time [t]
As per the other configuration geometries, we might attempt to formulate and tabulate some results associated with this
configuration. Again, [6] does not represent a coordinate mapping of [x’,t’] to [x,t] that will be later explained in terms of the
Ivanov transforms, but rather the calculation of the light propagation path in both the [x] and [y] configurations, anchored to the
physical rod length [d’=1] in the stationary geometry. However, [6] does reflect a length contraction of the rod length [d’=1] along
the [yz] axes to [0.866] plus an additional contraction of [d’=1] to [d=0.75] along the [x] axis.
[6]

tx =

g2 ( dx ')
c −v

;

sx = c * tx;

sy =

g ( dy ')
1 − 2

;

ty =

sy
c

The effects of the relative velocity [±β=0.5] based on [6] are tabulated in the following table.
v

ϒ

g

dx'

tx'

dy'

ty'

sx

tx

sy

ty

0

1

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.500

1.500

1.000

1.000

-0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.500

0.500

1.000

1.000

While we might immediately see the change needed to calculate light path distance [sx[ due to the sign reversal of velocity [β],
the light path distance [sy=1] was explained in terms of the geometry associated with [1], the formulation for [sy] in [6] results in
unity because [g=√1-β2]. Again, the times [tx] and [ty] are calculated on the basis of [tx=sx/c] and [ty=sy/c] respectively. In order
to reverse the results back into the stationary geometry requires the formulation in [7].
[7]

dx ' = (c − v )

sx
g2

;

tx ' =

dx '
c

dy ' =

sy
1 − 2 ;
g

ty ' =

dy '
c

The results of [7] are shown in the following table, such that we return to the unity values assumed to exist and measured by the
conceptual observer in the moving frame.
v

ϒ

g

sx

tx

sy

ty

dx'

tx'

dy'

ty'

0

1

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

1.500

1.500

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

-0.5

1.155

0.866

0.500

0.500

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

In summary, without time dilation, the geometry of configuration-2 extends length contraction to the [y,z] axes perpendicular to
motion, while also extending the degree of length contraction along the [x] axis of motion. However, in this configuration, a
comoving observer-S’ positioned at [A] in the moving [S’] frame would see a change in the propagation times when in motion.
Whether this conceptual observer would be aware of the implied length contractions requires a wider discussion of the Ivanov
transforms. However, these transforms have been shown to apply to sound waves that undergo a form of standing wave
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compression in the 3D medium of air. Whether these transforms can be applied to matter waves is something that will also
require further consideration in later discussions.
Note: The interpretation of the Ivanov transforms will be questioned within a later discussion entitled Active and Reactive
Mass. For within a wave model, the energy density of a particle depends on length contraction assumptions, which the
Lorentz transforms constrains to the [x] axis, while the Ivanov transforms extend this contraction to the [xyz] axes. As such,
the transforms result in a different volume in which the wave energy of the particle is confined and therefore implies a
different energy density prediction when in motion.
1.1.4

Clock Synchronisation

As the issue of clock synchronization was raised in Configuration-1, this discussion wants to further consider whether clock
synchronisation within an inertial reference frame is a problem that makes the one-way determination of light impossible.
However, we will start paraphrasing an extract taken from Atomic Clocks that appears to suggest that clock synchronisation here
on Earth is a relatively common procedure.
National standards agencies in many countries maintain a network of atomic clocks which are intercompared and kept
synchronized to an accuracy of 10−9 seconds per day, which approximates to about 1 part in 1014. These clocks collectively
define a continuous and stable time scale, the International Atomic Time (TAI).
If we make reference back to the geometry of a light-clock, we might consider the two perspectives described in terms of the
stationary or moving geometry, as shown below. However, special relativity (SR) assumes that an observer positioned within an
inertial reference frame only perceives the stationary geometry, left, irrespective of whether this frame has a relative velocity [β]
or not. Again, observer-S’ comoving within the [S’] frame believes itself to be stationary and therefore is the one who perceives
the stationary geometry, while observer-S perceives the moving geometry to which relativistic effects apply.

If both frames initially have zero velocity, we might try to synchronised the clocks at [A] and [B], which might then allow the oneway speed of light to be determined in either the [x] or [y] configurations, where [A] and [B] are connected by a physical rod
length [d’=1]. However, we might first characterize the perceived problems: see One-way speed of light.
The ‘one-way’ speed of light, from a source [A] to a detector [B], cannot be measured independently of a convention as to
how to synchronize the clocks at the source and the detector. Although the average speed over a two-way path can be
measured, the one-way speed in one direction or the other is undefined, unless one can define the synchronised time in
two different locations, e.g. [A] and [B].
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Within the previous linked cited, there is a section called Slow Clock-Transport that outlines the idea of first synchronizing two
clocks in local proximity and then moving one ‘slowly’ to another location.
If two clocks are synchronized, but then one clock is moved rapidly away and back again, the two clocks will no longer be
synchronized. This effect is due to time dilation. However, if one clock is moved away slowly and returned, the two clocks
will remain very nearly synchronized. The clocks can remain synchronized to an arbitrary accuracy by moving them
sufficiently slowly. This method can be used to synchronize two spatially separated clocks.
The first point to highlight in this description is that the issue of clock synchronization is predicated on the SR assumption that
time dilation occurs in the moving [S’] frame. While this may be the case, this review has yet to discover any causal mechanism
that explains time dilation. We might also consider what is implied by ‘slowly’ moving the clock, as any time dilation effect has to
be determined on the basis of a velocity [v] relative to the speed of light [c=3*10 8m/s]. Simply by way of an example, a velocity
[v=100m/s] that most would not consider to be slow would correspond to a relative velocity [β=3.33*10-7] and a Lorentz factor
[ϒ=1.0000000000001]. On this basis, the phrase ‘very nearly synchronised’ may be put into better perspective. However, while
the method of slow transport would undoubtedly allow two clocks in the same stationary frame to be ‘very nearly’ synchronised,
this discussion now wants to consider the idea known as Einstein synchronisation, where the time on two clocks positioned at [A]
and [B] also might be synchronised by the exchange of encoded information propagated at the speed of light [c=1]. As the
previous link provides the details of the Einstein synchronisation method and some of its perceived problems, this discussion will
consider a revised method based on the accuracy of modern atomic clocks, 1 second per 1014 seconds, and the speed of modern
computers to encode and decode information onto a light carrier wave.
Note: With reference to the stationary geometry above, it is assumed that the physical rod length [d’=1] separating [A]
and [B] is known to great accuracy. If we assume that [d’=1] corresponds to just 1 metre, then light with a speed of
[c=3*108m/s] would propagate this distance in 3.33*10-9 seconds, although this appears to be well within the limits of an
atomic clock to measure accurately. Clearly the distance [d’=1] could be scaled for greater accuracy.
So, we want to consider a somewhat conceptual synchronisation method between two clocks positioned at [A] and [B]. While we
do not know whether this reference frame has any motion, we shall proceed on the basis that the speed of light [c=1] is constant
to all frames. The method being described will follow the steps outlined in the diagram
right. We might start by resetting the clock at [A] to some arbitrary start time [t0], after
which a light signal is sent at time [t1], which we will assume is immediately reflected
back from [B]. As such, the roundtrip time [Δt] can be calculated at [A] against its local
clock as the difference between [t2-t1].
Note: In the context of a local inertial stationary frame, there are no relativistic
effects like time dilation or length contraction that need to be taken into
consideration. In the context of this stationary frame, we might measure and
establish the two-way roundtrip time [t2-t1=2d/c] at [A].
At time [t3], a light encoded signal is sent from [A] to [B] containing the local time [t 3] plus the measure of the roundtrip time [Δt].
The clock at [B] is now set to time [t4] which is synchronised to time [t3] plus the average one-way propagation delay between [A]
and [B].
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Note: Again, it does not matter whether another reference frame perceives an asymmetry between the forward and
backward times as the perspective within the inertial frame is always symmetric and averaged over [2d].
Having established what should be the synchronised time on the clock at [B], an encoded signal is returned to [A], where the logic
in [1] can be used to verify the synchronisation process.
[1]

t 

if  t3 +
= t4 then OK
2 

if ( t2 − t1 ) = (t5 − t 3) then OK

While there will be some margin of error in the time needed to process [t4] at [B], the checks in [1] appear sufficient to ensure
that [A] and [B] are stationary with respect to each other in addition to the fact that [A] and [B] are connected by a physical rod.
So, having established what appears to be synchronised clocks at [A] and [B], any light signal sent from [A] or [B] could encode its
local time, such that the one-way time could be determined against the local clock time at the other end.
Could this method be extended to a moving frame clock?
This is potentially more problematic, for while two sets of clocks could be synchronized in two reference frames, which both
initially have velocity [β=0], any subsequent velocity applied to the moving frame would also imply an acceleration [a], which may
complicate the times. However, if this methodology was applied to the Triplet Paradox, it would be interesting to speculate
whether the time on the two sets of clocks that would record the same elapsed roundtrip times in opposite directions. For special
relativity implies that speed [β], independent of direction, is the root cause of time dilation, although we might question how
both can be younger than the other on returning to their initial ‘stationary’ starting point.
Note: As previously highlighted, a wave model assumes that a wave propagation media has to be the only stationary
frame from which any relativistic effects should be referenced. Equally, within this model, there can be no ambiguity in
the speed of light, one-way or two-way, as [c=1] is a property of the wave media of light in free-space. In this context, the
only ambiguity lies in the velocity of the reference frame itself. Again, it is highlighted that no causal mechanism that
explains time dilation has yet been identified, although we will now consider the experiments evidence supporting SR.
1.1.5

Experimental Evidence

In part, the previous configurations have simply alluded to the possibility of different geometric solutions in which the coordinate
value of a stationary geometry might be resolved to a moving geometry with relative velocity [β]. Of course, many will be quick
to highlight that there is established experimental evidence to prove that only Configuration-1, conformant to the Lorentz
transforms, can be right, such that time dilation and length contraction must be accepted. While this is undoubtedly a reasonable
conclusion supported by an accepted scientific method, it is far from obvious that special relativity (SR), or the Lorentz transforms,
ever proposed a causal mechanism to explain how time dilation or length contraction might physically occur in the moving [S’]
frame. In this respect, the conclusions of SR, first published in 1904, rested primarily on the findings of the Michelson-Morley
experiment, which negated the need for a propagation media for light (EM) waves that then require the Lorentz transforms.
Note: While this discussion will attempt to briefly review some of the evidence forwarded in support of SR, it will start by
summarising some of the wider issues associated with SR, which has led to some of the well-publicised paradoxes or
conflicts with other models.
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In the context of accepted scientific models, we might cite relativity, both special and general, along with the subsequent
development of quantum mechanics into quantum field theory as the two foundation stones of modern science. Unfortunately,
these two models often disagree on their respective descriptions of the fundamental building blocks underpinning the physical
universe in terms of the actual nature of both time and space.
Note: Therefore, we might attempt a brief summary of the perceived overall issues with these two accepted models of
science. Both models are predicated on many mathematical abstractions and often appear to lack a coherent explanation
of any causal mechanism. As such, some explanations appear to rest on epistemological assumptions that extend beyond
the ability of science to empirically verify.
One key issue that might be cited is the ambiguity within both relativity and quantum physics to explain the physical nature of
matter, space and time, especially in terms of the particle model or cosmological model. If we first associate the particle model
to Einstein’s equation [E=mc2], it suggests that the underlying structure of matter has to be energy. In contrast, quantum
mechanics might cite Planck’s equation [E=hf], which suggests that energy is linked to a wave frequency [f], although later
developments speculate further on the existence of numerous quantum fields, which have never been fully verified. Likewise,
the cosmological model was initially based on the idea of relativity in terms of the gravitational effects on space and time, albeit
augmented by the apparent need for quantum inflation to explain the initial expanding universe. However, this model is also
predicated on numerous other speculative assumptions, such as dark energy, dark matter, black holes etc., which cannot always
be aligned with either relativity or quantum physics.
Note: In part, these initial issues are simply trying to highlight that there can be no certainty even within the framework
of accepted science. If so, it may still be necessary to consider other ideas, even if equally speculative.
So, within this speculative framework, a wave model forwards the idea that subatomic matter has a wave structure that provides
a causal mechanism as to how energy propagates through the universe, both as radiation and matter. Radiation is assumed to
have no rest mass, such that it can propagate energy with velocity [c] through the vacuum of space, while matter is assumed to
have a standing wave structure that can also propagate energy, but where velocity is constrained by [v=0..c]. Within a wave model
the velocity of light [c=3*108m/s] is explained as a physical property of the wave media of free space, as supported by Maxwell’s
equations. Likewise, a wave model also explains why the velocity [c] is independent of both the velocity [v] of the source or
receiver and why [c=1] is a constant in all reference frames. However, such wave models challenge SR on its basic assumption
that any inertial frame can simply assume itself to be a stationary [S] frame, such that all other frames must assume a velocity [v]
relative to it. However, this assumption has led to many of the paradoxes that surround time dilation and length contraction,
especially if allowed to occur simultaneously in another inertial frame when relative velocity [v] is reversed.
Note: Having highlighted these issues, we will now turn our attention to some of the experimental evidence that may
support the idea of time dilation and/or length contraction. However, we still need to question whether any of this
experimental evidence provides a causal explanation as to why these effects physically occur in the moving [S’] frame.
We will start by listing some initial historic experiments that are cited as evidence that either negates the existence of a wave
propagation media or appears to support the concept of time dilation.
•

Michelson–Morley experiment (1877): This experiment predated the publication of special relativity and the Lorentz
transforms in 1904, but was possibly the primary catalyst for both. While there have been many subsequent attempts to
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repeat the experiment with no more success, there may be a causal mechanism related to standing wave compression that
may help explain the negative results – see discussion of the Michelson experiment within the MMW model framework.
•

Kennedy–Thorndike experiment (1932): In essence, this experiment was a modification of the Michelson-Morley experiment,
such that we might question whether this experiment could also be explained by wavelength compression of the standing
waves that the MMW model assumes underpins all matter.

•

Ives–Stilwell experiment (1938): While first carried out in 1938, this experiment is often cited as providing evidence that time
dilation adds to the Doppler shift of light. Over the years, many Ives–Stilwell type experiments have been performed with
increased precision.

At this point, it might be worth expanding some of the details associated with the Ives-Stilwell experiment in terms of a transverse
Doppler effect. We might explain this effect in terms of the diagram right, where we see an emitter effectively moving towards
an observer, as shown left, and then moving away from the observer, as shown right. In the forward case left, the wavelength
[λF=1-β] is compressed or blueshifted, while in the away case, the wavelength [λB=1+β] is expanded or redshifted. Classically, this
is explained in terms of the normal doppler effect defined in [1], where [β] is now a vector component of angle [θ].
[1]

 =  (1 − . cos  ) ; F =  (1 −  ) ;

B =  (1 +  )

However, SR extended the form in [1] to become [2], which is often described as the relativistic
or Lorentz Doppler effect, where the effect of [g] corresponds to an additional time dilation
factor in the moving frame.
[2]

 = 

2
− 1;
1 +  cos 

F =

 (1 −  )
g

;

B =

 (1 +  )
g

;

g = 1 − 2

From the timeline of history, Herbert Ives outlined his experiment in a paper published in 1938,
which was originally intended to confirm the predictions of the Lorentz ether theory. For Ives believed the null result of both the
Michelson-Morley and Kennedy-Thorndike experiments could be explained by the Lorentz transforms assuming a physical length
contraction along the axis of motion. In this context, the Ives-Stillwell experiment was conceived to demonstrate the existence
of a physical contraction. Paraphrasing from a 1937 paper, Ives states:
The Doppler effect phenomena thus become similar to the Michelson-Morley phenomena. There is however a vital
difference in the character of this invariance. In the case of the Michelson Morley experiment the function [g=1/ϒ] is to
make the effect not only invariant, but null. That is, the predicted behaviour corresponds to the classical case for the
apparatus stationary in the ether. Experiments of the sort here assumed, should therefore be capable of furnishing positive
optical evidence for the validity of the contractions postulated by Lorentz.”
Within Ives model, the idea of time dilation was explained in terms of a length contraction, but where a moving particle is likened
to having an internal clock moving relative to the stationary ether, where the speed of light [c] is constant in this preferred frame
only. However, the clock speed of this particle will be slower as a consequence of the increased distances light has to move due
to velocity [v] in the moving [S’] frame, as described in terms of the relative geometry of a light-clock. In this respect, the 1938
Ives-Stilwell experiment only provided evidence in support of a physical Lorentz contraction from which it was inferred that time
dilation was also a consequence.
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What other experimental evidence might be cited in support of time dilation?
At this point, we might introduce some additional and observational experiments, which are often cited in support of time
dilation. The Hafele and Keating (HK) experiment was first carried out in 1971 and involved four atomic clocks aboard commercial
airliners, which flew twice around the world, first eastward, then westward, after which the onboard clocks were compared
against others that remained on the ground. The normally accepted accounts simply state that that each set of clocks disagreed
with one another, and that these differences were consistent with the predictions of special and general relativity.
Note: However, subsequent analysis has highlighted that the flight paths were circular and that none of the clocks left the
Earth’s gravitational field, although they operated at different heights. As such, the HK experiment is possibly more
analogous to the Sagnac effect experiment where the clocks are in motion rather than the beams of light.
From the perspective of the observer on the ground, the moving clocks should have both experienced a similar relative velocity
with respect to the stationary Earth clock, such that the time dilation should have also been similar. However, the results indicated
that the westwardly clock increased its time rate, while the eastwardly clock decreased its time rate. Today, many still believe
that the HK experiment confirms a gravitational time dilation effect on clocks, according to
general relativity (GR), but accept that it possibly did not prove the time dilation predicted
by SR, which then leads us to the issue of time dilation as assumed to be used by the Global
Positioning System (GPS).
Note: While this discussion does not want to compound the SR issues with GR, it is
possible that this form of relativity is not without its own set of problems.
The animation right shows a simplified example of a 24 satellite GPS constellation in motion
around a rotating Earth and suggest that only a limited number of satellites are in line-ofsight from a given point on the Earth’s surface. Clearly, the geometry of this configuration implies both the gravitational and
velocity effects of relativity, i.e. general and special, have to be taken into account in order to determine a location. However, it
might be recognised that the time delays associated with the signalling between a sub-group of satellites and the receiving ground
station may also be an important factor. In this context, the signalling propagation delay may be affected by the refractive index
of the Earth’s atmosphere, which varies with height, such that the constancy of the speed of light [c=1] does not necessarily apply
to this frame of reference. However, it appears that the satellites are part of a moving [S’] frame, subject to gravitational
acceleration [g] and a form of acceleration due to their rotational velocity [v].
Note: So, within this system, the ground station is assumed to have zero velocity and therefor becomes the stationary [S]
frame, despite the known complexity surrounding the velocity of the Earth, while the moving [S’] frames of the satellites
with velocity [v] are subject to a time dilation according to SR. However, it also has to be recognised that the ground
station sits deeper in the Earth’s gravitational field, such that its clocks are assumed to be subject to a competing form of
time dilation. Of course, as previously alluded, any signalling within the Earth’s atmosphere will not propagate with
velocity [c=1] because of the varying atmospheric air density.
Theoretical calculations, based on general relativity, suggests that the clocks in each GPS satellite should gain about 45
microseconds per day relative to the ground-station clocks. However, some have claimed that the actual GPS system does not
use this figure as it is not required within the general positional accuracy of the system.
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So, how accurate is GPS?
While the GPS satellites are required to broadcast their signals in space with a known accuracy, the accuracy of the ground
receiver depends on several additional factors, which can include the varying satellite geometry overhead, signal blockage,
atmospheric conditions plus specific design features and the quality of the receiver. By way of example, many of today’s GPSenabled smartphones have a typical accuracy of about 4.9 metres, which can be adversely affected by the natural geography of
the terrain and other man-made structures.
Note: It is highlighted that this outline is not attempting to negate the idea of time dilation, only that the GPS system may
not provide conclusive experimental evidence of time dilation within the moving frame.
Therefore, we will now turn our attention to one last source of experimental evidence, which is supported by the MMW model
in terms of an observed cosmological redshift. While the details will be expanded in a later discussion entitled ‘Lorentz Doppler
Effect’, a brief outline will be attempted at this point, starting with the MMW model explanation as to why the electron frequency
slows down according to [g], as initially quantified in [2]. The evidence for this slow-down is based on the following statement.
A distant galaxy whose speed is 90% of the speed of light [β=0.9] and [g =0 .435] exhibits a redshift ratio [R=4.359], which
is incompatible with the regular [1+β] Doppler effect constrained to a maximum value of [R=2]. This indicates that the
emitted frequency really slows down according to Lorentz's predictions.
While the regular Doppler effects cited does appear incompatible with the observed redshift values of distant objects in the
universe, the assumption that this cosmological redshift is explained by time dilation possibly needs to be examined further. First,
the maximum value of [R=2] associated with the regular Doppler effect is a function of [1+β]. However, in the context of the
statement above, the definition of [R] is revised as shown in [3].
[3]

Redshift [RR ] =

λ'
;
λ

Blueshift [R B ] =

λ'
;
λ

R=

1+ 
g
1 + 0.9
=
1R =
= 4.359
g
1− 
0.435

However, implicit in [3] is the assumption that the observed redshift is a direct result of the distant object in question having a
‘real’ relative velocity [β=0.9]. If we make reference to the ‘Cosmic Calculator’, we might use the value of [R=4.359] as being
equivalent to the redshift [z], such that it suggests that this wave has propagated along a timeline of some 1.41 billion years
within a cosmological model that dates the universe at 13.7 billion years. Alternatively, based on the idea of an expanding
universe, the size of the universe some 1.41 billion years ago might be compared to a relative scale [a=1] associated with the
present universe, such that [aR=0.186]. In basic terms, the wavelength emitted at the start of this timeline has been ‘stretched’
by a factor of 5, such that the implied velocity [β=0.9] is determined from Hubble’s Law [v=H0D], where [H0] is the Hubble constant
and [D] is the proper distance, which may require some reinterpretation of [β].
Note: Within the expanding model of cosmology, distant objects in the universe can recede with velocities that exceed the
speed of light [c=1] in violation of special relativity. However, this issue is said to be resolved on the basis that [β=0.9] does
not represent the velocity of the object when the wave was first emitted, as it includes a 5-fold expansion of the universe
over the timeline of 1.41 billion years – see Cosmological Horizons for more detail.
If we simply accept this interpretation, which comes with its own set of issues, then the calculation in [3] may be misleading.
Today, the Milky Way has an estimated velocity [v=600km/s] with respect to the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB), such that
it equates to [β=0.002] with a corresponding Lorentz factor [g=0.999998]. While such galactic velocities might have been higher
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in an earlier expanding universe model, we might attempt an initial estimate based on a scale factor [aR=0.186], such that the
received wavelength would also have to be scaled by this factor to represent a unity wavelength [λ’] at the time it was emitted.
If so, the [R] value would be reduced from 4.359 to 0.811 and we might use the equation provided by the MMW model to calculate
[β] as shown in [4].
[4]

 =1−

2
2

R +1

=1−

2
0.8112 + 1

= 0.207  g = 0.978341

Note: The only purpose of this example is to simply suggest that all assumptions have to be questioned, including the
cosmological expansion of space that appears to be another idea without a verified causal explanation. In this everwidening questioning of science, we might even ask whether we truly understand the fundamental mechanism of gravity
or the nature of mass particles. As previously outlined, the homogeneity of ‘space’ requires an actual definition as to
whether ‘space’ has a ‘material substance’ to which any properties can be assigned, otherwise space is reduced to a
mathematical coordinate construct. So, while aspects of relativity appear to refute the idea of space on the basis of the
Michelson-Morley experiment, at least, as a propagation media, GR then forwards the idea that gravity can bend or
expand space. In this context, we might again remind ourselves of the words of Voltaire: Doubt is an unpleasant condition,
but certainty is absurd.
In terms of experimental evidence, the relative geometry discussions simply considered various alternative mappings from the
stationary [S] frame to a moving [S’] frame, where only the Lorentz transforms associated with configuration-1 imply the need
for length contraction and time dilation. While the idea of a standing wave compression might provide a causal mechanism for
the length contraction of physical objects, it does not alter the distance of space between objects, only the measure in terms of
wavelengths. As such, if a physical rod [d=1] contracts in a moving [S’] frame, then the wavelength structures between [A] and
[B] would change, which is different from the inferred light propagation distance anchored to the velocity [c=1]. At one level, it
might be argued that the propagation time in the stationary [S] frame and the moving [S’] only differ because of length contraction
and the fact the propagation path of light is also changed due to the velocity [v] of the moving [S’] frame. In this respect, time
dilation is only inferred in the form of the Lorentz transforms, where the postulates of SR are not necessarily proven by the
experimental evidence reviewed, let alone causally explained. So, as outlined, other interpretations of the geometry may still be
possible, such that we might conclude this review outline based on two potential lines of inquiry.
•

Time dilates and length contracts because time and length are only derived from the relationship that velocity equals
distance divided by time [c=d/t], where velocities [c] and [v] are invariant in all reference frames. If so, there may be an
inference that only these derived values dilate and contract relative to some arbitrary stationary frame, such that they are
never directly observed. If so, such derivations may exist outside experimental evidence and lead to various paradoxes,
where two twin exists in a different inertial frame, where SR suggest both are simultaneously aging more slowly due to the
arbitrary nature of relative velocity [v].

•

Alternatively, we might consider the idea that the measurement of length is subject to a real contraction in the moving {S’]
frame on the basis of a proposed causal mechanism, i.e. standing wave compression. However, the issue of time dilation
appears more ambiguous as the geometry of a light-clock has been directly questioned in the [y] configuration and only
assumed in the [x] configuration on the basis that it is the only way to explain the difference in the propagation times in the
stationary [S] and moving [S’] frames. However, as argued, this position requires both time dilation and length contraction
to have a physical causal mechanism, presumably related to velocity [v], which cannot be arbitrary. If so, this position has to
question the second postulate of SR in terms of what actually defines a stationary [S] frame.
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1.2

Mathematical Transforms

Before proceeding to detail the mathematical derivation of the Lorentz Transforms, Ivanov Transforms and the LaFreniere
Transforms, a summary of some of the ideas and issues associated with relativistic frames of reference might also help to ‘frame’
the scope of the discussions to follow. In the context of special relativity (SR), a stationary frame is any inertial frame that is not
subject to acceleration [a] and hence not subject to a force [F=ma]. However, the idea of an absolute reference frame was
questioned by the Michelson-Morley experiment (1887) because it failed to detect the expected interference effects within a
wave propagation media. Prior to this time, it was generally assumed that the wave media for electromagnetic (EM) waves might
act as a fundamental reference frame from which the velocity [v] of any other frame might be determined relative to the velocity
of light [c]. Without this reference frame, it appeared that any inertial frame could assume itself to be stationary from which the
velocity [v] of any other frame was relative. The implied symmetry of the inertial frames led to the development of the Lorentz
transforms, which were later incorporated into the postulates of special relativity (SR). As introduced in the previous discussion
of Configuration-1, it is possible to devise a geometric configuration that supports time dilation and a length contraction along
the axis of motion, although there are some potential issues that need further review. One perceived issue is the absence of any
physical causal mechanisms that explain why time dilation or length contraction might physically take place in the moving frame.
However, at this point, we will first introduce the basic Lorentz transforms as shown in [1].
[1]

x =

( x '  t ')
g

;

y = y ';

z = z ';

t =

(t '  x ')
g

;

where  =

v
c

and g =

1



=

1 − 2

The form of [1] has adopted the preferred orientation of this review, where coordinates [x’,t’] are associated with the stationary
geometry perceived by observer-S’ within the moving [S’] frame. As such, it is observer-S who perceives the relativistic effects of
the moving geometry assigned to the coordinates [x,t], although SR allows this orientation to be reversed. While it is recognized
that there are aspects of this orientation that can be confusing, this preference is more orientated towards the issue of ‘who sees
what, when and how’. In this context, the discussion of mathematical transforms still seeks to understand physical causality, such
that we might start by breaking down the formulation of [x] in [1] in an expanded, but equivalent form as shown in [2].
[2]

 x '
t '
x =
 
 g 
g

Let us tabulate the results of [2], such that we might have a comparison with the geometry of Configuration-1 for when the
velocity equals [±β=0.5] for three values of time [t].
x’

t’

x’/g

Βt’/g

(+x)

(-x)

t’/g

1.000

0.000

1.155

0.000

1.155

1.155

0.000

1.000

1.000

1.155

0.577

1.732

0.577

1.155

1.000

2.000

1.155

1.155

2.309

0.000

2.309

If we assume that [x’=1] equates to the length of a physical rod [d’=1] in a frame moving with velocity [β=±0.5], then [x=x’/g] has
to account for the length contraction in this frame. Based on the table above, we see that [x=x’/g=1.155] implies that [x>x’], which
we might wish to clarify in terms of the next question.
Which observer can ‘measure’ length contraction?
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As discussed in Relative Geometry, only observer-S in the stationary [S] frame, who is aware of velocity [β], is able to conceptually
measure the effects of length contraction occurring in the moving [S’] frame. Therefore, the value of [x’=1] is measured in the
stationary geometry perceived by observer-S’ in the moving [S’], unaware of velocity [β], which is length contracted relative to
[x=1.155]. If we accept the constancy of the velocity of light [c=1] in both frames, then the light propagation time for [x’=1]
corresponds to [ct’=1], as determined by observer-S’, and [ct=1.732] or [ct=0.577], as determined by observer-S, depending on
the direction of velocity [β].
Note: Broadly, this orientation of the variables is hopefully consistent with the previous Relative Geometry discussion. In
terms of the Lorentz transforms, the physical geometry might be referenced against Configuration-1.
While rejected by SR on the basis of the Michelson-Morley experiment, the existence of a wave propagation frame might
contradict the symmetry assumptions outlined, as velocity [±β] would now be relative to the wave media. As such, any length
contraction, which would occur in the [S’] frame moving with respect to this media can only be perceived from the [S] frame.
However, at this stage, we might need to consider whether there are any physical causal mechanisms that support either the
Lorentz or Ivanov transforms to be discussed.
1.2.1

Lorentz Transforms

Today, many only consider the Lorentz transforms in the context of Einstein’s subsequent model of special relativity (SR),
published in 1904. However, this perspective does not properly represent the history of developments, which date back to 1892,
when Lorentz started to describe the propagation of light in a reference frame linked to a luminiferous aether. At this initial stage,
Lorentz was only trying to explain the Michelson–Morley experiment by proposing that moving bodies might be subject to a length
contraction along the axis of motion as a function of velocity [β], although the idea was still conceptual in the absence of any
causal mechanism. However, Lorentz also realised that coordinate mapping from one reference frame to another could be
simplified by using a transform that included a ‘local time’ variable, such that coordinates between frames [S’] and [S] could be
more easily explained, if not proved. While, Lorentz did not initially consider ‘local time’ to have any physical significance, it
appeared to help explain the aberration of light and the result of the Fizeau experiment. Later, in 1900, Poincaré used Lorentz’s
idea of local time to forward the idea that clocks in a moving frame could be synchronized by exchanging light signals that had
constant velocity [c] in all frames. Eventually, in 1904, Lorentz added the idea of time dilation to his transformations.
Note: In retrospect, the 1905 edition of special relativity was possibly little more than a consolidation of Lorentz and
Poincare’s ideas. However, today, a wave model might question some of the subsequent interpretations of the Lorentz
transforms, if a ‘privileged frame’ of reference could be shown to exist, even though the null results of the Michelson
experiment appeared to provide initial evidence that this ‘privileged frame’ did not exist.
So, having briefly provided some historical background, it seems an appropriate point to outline the mathematical logic that
supports SR in the form of the Lorentz transforms. Again, one of the most basic points of confusion when discussing SR relates to
the notation that identifies the reference frames being discussed, i.e. the stationary [S] and moving [S’] frames. Part of this
confusion is that the moving [S’] frame can assume itself stationary and, as such, would have no awareness of any relativistic
effects and can therefore assume the position of the stationary frame. As such, the stationary [S] frame is a somewhat arbitrary
concept from which local measures of time [t] and length [x] can be mapped to complementary measures of time [t’] and length
[x’] in the moving [S’] frame having velocity [v].
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Note: The fact that SR allows the ‘moving frame’ to assume itself stationary means that any relativistic effects would take
place in the other frame simultaneously. For, in essence, SR allows the definition of the moving and stationary frames to
simply be reversed.
As outlined in the introduction entitled Mathematical Transforms, we shall adopt a
somewhat different interpretation of the [x,t] and [x’,t’] variables, although the
diagram right still applies. Here the main difference is explained in terms of ‘who sees
what and when’ when orientated to the perspective of observer-S and observer-S’. In
this context, only observer-S perceives the relative velocity [v] and therefore it is the
only observer that can be aware of any relativistic effects taking place in the moving
[S’] frame. So, while contrary to the inference of the diagram, observer-S’ in the
moving [S’] frame is effectively assuming the role of a stationary observer, while only
observer-S can measure any relativistic effects from its position in the stationary [S] frame. For this reason, the values of [x’,t’]
reflect the measures of observer-S’, while the values of [x,t] reflect the measures of observer-S an any relativistic effects.
Note: So, in terms of the Lorentz transforms, the revised orientation maps the [x’,t’] to the [x,t] coordinates, such that it
reflects the mapping of the stationary geometry to the moving geometry, as per Configuration-1. However, it will also be
highlighted that without supporting causal mechanisms, we should not simply accept the assumptions of length
contraction and time dilation on the basis of a mathematical formulation, especially as the perspective of observer-S’ in a
relativistic moving frame has not been directly verified.
However, the coordinate mapping to be developed might be initially anchored to the Galilean transforms in [1].
[1]

x = x '+ v x t;

y = y;

z = z ';

t =t'

In order to compare coordinate change in both frames, it is useful to anchor the spatial and time coordinates of both frames [S]
and [S’] to a common origin from which changes in distance [x,x’] and time [t,t’] can then be quantified using the Lorentz
transforms. However, unlike the Galilean transforms, SR assumes time to be a more subjective measure that depends on the
velocity of the inertial frame, which can be reversed. The other important postulate of SR to highlight at this stage is the
assumption that the speed of light [c=1] is constant in all reference frames, such that we might use [2] as the starting point for
the Lorentz transforms.
[2]

( x ')2 + ( y ')2 + ( z ')2 − ( ct ')2

= 0;

( x )2 + ( y )2 + ( z )2 − (ct )2

=0

By equating the expressions in [2] to zero allows these two equations to also be equated to each other. On the assumption that
length contraction is restricted to the [x] axis of motion, the form of [3] can be further simplified on the basis that [y=y’] and
[z=z’], if the velocity [v] is constrained to the [x] axis.
[3]

( x )2 − ( ct )2

=

( x ')2 − ( ct ')2

However, the form of [3] appears problematic if we assume [t=t’], as per [1], and try to substitute for [x’=x±vt], as shown in [4],
although the discussion of Configuration2 suggested that other transforms may be possible.
[4]

( x )2 − ( ct )2

2

2

= ( x + vt ) − ( ct )

 ( x ) = ( x + vt ) ? unresolved
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In order to address the inequality highlighted in [4], the difference in [x] and [x’] caused by velocity [v] might be reconciled by
introducing the factor [ϒ] adopted by the Lorentz transforms.
[5]

x =  ( x ' vt ') ;

x ' =  (x

vt )

It is highlighted that the two forms in [5] are essentially the Lorentz transform for [x] and the inverse transform for [x’]. The
symmetry of these transforms is required by the first postulate, such that the laws of physics are compatible in each frame except
for the direction of the velocity [±v].
Note: As previously highlighted, a wave model might question the thinking behind the inverse form of the Lorentz
transforms by considering the results of [5], when [t’] and [t] are both zero. In this case we see that the symmetry requires
length contraction in either frame relative to the other at the same time.
Despite the note above, this discussion will continue with the accepted postulates of SR, where the speed of light [c] is common
to both reference frames, such that [x=ct] and [x’=ct’], such that we can insert these assumptions into [6].
[6]

ct =  ( ct '

vt ') ;

ct ' =  ( ct  vt )

We can now proceed by dividing both expressions in [6] by [c].
[7]

v 


t =  t '
t ' =  t ' 1
c 



v
;
c 

v 
v


t ' =   t  t  =  t 1  
c 
c



Using [7], we can solve for [ϒ] as follows:
[8]

v
v


t =  t ' 1 +  and t ' =  t 1 − 
c
c



 
v 
v
 t =    t 1 −   1 + 
c 
c
 

 =

1
1 − 2

We now have a solution for the measure of [x] and [x’] based on the form of [5] using the factor [ϒ] shown in [7]. However, we
might proceed from this point by substituting for [x’=ct’] and [x=ct], as shown in [6]. However, if we re-arrange [6], we can obtain
equations for [t] and [t’], which were previously shown in [7].
[9]

v

ct =  ( ct '− vt ')  t =  t ' 1 −  ;
c


v

ct ' =  ( ct − vt )  t ' =  t 1 − 
c


However, we now seek the Lorentz transform for time [t,t’] by dividing through the first expression in [9] by [c].
[10]

ct =  t ' ( c − v )


v
v 
v x '
vx ' 



 t =  t ' 1 −  =   t '− t '  =   t '−
 =   t '− 2 
c
c
c
c






c 


Finally, we might expand [ϒ] as defined in [7], such that we have the expanded Lorentz transforms between [t’,t]
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[11]


vx 
t − 2 

vx ' 
c 

t =   t '−
=
2
c2 

v 
1− 
c

t =  (t '−  x ') ; where  =



v
c2

Using the simplified form to the right of [11] by adopting velocity [β], we might now table the Lorentz transforms for [x,t] and the
inverse transforms for [x’,t’], which by the argument of the first postulate simply requires the sign of velocity [β] to be reversed.
[12]

x =  (x '

 t ) ';

x ' =  ( x   t ) where

t =  (t '

 x ') ;

t ' =  (t   x )

Note: The inclusion of the [±] sign within [12] highlights that either frame can assume the role of the stationary [S] and
moving [S’] frame by simply reversing the direction of velocity [±β]. Again, a wave model might contradict the symmetry
assumption of SR by its own assumption that velocity [v] is relative to the wave propagation media, such that length
contraction and time dilation would only occur in the moving frame [S’], but only observed from the stationary [S] frame.
At this stage, we might table a few additional issues associated with the Lorentz transforms. If we return to the diagram at the
start of the discussion, we might assume that the moving [S’] frame has a relative velocity [β=0.5] as it passes a stationary [S]
frame in close proximity, such that the origins of both coordinate systems might be synchronised at [x,t=0] and [x’t’=0].
From the initial point of synchronization, what would change after 1 second?
As highlighted, the symmetry of the Lorentz transforms can make the identification of the stationary [S] frame and the moving
[S’] frame somewhat arbitrary as a comoving observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame can assume itself to be stationary. However,
we are assuming that the values of [x’,t’] correspond to observer-S’ in the moving [S’] that assumes itself stationary.
β

ϒ

g

x’

t’

x

t

x’

t’

t=gx’/(c±v)

0.5

1.155

0.866

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

0.577

0.577

1.000

1.000

0.577

-0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.732

1.732

1.000

1.000

1.732

In the table above, the first two shaded columns indicates the value of stationary values of [x’,t’], which are then transformed to
the moving values [x,t] that reflect the relativistic effects assumed to be taking place in the moving [S’] frame, as observed by the
stationary observer-S. The second two shaded column reflect the required inverse transform of the [x’,t’] values back to [x,t]. The
final column right, replicates an equation used in Configuration-1 to calculate the light propagation time between [A] and [B]
based on the direction of [β=c±v], as shown in [13].
[13]

t AB =

dAB
c −v

=

0.866
= 1.732;
0.5

tBA =

dBA
c +v

=

0.866
= 0.577
1.5

While the units of the equation resolve to time, the propagation distance [s=ct] is determined based on the constancy of the
velocity of light [c=1] in all frames. While the values in [13] can be correlated to the table above, it is highlighted that the light
propagation times [tAB] and [tBA] are based on the contracted length [gx’=0.866], which can only be observed from a stationary
[S] frame that perceives velocity [β]. Again, we might return to the question that has remained open from the start.
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Who sees what, when and how?
From the perspective of the Lorentz transforms, it has been argued that only observer-S in the stationary [S] frame is ever aware
of the relativistic effects implied by its local ‘measure’ of [x,t], irrespective of what orientation is adopted. Conceptually, the
‘when’ issue is more complicated as the relativistic events are assumed to be taking place in the moving [S’] frame, although the
relativistic effects on these events can only be recorded by observer-S in terms of its local coordinate values [x,t]. In this respect,
the conceptual mapping of event [x’,t’] to [x,t] would only be physically meaningful, if there was no significant propagation delay
between [x’] and [x] plus [t’] and [t].
Note: The reason why any inference to a measurement of [x’,t’] is preceded by the word ‘conceptual’ is simply because the
measurement of length and time in a frame moving with significant relativistic velocity has not been directly verified. In
this respect, any measurement assigned to observer-S’ or observer-S are questionable. While measuring the one-way
speed of light is often considered problematic, the discussion Clock Synchronisation questioned the scope of this problem.
For if a one-way measure of the time between [AB] and [BA] could be made in the moving frame by a comoving observerS’, the SR assumption that any inertial frame can simply assume itself to be stationary might be called into question.
Finally, there is the issue of ‘how’ the relativistic effects of length contraction and time dilation are explained in terms of any
physical causal mechanism. As indicated, the Lorentz transforms are essentially a mathematical formulation that simply assumed
both length contraction and time dilation, but does not forward any causal explanation of either. However, the next discussion
of the Ivanov Transforms will consider length contraction in terms of a standing wave compression.
1.2.2

Ivanov Transforms

In 1981, Yuri Ivanov discovered a phenomenon with sound waves, which he called ‘lively standing waves’ – see link for more
details. By way of background, while it was known that two sets of sound plane waves propagating in opposite directions could
produce a plane standing wave, nobody had physically experimented with this phenomenon using acoustic speakers [S] and
microphones [R] in the presence of a wind velocity [w]. If we consider air to be the reference frame for sound waves, then we
might set the wind velocity [w=0] and reverse the velocity [v] onto the source [S] and receiver [R] of the sound waves propagating
with velocity [c’]. However, through experimentation, Ivanov discovered that a standing wave pattern was moving relative to the
wave media and therefore responsible for propagating energy. However, what is possibly of more importance to this overall
discussion is that this type of standing wave pattern undergoes a physical contraction, which might provide a potential causal
mechanism for length contraction. So, for the purpose of this discussion, reference will first be made back to Configuration-2,
which considered the physical geometry where there was an extended length contraction along the [x] axis of motion plus length
contractions along the [yz] axes as outlined in the diagram below.

Note: If we focus on the [x] configuration right, the measure of [x] is linked to a measure of [x’=1] in the moving [S’] frame
by observer-S, therefore[x=g2x’] reflects the length contraction that can only be perceived from a stationary [S] frame.
Again, this discussion is adopting the orientation of [x,t] and [x’t] in the Relative Geometry discussions.
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The length of the physical rod [d’=1] that connects [A] and [B] in the moving [S’] frame is subject to a [g 2] contraction along the
[x] axis when mapped to observer-S in the stationary [S] frame, such that [d=xAB=xBA=0.75]. However, we might revise the form
of the equation used in the diagram, as shown in [1].
[1]

s=

g2 d 'AB
g2 d '
0.75
= metres  sAB =
=
= 1.5;
1− 
0.5
1 − (  )

SBA =

g2 d 'BA
1+ 

=

0.75
= 0.5
1.5

By normalizing [c±v] to [1±β], the units are a measure of metres, rather than seconds, such that [1] represents the light
propagation distance [s] in the forward and backward paths of the light-clock. While we might consider [d] and [d’] as the lengths
of the physical rod in the respective stationary and moving frames, where [d=g2d’] reflects a length contraction causally explained
by a standing wave compression to be detailed later. Clearly, if the light path length [sAB] and [sBA] perceived from the stationary
[S] frame differs from [d’AB] and [d’BA] in the moving [S’] frame, then the light propagation times, based on [t’=d’/c] and [t=s/c]
must also differ in order to maintain the constancy of [c=1] in all frame. The table below is based on the assumption that the local
measure of [d’=1] in the moving [S’] frame remains unchanged, irrespective of velocity [β].
β

g

d'AB

t'AB

d'BA

t'BA

d'ABA

t'ABA

sAB

tAB

sBA

tBA

sABA

tABA

0.500

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

2.000

2.000

1.500

1.500

0.500

0.500

2.000

2.000

-0.500

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

2.000

2.000

0.500

0.500

1.500

1.500

2.000

2.000

0.866

0.500

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

2.000

2.000

1.866

1.866

0.134

0.134

2.000

2.000

-0.866

0.500

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

2.000

2.000

0.134

0.134

1.866

1.866

2.000

2.000

If we use [1] to determine the light propagation distance [s] in the stationary [S] frame and adhere to the constancy of [c=1], then
we see the indicated mismatch between both [t’AB] and [tAB] plus [t’BA] and [tBA]. At first glance, this mismatch in the one-way
times for light to propagate between [AB] and [BA] would appear to suggest that time [t’] in the moving [s’] frame and time [t] in
the stationary [S] frame cannot be ‘ticking’ at the same rate, which is an assumption of the Ivanov transforms.
So, are the Ivanov transforms simply wrong?
If we take a closer look at the table above, we see that the two-way distances and times in the [S’] and [S] frames are identical
and support the constancy of the speed of light [c=1], which is also maintained when [β=0.866].
But surely, we cannot ignore the discrepancy in the one-way times?
While this is true, there are a number of issues that possibly need to be considered. The first relates to the measurement of the
one-way speed of light, see ‘Clock Synchronisation’ for details. As this discussion suggested that it might be possible to measure
the one-way speed of light, it then raises a secondary issue as to what observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame might actually measure
for time [t’]. As indicated, the relative geometry of Configuration-2 outlined above for the [x] configuration proceeds only on the
basis of rod length [d’=1] is length contracted to [d=0.75] and then subject to the differential velocity [c±v] without reference to
time dilation. As such, this issue leads to another question.
Do we really know what times observer-S’ might actually measure in the moving [S’] frame?
In part, the accepted model of SR, which rests on the Lorentz transforms, assumes that the moving [S’] frame is subject to both
length contraction and time dilation, although neither provide a causal mechanism to explain these relativistic effects. As such,
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the unity time values for [t’AB] and [t’BA] in the moving [S’] frame are essentially speculative, if based only on the mathematical
assumptions underpinning the Lorentz transform, where the experimental evidence in support of time dilation may still be
questionable. If so, we cannot necessarily rule out the possibility that observer-S’ might actually be aware of the same one-way
times as observer-S.
Note: While it is highlighted that previous arguments have to be considered speculative, the Ivanov model has been subject
to some experimental verification, albeit limited to sound waves, where the stationary frame of observer-S might be
synchronized to the wave media of air. However, this model may not necessarily extend to space-time of a matter wave
model in which everything is made of waves. So, while the Ivanov model may explain a contracted wavelength [λ] in the
wave media of air, no observer in the matter wave model exists outside the wave media, such that all measures of time
and length may be subject to an additional Lorentz Doppler effect.
We will now consider the Ivanov model in a simplified 2D form, which models a wavefront propagating outwards with velocity
[c’=1] through a wave media originating at point [O], but subsequently originating from [N] as depicted in the diagram left. This
diagram indicates that the source, positioned at [N], is moving with a relative velocity [v] and the point from which we wish to
evaluate the perceived velocity [c=?] of a wavefront that has now reached [A] and [B]. However, if an observer-S’ comoving with
[N] assumes itself to be a stationary reference frame, the distance to the wavefront at [A] is [AN] and correspondingly [BN] to [B].
Clearly, from the geometry, an observer at [N] might measure the wavefront distances [NA] and [NB] to be different and, if so,
infer two propagation velocities [c1, c2] in equal time [t]. So, using the diagram, left, and the basic animation right, we might try
to establish some basic geometric relationships on which to proceed.

The premise of the Ivanov transforms lies in the derivation and comparison of geometric distances [c1] and [c2], which correspond
to the propagation distances to [A] and [B]. The animation right shows the same basic configuration as the wavefront expands as
a function of time [t], while point [N] moves along the [x] axis with velocity [β=0.5]. However, the geometry underpinning the
derivation will be outlined using the diagram left.
AK = KB;

[2]

KN = v * cos ( ) ;

h = v * sin ( )

KB = c2 − h2 = c2 − v 2 sin2  = c 1 −

v2
c2

sin2  = c 1 −  2 sin2 

c1 = KB − KN; c2 = KB + KN

So, based on the geometric relationships in [2], we can derive expressions for [c1, c2] as shown in [3].
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[3]

c1 = c 1 −  2 sin2  − v * cos 
c2 = c 1 −  2 sin2  + v * cos 

We can simplify the expressions in [3] for the [x,y] axes, parallel and perpendicular to [N], as shown in the diagram below left and
animated right. In this case, we might realise that the value of [ϴ=0o] and [ϴ=90o] then allows [3] to be simplified to [4] below.

[4]

x ( = 0 ) :

c1 = c − v;

c2 = c + v; where sin (0 ) = 0 & cos (0 ) = 1

y ( = 90 ) :

c1 = c2 = c 1 −  2

where sin ( 90 ) = 1 & cos (90 ) = 0

However, the results in [3] and [4] may need some clarification, for in terms of Ivanov’s original experiments, he was comparing
the superposition of two sound waves propagating in opposite directions, where the wave media of the air was subject to a wind
velocity [w]. By arguing that this initial reference frame could be reversed, the wave sources would now be moving with velocity
[v=w], such that the air media becomes the stationary frame. The table below shows the results associated with [3].
c

β

1

0

ϴ

Rad

Sin

Cos

c1

c2

0.000

0.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1

0.5

1

0.5

0

0.000

0.000

1.000

0.500

1.500

90

1.571

1.000

0.000

0.866

0.866

1

0.5

45

0.785

0.707

0.707

0.582

1.289

The result in row-1 represents the situation where both frames are stationary, such that the angle [ϴ] does not have any effect
and [β=0] leads to the unit value of [c=c1=c2=1] in all directions, as shown in the animation left below. In the second row, the
value of [ϴ=0o] corresponds to the [x] axis, where [c1] and [c2] might be considered in terms of the forward and backward Doppler
effect defined by the expression [1±β]. The third row, where [ϴ=90o] represent the [c1, c2] values along the [y] axes relative to
[N], not [O].
Note: See Lorentz Doppler Effect and what is described as the ‘relative Doppler effect’, which also describes a perception
of a wavelength compression [gλ] along the [y] axis.
Finally, the last row shows the values of [c1, c2] when measured along an angle of [ϴ=45o]. However, it might be easier to visualise
in the following simulations corresponding to values of [β=0] and [β=0.5], which are produced only by drawing a set of circles
centred on [N] and expanding with time with velocity [ct], such that there is no dependence on any transforms, Ivanov or Lorentz.
However, it may be argued that the interpretation of the results is entirely dependent on the position and velocity of a possibly
conceptual observer. In this respect, we might reference the subjective analogy of a train whistle, as heard by a person on a
station platform and on the train itself.
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In the first simulation, left, there is no ambiguity of the relative positions associated with [ϴ=0,45,90] around a stationary point
[N=O], although this situation requires further explanation in terms of the simulation right, where the source of the wave from
[N] is moving with velocity [β=0.5]. The centre dot represents [O], while the black dot [N] moves along the x-axis with velocity [β],
such that we get the outward Doppler effect, as shown right.
Note: By way of explanation of the timings in both animations. First, on the left where [β=0], we see the leading wavefront
in blue expanding equally in all directions, such that it arrives at all points on the grey circle in 100 units of time. In contrast,
the animation right where [β=0.5], the grey circle is now moving to the right, such that the expanding blue wavefront
arrives at different times, i.e. back, up, down and front. If you watch the repeating cycle, the wavefront passes the back
point after just 66.6 units of time, the up/down points after 115.6 units of time and finally the front point after 200 units
of time. However, according to SR, a comoving observer-S’ would see no change from the perspective left, such that the
variable times are the perception of the stationary observer-S.
In the context of the times outlined in the note above, the values of [c 1] and [c2] also require some clarification. As pointed out,
these values are calculated on the basis of the functions in [3] and [4]. However, the constancy of [c=1] in all frames requires that
the propagation distance be calculated on the basis of [s=ct], such that the values of [c1] and [c2] in the animation right would
correspond to a length contraction explained in terms of a standing wave compression. It also needs to be highlighted that the
receivers on the x-axis and y-axis of the grey circle are comoving with [N] with velocity [β=0.5], which raises the issue of the
normal and virtual Doppler effects – see links for more details. The normal Doppler effect reflected in the expanding red circles
physically exists within a wave media, because the wave source at [N] is moving with respect to the media. However, the virtual
Doppler effect suggests that any comoving receiver on either the [x,y] axes would see the normal Doppler effect reversed, such
that any observer-S’ in the moving frame might claim to be in a stationary frame, i.e. as per the view in the simulation left. This
is why the comoving results in the bottom right of the simulations are always identical and match the Ivanov result, bottom left
only when [β=0]. So, having outlined the basic geometry associated with the moving frame of [N], we might now further consider
Ivanov’s derivation for the superposition of two waves, where [N] is transmitting waves towards positions [A] and [B], while
moving with velocity [β], which we shall assume are sourcing identical waves back to [N], such that a standing wave might be
created, where the two waves conform to the following equations.
[5]

x

A = A0 cos 2  ft −  = A0 cos (t −  x )



We will begin by restating the equation for [c1,c2] derived in [2] and [3] based on the diagram below, but where [c1,c2] will now
be considered in terms of a measure of wavelength [λ], as shown in [6].
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[6]

c1  NB =  1 −  2 sin2  − v * cos  ; c2  BN =  1 −  2 sin2  + v * cos  ;
c1  AN =  1 −  2 sin2  − v * cos  ; c2  NA =  1 −  2 sin2  + v * cos  ;

Based on [6], we can see the change in wavelength is dependent on the direction of transmission and reflects the wavelength in
the stationary wave media to which [N,A,B] all have a relative velocity [β]. However, in this model, when [N] transmits towards
[B], the waves in the media are compressed by the forward velocity of [N], while the reverse is true, if [B] is transmitting waves
back to [N]. A similar and a reverse effect occurs between [N] and [A], such that any resulting superposition waveform is
essentially a combination of the forward and backward wavelengths, which is generalised as [λ1, λ2] in [7].
[7]




x
x 
AS = A0 cos 2  ft −  − cos 2  ft +

1 
2  




We can continue to process [7] using the identity shown in [8].
[8]



x
x
 A + B
 B − A
cos A − cos B = 2 sin 
 sin  2  ; where A = 2  ft −   ; B = 2  ft +  
 2 


1
2



Substituting the values of [A] and [B] back into the superposition wave equation in [7], we get:

[9]


AS = 2 A0 sin2



x 
x 
 ft −  +  ft +
  sin2


1 
2  



AS = 2 A0 sin2 f



x  
x   
 ft +
 −  ft −   


2 
1   




x
 x
x 
x  
2ft −  −   sin2 
+ 






1
2
2
1







We can add and subtract the fractional expressions using the following rule:
[10]

a c
ad  bc
 =
b d
bd

So, on the basis of [10], the final expression in [7] becomes:
[11]



 x ( 2 + 1 )  
x ( 2 − 1 ) 
AS = 2 A0 sin2  ft −
 sin2 
 

2


1 2


 212  


At this point, [11] is still generally following Ivanov’s derivation, although we are now using wavelengths [λ1, λ2] rather than the
variables [c1,c2]. However, the Ivanov derivation proceeds on the assumption that the form in [11] is structurally equivalent to
the standard solution of a standing wave in a reference frame stationary with respect to the wave media as shown in [12].
[12]

 2 
AS = 2 A0 sin (2 ft ) sin  x
 = 2 A0 sin (t ) sin ( x )
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However, we might now try to reconcile the solution in [11] with [12]. For we want to see if the moving frame can be reversed
into a stationary inertial reference frame, such that we are led to the following equivalence of the bracketed components (ωt)
and (κx) in [12], as shown in [13].

[13]



(t ) ' = 2  ft −


x ( 2 − 1 ) 
;
212 

 x ( 2 + 1 ) 

 212 

( x ) ' = 2 

The values in the two sine functions of [11] and [12] have no units, they simply represent a numeric value synchronised to the
phase rotation of the superposition wave. In the form of [12], the sin(ωt) component represents the oscillation rate of a stationary
standing wave, while the sin(κx] component represents the spatial distribution of the standing wave in the wave media. In this
context, all that differs in [13] is the fact that the sin(ωt) component also has a spatial factor, which means the standing wave
form is ‘shifting’ through the wave media as a function of time.
Note: It is highlighted that the standing wave is not propagating through a wave media, but shifts as an interference
pattern that changes simultaneously at every point in space in unit time. However, the sin(κx) component in [13] defines
the compression of the superposition wavelength [λ’] of the standing wave, as show in [14].

[14]

( ) ' =

 (  + 1 ) 
  
2
= 2  2
  ' = 2 1 2 
 2  
'
1 2 
 2 + 1 


So, the form of [14] defines the resulting wavelength [λ’=λ SW] of a standing wave created by two travelling waves as originally
defined in [5]. However, we might seek to gain a better understanding of the standing wave compression [λ’] for the specific case
[β=0.5], as shown in the table below for some specific angles of [ϴ=0,90,180].
λS

B

g

ϴ

Rad

cosϴ

sinϴ

λSθ

λ1

λ2

λ'

1

0.5

0.866

0

0.000

1.000

0.000

0.500

0.500

1.500

0.750

1

0.5

0.866

90

1.571

0.000

1.000

0.866

0.866

0.866

0.866

1

0.5

0.866

180

3.142

-1.000

0.000

1.500

1.500

0.500

0.750

The value [θ=0] relates to the [x] axis of motion defined by [β=0.5], where [λ1=0.5] corresponds to the forward wavelength, while
[λ2=1.5] corresponds to the backward wavelength and [λ’=0.75] is the resulting compressed wavelength of the standing wave, as
per [14]. The compression of the standing wave can also be quantified as [λ’=g2λ=0.75*1]. The value [θ=90] relates to either the
[yz] axes perpendicular to the [x] axis that results in a standing wave with a compressed wavelength of [λ’=0.866], which can also
be quantified as [λ’=gλ=0.866*1].
How might the results in the table above be explained in terms of the light-clock geometry?
In part, we might make reference back to Configuration-2, but now orientate the [x’,t’] and [x,t] values to the table above and
the idea of length contraction being explained in terms of the standing wave compression described in [14]. In the diagram left,
we see the perspective of observer-S’ that assumes itself to be stationary, although from a wave media perspective it is the
comoving [S’] frame. As such, all the variables in the diagram left carry the prime notation, where [x’,y’=1] implies that no
relativistic effects are perceived within this frame. In both the [x] and [y] configuration left, the roundtrip time [t’ ABA=2].
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In the diagram right, we see the perspective of observer-S, who is stationary with respect to the wave media, where all variables
are unprimed. Based on the table above, the unity length [y’=1] is subject to a length contraction [y=gy’=0.866], while [x’=1] is
subject to a further contraction [x=g2x’=0.75]. However, the value of [y=0.866] can also be explained in terms of the geometry of
a frame moving with velocity [β=0.5] based on the function √c2-β2, where both velocities are invariant and [c=1] between [A] and
[B]. Likewise, we might attempt to explain the values in the [x] configuration, where [x AB=0.75] and [xBA=0.75] are shown subject
to a length contraction [g2x’], which also results in a roundtrip time [tABA=2]. Therefore, we might see how the Ivanov model of
standing wave compression might negate the need for time dilation as [t’ ABA=tABA=2] in both frames and both the [x] and [y]
configurations.
Note: The issue of the one-way time of the speed of light [c=1] has already been discussed – see Clock Synchronisation.
However, if this issue could be resolved, then observer-S’ may be able to detect the asymmetric times in the [x]
configuration and realise that this frame was in motion.
As described, the Ivanov interpretation of the light-clock model, which infers a length contraction along the [x,y,z] axes linked to
a standing wave compression suggests a potential causal mechanism that does not require time dilation. However, it is
highlighted that the results in the previous example requires further examination of how this form of length contraction could be
applied to the macroscopic rod that links [A] and [B] in the light-clock model. The following animations show how a blue forward
wavelength and the green backward wavelength might be combined in superposition to create a standing wave.

In the animation left [β=0], the blue and green wave have the same wavelength [λ=100], which are then subject to a Doppler
effect when the sources are in motion, as shown right. However, in both cases, the red waveform is the resulting standing wave,
which if aggregated over time creates the grey standing wave, as defined in [14]. While results matched those in the previous
table, it is unclear that these animations are representative of either the WSM model or the MMW model.
Note: On the macroscopic scale of the physical rod that connects [A] and [B], there must exist a very complex structural
hierarchy of atomic nuclei and electrons compounded by all manner of molecular bonds. As such, it is unclear that a
standing wave compression, as shown above, can be linearly scaled to account for this complexity. Equally, there are other
more fundamental issues with each of the wave model referenced that need to be highlighted.
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If we start with the WSW model of a single electron within an atom, this model assumes that the electron standing wave is a
superposition of IN and OUT waves, as illustrated in the following animations. In the animation left, the IN waves are sourced
from [F] and [B], along with [N] might all be considered stationary. However, while there is no obvious issue when velocity [β=0],
problems appear in the animation right when [β=0.5].

In the animation right, the source of the blue IN waves at [F] and [B] are also moving with velocity [β=0.5]. As such, [F] is creating
IN waves toward [N] that is Doppler shifted by [1+β=150], while IN waves from [B] are Doppler shifted by [1-β=50]. In a wave
model, these wavelengths physically exist in the wave propagation media. However, the WSM model assumes that these IN
waves are reflected within the wave-centre node defined by [N]. However, because [N] also has velocity [β=0.5], it creates a
secondary Doppler effect on the OUT waves, where the OUT waves towards [F] are shifted by [1-β=75] and the OUT waves
towards [B] are shifted by [1+β=75]. This superposition of wavelengths would create an asymmetric standing wave that has a
discontinuity at [N] that is questionable. Equally, while the decreasing amplitude of the OUT wave can be justified on the basis of
an inverse square law, the WSM model provides no obvious causal mechanism to explain why the amplitude of the IN wave would
increase by the same radial factor as they approach [N] in order to create the standing waves.
What about the MMW model?
The wave equations used in the following animations are described on the MMW website entitled ‘The Electron’, such that the
details will not be replicated. At face value, these wave equations appear to solve the discontinuity outlined against the WSM
animations above, although it needs to be immediately highlighted that these wave equations are only for the purpose of
producing the MMW animations. As such, these animations do not represent the actual causal mechanisms at work within the
MMW model.

What we might immediately notice is that the blue and green waves are only being sourced from [F] and [B], such that these
waves simply pass through the central standing wave node. However, as indicated, these models do not represent the idea of a
MMW standing wave resonance model, which emits OUT waves from [N] and where any IN waves are not required to be in-
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phase or even aligned to some compatible wavelength. As such, the actual MMW model is not a superposition model that creates
a standing wave as a combination of the IN and OUT waves, which negates the idea that the wavelengths required by [14] in
order to calculate the compressed wavelength. However, we might still notice that the animation right does produce the required
standing wave compression, as defined by [14], even though the blue and green waves do not actually exist in the MMW model.
So, what conclusions might we draw from these various wave models?
It is recognized that this discussion only appears to raise more questions than answers, although this is not necessarily a failure,
if it helps focus attention on the physics of causality rather than just on the mathematical abstraction of various transforms. In
part, Richard Feynman touched on this issue in the following quote:
“Mathematicians are only dealing with the structure of reasoning, and they do not really care what they are talking about.
They do not even need to know what they are talking about, or, as they themselves say, whether what they say is true. I
will explain that. You state the axioms, such-and-such is so, and such-and-such is so. What then? The logic can be carried
out without knowing what the such-and-such words mean. If the statements about the axioms are carefully formulated
and complete enough, it is not necessary for the man who is doing the reasoning to have any knowledge of the meaning
of the words in order to deduce new conclusions in the same language.”
However, Feynman concluded the previous quote as follows:
“In other words, mathematicians prepare abstract reasoning ready to be used if you have a set of axioms about the real
world. But the physicist has meaning to all his phrases. That is a very important thing that a lot of people who come to
physics by way of mathematics do not appreciate. Physics is not mathematics, and mathematics is not physics. One helps
the other. But in physics you have to have an understanding of the connection of words with the real world.”
Few would doubt that Feynman had the necessary qualifications to make such a statement, which might be reduced to an
argument about the need for causal mechanisms in physics. For the danger of mathematics, in isolation, lies in the possibility that
it may come to overpower the physical reasoning and we arrive at an analogy of ‘painting by numbers’ without appreciation of
the purpose of science. In this context, the purpose of science requires a methodology that encompasses the systematic study of
the physical world, where observations and experiments are explained in terms of causal mechanisms. However, while this review
has come to question many aspects of special relativity that may not necessarily have attained this level of rigor, its review of
various wave models also questions the reality of the causal science that underpins these models.
1.2.3

LaFreniere Transforms

The LaFreniere transforms are part of the MMW model presented on a webpage entitled ‘The Lorentz Transformations’.
Therefore, the reader may wish to review this page for themselves before considering the concerns raised in this discussion,
which like the linked webpage starts out by citing the Lorentz transform published in 1905, as per [1].
[1]
x' =

t−

x − vt
2

v 
1− 
c

;

y ' = y;

z' = z;

t' =

vx
c2
2

v 
1− 
c
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The format of the Lorentz transforms in [1] has reverted to the accepted orientation, where [x’,t’] are the coordinate values in
the moving [S’] frame that reflect the relativistic effects. However, it will be highlighted that special relativity (SR) allows any
comoving observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame to assume itself stationary, such that any local measure of [x’,t’] can never reflect
the relativistic effects associated with velocity [v]. This discussion will also use the simplified, but equivalent form of [1] based on
the introduction of [β=v/c] and [g=1/ϒ], as shown in [2]. The inclusion of the symbol [±β] in [2] simply highlights the potential for
the moving [S’] frame to move in either direction with respect to the stationary [S] frame.
[2]

x' =

x  t
;
g

y ' = y;

z ' = z ';

t' =

t  x
g

However, there is an extended inference in the [±] symbol, when considered in terms of the first postulate of special relativity
that assumes the laws of physics must take the same form in all inertial frames of reference. This postulate effectively allows any
inertial frame to assume itself stationary, such that the inverse transform of [2] can also simply reverse the sign associated with
velocity [β] as shown in [3].
[3]

x =

t '

x'
g

;

y = y;'

z = z ';

t =

t'

x '
g

On the basis of [2] and [3], we might realise that the designation of the stationary [S] and moving [S’] frame in SR is essentially
arbitrary. However, most wave models will question this position, if the relative velocity [β] can only be defined with respect to
the wave propagation media. If so, the idea of an inverse transform based simply on a reversal of the [±] sign has to be questioned,
as any relationship between [x] and [x’] would have to be transposed around the equality [=] sign, which will be considered further
in terms of the LaFreniere transforms. So, returning to the issue of primed and unprimed notation used in [2] and [3], an earlier
discussion entitled Relative Geometry inferred a different orientation associated with the [x,t] and [x’,t’] notation, because any
relativistic effects that occurs in the moving [S’] frame can only be ‘measured’ from the perspective of the stationary [S] frame.
As such, it has been argued that any evidence of relativity has to be considered from the perspective of a stationary observer-S,
such that this review prefers to assign the measures of the stationary observer-S to [x,y,z,t]. Therefore, any local measure in the
moving [S’] frame is assigned to [x’,y’,z’,t’], although what any comoving observer-S’ perceives within frame [S’] moving a with
relativistic velocity might, at this stage, be described as speculative. These arguments are being outlined because it will become
an issue of interpretation within the following discussion, which starts anchored to the following quote by LaFreniere in which he
forwards his justification for a ‘reversal’ of the equations in [1] and [2], which this review will then question.
Poincare says very clearly: "The Lorentz transformations replaces the actual moving electron by an ideal stationary
electron". This means that he applies the [x'] variable to the stationary electron, which is totally confusing. Hence, I propose
in this page a simpler reversed equation set where [x] and [t] represent more logically the stationary electron. As an
additional benefit, those "transformed transformations" prove to be more easily understandable.
While LaFreniere might have found the assignment of [x’] to the stationary electron ‘totally confusing’, the relativistic effects of
length contraction and time dilation can only be perceived by observer-S in the stationary [S] frame. However, as LaFreniere
questions the orientation of [x,t] and [x’,t’], we possibly need to consider this issue in a little more detail before trying to review
the LaFreniere transforms. As indicated, SR allows the relative direction of a frame to be defined by the sign of [±β] in [2] and [3],
although there is also an implication of a change in the orientation of which frame is stationary and which is moving. However, if
a wave model questions this reversal on the basis that velocity [β] is only a relative measure with respect to a wave propagation
media, then the orientation of the primed and unprimed notation requires a stricter interpretation.
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In the diagram right, it is clear that the primed notation applies to the moving
[S’] frame, which only has velocity [v] with respect to the stationary [S] frame,
such that it may appear consistent with LaFreniere’s quote. However, as
indicated, confusion can arise in terms of which observer can measure any of
the relativistic effects. Previous discussions have tried to clarify this issue in
terms of two observers, where observer-S is stationary with respect to a
conceptual wave media, while a comoving observer-S’ is positioned within the
moving [S’] frame. So, while it is clear from the diagram that frame-S’ is in
motion with velocity [v], the SR inertial status of observer-S’ implies that this
observer may not be aware of this velocity, such that any relativistic effects can only be measured by observer-S in the stationary
[S] frame, which have been assigned the [x,t] variables.
Note: As the LaFreniere transforms are part of the MMW wave model that rejects the inertial symmetry implied by SR,
velocity [β] can only be determined relative to a wave propagation media. However, it should be recognized that the
Lorentz transforms implicitly support the symmetry of SR. As a consequence, the idea of the inverse transforms is often
ignored as they appear to only require a change to the sign of [±β], although it is highlighted that the sign reversal implied
in the inverse transforms is actually changing the orientation of the stationary [S] and moving [S’] frames.
So, having tried to clarify some of the different interpretations being used, we might present some basic results associated with
the Lorentz transforms shown in [2] and the table below, such that they might be compared with the other transforms. In the
table below, we see the results of mapping [x’=1] and [t’=1] as perceived by comoving observer-S’, to the values of [x] and [t] as
perceived by the stationary observer-S against which velocity [β] is measured. So, as explained, while observer-S’ is considered
moving with respect to observer-S, its inertial status in SR allows it to assume the perspective of a stationary frame, such that the
local values of [x’,t’] infer no relativistic effects, which are then mapped to the [x,t] variables.
β

ϒ

g

x’

t’

x

t

x’/g

Βt’/g

0

1

1

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.000

0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

0.577

0.577

1.155

0.577

-0.5

1.155

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.732

1.732

1.155

-0.577

While the values of [x’,t’] are somewhat arbitrary, we might consider [x’=1] in terms of the rod length that connects [A] and [B]
in the light clock model positioned in the moving [S’] frame. However, the internal perception within the moving [S’] frame is that
of a stationary frame, which means that [x’=1] does not change with time [t’] if there is no local awareness of velocity [β]. Again,
we will assume that both frames have an initial coordinate origin, such that [x,t=x’,t’=0], but due to velocity [β] the coordinate
values [x,t] of observer-S must change as a function of time.
Note: For the moment, we shall simply assume that observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame has no awareness of velocity [β],
such that it believes itself to be stationary. If so, the only perception of the relativistic effects of velocity [β] will be mapped
onto the [x,t] coordinates.
In the previous table, the values of [x,t] reflect the changes caused by velocity [β] plus any relativistic effects implied by the
Lorentz transforms. See Configuration-1 for a description of the physical geometry that maps [x’=1] to [x=0.577] or [x=1.732]
depending on whether the velocity [β] causes the [S’] frame to move to the left or right. However, we might clarify the results
using an expanded form of [2], as shown in [4], as detailed in the two columns on the right of the table above.
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[4]

 x '
 t '  1 
 1 
x =
 − 
 =
 − 0.5  0.866  = 1.155 − 0.577 = 0.577


 g 
 g   0.866 
 x '
 t '  1 
 1 
x =
 + 
 =
 + 0.5  0.866  = 1.155 + 0.577 = 1.732


 g 
 g   0.866 

From the perspective of the stationary observer-S, the value of [x’=1] in the moving frame is first subject to a length contraction
[x’/g], such that this value becomes [x=1.155], i.e. [x’] is length contracted relative to [x], which is then shifted to the left or right
by [β=±0.5] as a function of time. However, the Lorentz transforms also assume that time in the moving frame is subject to time
dilation, such that [t’=1] become [t=1.155], which affects the shift due to [β] as a function of the dilated time.
Note: Based on the interpretation outlined, the results of the Lorentz transforms, shown in [1] or [2], appear consistent
with a coordinate mapping of [x’,t’] to [x,t] and with the geometry of the light-clock model discussed in Configuration-1.
However, the MMW model forwards the idea of three sets of ‘Lorentz-like transforms’ labelled alpha, beta and gamma, which
from the perspective of this review only appears to compound the confusion over the orientation of the [x,t] and [x’,t’] variables.
However, as the form of these transforms appear almost identical, other than [β] being labelled as [α,β,ϒ], this discussion will
start with a general evaluation of the form of these transforms, where [β] is retained as the relative velocity [v/c]. Again, we will
use the words of LaFreniere to introduce what he describes as a ‘reversed’ equation, which is ‘preferrable’ to the form of [1] or
[2], as shown in [5] below, which this review finds difficult to explain or justify.
Note: Unfortunately, in order to remain consistent with the orientation of the notation adopted by this discussion, it may
cause confusion when compared to the notation adopted by the MMW model. However, in terms of this discussion [x>x’]
an [t>t’] in order to reflect the effects of length contraction and time dilation in the moving [S’] frame as determined from
the relative perspective of the [S] frame.
Generally, this discussion wants to proceed on the assumption that the primed values [x’,t’] relate to comoving observer-S’ in the
[S’] frame, while the unprimed values [x,t] relate to observer-S, whose measures reflect the relativistic effects assumed by the
Lorentz transforms. However, we need to understand the orientation implied by the following quote
The [x] variable should preferably refer to the unmoving system. That is why [x] and [x'] must be swapped. However,
swapping the [t] and [t'] variables prove to be incorrect.
One of the issues this review has with this quote is that SR, and the Lorentz transforms, support a symmetry, which allows a
‘moving’ frame to reverse this perspective, such that it becomes the stationary frame. As such, the orientation of [x] and [x’]
would appear completely arbitrary. However, as argued, if we were to adopt the perspective of a wave model, then there is only
one truly stationary [S] frame to which we have assigned the [x,t] variables. If so, these variables must reflect the relativistic
effects implied by the Lorentz transforms, as a comoving observer-S’ within the [S’] frame may have no awareness of velocity [β]
and therefore may assume itself as a stationary frame. So, based on this orientation, [x>x’] due to length contraction and [t>t’]
due to time dilation, where it is also assumed that any revision of the Lorentz transforms must support the results previously
outlined. So, at this point, we will introduce what LaFreniere describes as his reversed version of the Lorentz transforms.
[5]

x ' = gx +  t;

y ' = y;

z ' = z;

t ' = gt −  x
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If we initially defer on how LaFreniere arrived at these transforms, we might initially question the form, where [gx] in the [x’]
transform might infer a length contraction compatible with the Lorentz transform, although there is no obvious time dilation
factor applied to [βt]. There is a similar, but opposite situation with the time transforms in [5], which infers a time dilation factor
[gt], but no length contraction associated with [βx]. However, LaFreniere states that the form in [5] is still consistent with the
Lorentz transforms and attempts to prove this by working back from [5] towards the form in [2]. From the earlier quote, it might
be assumed that LaFreniere associates the [x] variable with the unmoving [S] frame. As such, when [t=0] in [5], the form of [x’=gx]
suggests that [x’] will be length contracted with respect to [x]. However, while LaFreniere attempts to resolve the transforms in
[5] back to the Lorentz transform in [2], we might try to adapt [2] towards [5] by transposing the variables, as shown in [6].
[6]

x' =

x − t
 x = gx '+  t;
g

t' =

t − x
 t = gt '+  x
g

Unlike the inverse form of the Lorentz transforms, which simply reverses the direction of [±β], the form of [6] transposes [x, x’]
and [t,t’] around the equality [=] sign. However, if we initially accept the wave model position that velocity [β] cannot be reversed,
then transposing [x,x’] and [t,t’] might possibly be a necessary step, which appears to align quite closely with the form in [5], but
with some important caveats. The first issue that we might notice is that [6] is mixing the primed and unprimed variable on the
same side of the equality sign, while there is now a difference in the sign of [βx] in the time transform. Let us quote LaFreniere’s
explanation to better understand his arguments.
“The [x] variable should preferably refer to the unmoving system. That is why [x] and [x'] must be swapped. However,
swapping the [t] and [t'] variables proved to be incorrect. Voigt confused the [t] and [t'] variables. Lorentz and Poincare
did not notice the error either because the [t] time is an arbitrary data which must be known before applying the
transformations. Obviously, any arbitrary time seems to yield the correct values on paper. The error indeed remains hidden
using only one [x] coordinates because the symmetry works. However, it does become well visible on a computer screen,
as a distortion in the Doppler effect, when the transformations involve thousands of pixels and coordinates.
As previously argued, the orientation of the primed and unprimed coordinates are somewhat of an arbitrary preference.
However, it is unclear how the [x] and [x’] can be swapped, but not [t] and [t’], if the goal is to produce the same results as the
Lorentz transforms. We might use the following table to do a comparison of the results of the Lorentz transforms in [2], shown
left, with the LaFreniere transforms in [5], shown right.
x'

t'

x

t

x

t

x'

t'

1.000

1.000

0.577

0.577

1.000

1.000

1.366

0.366

1.000

1.000

1.732

1.732

1.000

1.000

0.366

1.366

So, in the previous table, the Lorentz transforms uses an orientation where the variables [x,t] reflect the relativistic effects
measured by observer-S in the stationary [S] frame, while the LaFreniere transforms adopts the alternative orientation. So, in the
LaFreniere transforms, the variables [x’,t’] now reflect the relativistic effects assumed to be taking place in the moving [S’] frame,
although these effects can still only be measured from the perspective of the stationary [S] frame. While the results of the Lorentz
and LaFreniere transforms obviously yield different results, we might note that a discrepancy in the value of [x’/t’] associated
with the LaFreniere transforms, which should reflect the velocity of light [c=1], as per the Lorentz transforms. In the following
table, specific to the LaFreniere transforms, this issue is addressed by using the transposed time transform [t’], shown in [6],
which reverses the sign in [5], such that distance [x’] and time [t’] match to produce [c=x’/t’=1].
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x

t

x/t

gx

βt

x'=gx+βt

gt

βt

t'=gt+βx

x't'

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.866

0.433

1.366

0.866

0.500

1.366

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.866

-0.433

0.366

0.866

-0.500

0.366

1.000

But what about the discrepancy with the Lorentz transforms?
At this time, this review can find no explanation to support the LaFreniere transforms, especially if they are supposed to yield
equivalent results to the Lorentz transform. While it has been argued that internal perception of length and time in the moving
frame [S’] by observer-S’ is speculative, the relative geometry previously discussed in terms of three different configurations also
do not support the results of the LaFreniere transform in either of the two previous tables.
OK, but what about time dilation?
One of the objectives of this review was to try to establish whether the assumptions underpinning the Lorentz transforms in
terms of length contraction and time dilation had any supporting causal mechanisms. In this respect, the Ivanov transforms
offered up a potential explanation of length contraction based on the idea of standing wave compression, although it has been
questioned whether this mechanism could be scaled to macroscopic objects. However, so far, the main argument for time dilation
appears to rest on the different propagation times of light, as discussed in terms of the light-clock model. Therefore, we might
attempt to pursue a causal mechanism for time dilation in the MMW model. In this context, we might use the following
paraphrased quote as a starting point for the necessity of time dilation in the Lorentz transforms:
If matter is made of standing waves, where the electron standing wave wavelength is contracted according to [g], then
moving clocks must tick slower in the moving frame and exhibit a time shift. The effect of motion on matter depends on
the velocity [β] of its wave structure relative to the wave propagation media. In the case of matter, the [x] and [x'] variables
correspond to the distance to the coordinate system origin, in light-second units, using a Cartesian frame of reference,
while [t]and [t'] variables stand for the time displayed by clocks in second units.
Before discussing some of the arguments in the paraphrase quote above, we might also make reference to another quote, shown
below, which possibly questions the reality of time displayed on a clock.
“Most often, when one speaks about time dilation, this is incorrect. Time is a concept, an idea, it does not really exist, but
a clock does exist and it can tick slower. This does not mean that time runs slower.”
In broad terms, the MMW model is a wave model of a subatomic particle, e.g. an electron. Therefore, this particle-wave structure
exists without reference to any clocks and, as such, the concept of time dilation must presumably be correlated to the wave
frequency of the electron standing wave structure when in motion with relativistic velocity [β]. In the first set of animations
below, we see a conceptual 2D model of a stationary standing wave, shown centre, formed as a superposition of IN waves, shown
left, and OUT waves, shown right. However, the MMW model is possibly better described as a resonance model, as the IN waves
are not required to be in-phase, although this is another assumption that needs to be questioned.
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In the next set of animations below, we see two perspectives of an oscillating standing wave structure, where on the left, the
stationary electron is propagating OUT waves without any normal Doppler effect. Then, on the right, we see a representation of
an electron moving with velocity [β] to the right, such that its forward OUT waves are compressed (1-β), while its backward OUT
waves are expanded (1+β).

So, in the absence of a clock at the subatomic scale of an electron, we seek to understand how the combination of compressed
forward waves and expanded backward waves results in time dilation, such that the source frequency of these waves, i.e. the
oscillation of the central node, slows by the factor [g].
Note: At this point, the reader may wish to perform a search by asking the question: Why do clocks tick slower in motion?
Often, many answer this question by making either direct or indirect reference to the light-clock model, such that time
dilation is simply linked to the increase path length in the moving frame.
So, how does the light-clock model explain how the frequency of an electron in motion slows by the factor [g]?
While the topic of the light-clock model has been discussed, we might use the following diagrams of the [x] and [y] configurations
in the stationary frame, left, and moving frame, right, to consider the relative geometry of the Lorentz transforms that leads to
different paths lengths.
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In the case of the stationary geometry, left, the distance [d’=1] is associated with a physical rod connecting [A] and [B], which we
might assume was established when the frames of observer-S’ and observer-S were initially collocated. However, it is clear that
the rod length does not correspond to the light propagation paths [s] in either the [x] or [y] configurations in the moving frame,
when observed from the stationary [S] frame.
Note: There is an open issue as to why a directional light pulse emitted from [A] in the [y] configuration would ever reach
[B] in the moving frame. Generally, it is assumed that velocity of point [A] would impart no momentum onto the light
pulse, such that it would continue to propagate along a perpendicular path from [A].
If we first consider the [y] configuration, while ignoring the issue in the note above, it is clear that the path length [s=1.155]
cannot be resolved by length contraction, if the Lorentz transforms assume no contraction along the [y] axis. While it might be
assumed that time dilation resolves the time difference, it is unclear that it explains the difference in geometry. Likewise, we
have another problem in the [x] configuration, where the forward [sAB=tAB/c=1.732] and backward [sBA=tBA/c=0.577] path lengths
are asymmetric and both disagree with [d’=1].
Note: In part, the Lorentz transforms, and SR, rest on the assumption that observer-S’ can assume itself positioned in an
inertial stationary frame of reference. Whether the geometry of these frames supports that assumption is not necessarily
an unreasonable question to raise, especially as the Ivanov transforms provide a solution to the light-clock model that
matches the geometry results without reference to time dilation, while supporting the causal basis of length contraction.
As such, we return to the issue of what causal mechanism slows the central node of an oscillating electron in the MMW model
by the factor [g]? As a resonance model, we might assume that all electrons have a natural frequency [fe] of oscillation, which we
might try to correlate to its mass [me] by combining the Einstein and Planck equations.

[9]

E = me c2 = hfe  fe =

me c2
h

=

9.1 * 10−31 * (3 * 108 )2
6.63 * 10−34

= 1.24 * 1020 oscillations / sec

However, the discussion of Active and Reactive Mass supports the idea that relativistic mass would increase in the moving frame
as velocity [β] increases. If so, [9] would appear to support the idea that the frequency of oscillation would increase, not decrease
in the moving frame. As such, we might close by making reference to another conceptual example
A conceptual spaceship travels the 1 lightyear between [X] and [Y] with velocity [β=0.99], where [g=0.141]. As such, SR
suggests that the clock onboard the spaceship would only register 14.1% of the time as clocks at [X] or [Y], assuming both
are stationary. While SR and the Lorentz transforms might account for a corresponding length contraction in the spaceship
along the axis of motion, there is no inference or causal mechanism that explains or supports the idea of a wholesale
contraction of the distance between [X] and [Y]. If so, the spaceship travels the 1 light year in 1.01 years at a velocity
[β=0.99], if making no reference to length contraction or time dilation. However, if time dilation is taken into account,
the velocity of the spaceship [β=x/t=1/0.141] would be 7.09 times faster than the speed of light [c].
While we will not pursue this example down another rabbit-hole of conflicting ideas, we might still question the reality of time
dilation. In this respect, the Ivanov transforms provided a solution of how sound waves in the 3D media of air can create
compressed standing waves without reference to time dilation. Whether this model can be extended to a matter wave model
may be debated and while it appears to be rejected by the MMW model, the causal mechanism of time dilation within the MMW
model remains unclear.
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1.1.1

Relative Perspectives

Most discussions of relativity normally assume that the perspective of special relativity (SR) has been proved beyond all
reasonable doubt. However, the preceding discussions have attempted to consider a number of different perspectives, as science
requires a ‘duty of inquiry’ and not simply acceptance. First, there was the perspective of geometry, anchored to the stationary
observer-S and comoving observer-S’. However, this observer orientation was somewhat ambiguous when considered in terms
of SR, which allows the perspective of these observers to be simply reversed. Of course, there is also the perspective of the
mathematical logic underpinning the Lorentz transforms that support the idea of length contraction and time dilation, although
not necessarily providing any causal mechanism to explain these relativistic effects. However, reference has also been made to
the mathematical logic of the Ivanov transforms, which appear to negates the need for time dilation. Finally, reference has been
made to the perspective of various wave models, which align the stationary frame to a wave propagation media, which then
questions the symmetry of SR in terms of an arbitrary stationary frame.
Note: While the perspective of observer-S and observer-S’ can be useful, there is still the ambiguity that allows any inertial
frame to assume itself stationary. It has been highlighted that the perspective of both these observers is essentially
conceptual. For, in truth, there is no direct observer experience of either of these reference frames, when subject to a
relativistic velocity [β]. While the discussion of the experimental evidence supporting SR was only briefly outlined, much
of this evidence was questioned, not least, on the grounds that none appeared to forward a causal mechanism as to why
length contraction or time dilation would occur in the moving frame. If so, most of these perspectives may essentially rest
on the mathematical assumptions underpinning the Lorentz transforms.
So, having establish the mathematical logic underpinning the Lorentz transforms and the Ivanov transforms, this discussion wants
to further examine some of the wider issues associated with how the measure of time and length may not only be dependent on
the relative velocity [v] between two inertial reference frames, but the assumptions underpinning the perspective of observer-S
and observer-S’. In terms of velocity [v], we might make an initial reference to the Galilean transform, where the spatial and time
relationships between [x,x’] and [t,t’] is defined in [1] and previously considered in terms of the geometry of Configuration-0.
[1]

x = x ' vt '; t ' = t

Based on [1], a position [x’] in a stationary geometry can be mapped to [x] in a moving geometry, and vice versa, by accounting
for velocity [±v] and time [t]. For all practical purposes, the Galilean transform might be described as supported by verified science
when confined to normal human experience. For while the Galilean transform assumes universal time, such that both frames
perceive the same rate of time [t=t’], the note below supports the idea that the Galilean transforms are probably a good
approximation for almost all human experience.
Note: Helios-2 might be cited as the fastest man-made object, which achieved a maximum orbital speed around the Sun
of 157,078mph or 70,220m/s. Even so, we might question whether Helio-2 is really representative of a relativistic frame
that would refute the scope of [1]. While this spacecraft did not have an onboard observer, the value of [β] might question
whether any relativistic effects would have been obvious to an onboard observer. However, the clock synchronization
discussion suggested that a one-way measure of the speed of light might still be possible, although the velocity of Helio-2
would only equate to [β=0.000234] with a corresponding factor [ϒ=1.00000003], such that any potential relativistic effects
might only exist at the limits of anything that might be reasonably measured.
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So, without initial reference to the assumptions surrounding time dilation or length contraction, we might return to the
perspective of observer-S’ and observer-S, as shown below, and attempt to quantify an event, e.g. a light pulse, emitted in the
moving [S’] frame at [A’], but then detected at [A] in the stationary [S] frame, which propagates at the speed of light [c=1] towards
[B’] and detected at [B].

For the conceptual purpose of this discussion, the moving [S’] frame is assumed to be passing very close to the stationary [S]
frame on a parallel course with velocity [v], such that the time delay between observations at [A’,A] and [B’,B] might be minimal.
In terms of SR, both frames are inertial, such that either may assign the relative velocity [v] to the other frame, although this
example will assign the velocity to observer-S’ in the upper frame. As indicated, the source of the light event at [A’] only exists in
the moving [S’] frame, but is detected in the stationary [S] frame, as it passes in close proximity, such that we might ignore any
propagation delay between the two frames.
Note: To simplify the description further, we shall assume that [x S=xS’=0] and [t0=t0’=0] at some initial point of
synchronization, which will also be the point where the light emitted at [A’=x’S, t’0] starts to propagate towards [B’=x’R]
with velocity [c=1], which is invariant in both reference frames.
The orientation of the stationary and moving frames considers observer-S’ to be comoving within the [S’] frame, which has
velocity [v] with respect to observer-S positioned within the stationary [S] frame. As such, it will be observer-S who perceives any
relativistic effects in the moving [S’] frame, where it is the local measure of observer-S’ that are denoted by the primed variables
[x’t’], while the measure of observer-S in the stationary [S] frame are denoted by the unprimed variables [x,t]. We might now
clarify the equations in the diagram, as shown below.
[2]

s = ct1  c =

s
;
t1

s ' = ct1 '  c =

s'
t1 '

While we do not necessarily know how observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame will determine either length or time, we might assume
that if length [d’=1], as per the light-clock model, corresponds to a length of a physical rod connecting [A’] and [B’] that was
established when velocity [v=0], this length in the moving [S’] frame would be locally unchanged. However, [1] makes no direct
reference to [d’] or [d] in either frame, but rather references [s’] and [s] as the distance propagated by light with velocity [c=1].
In the context of the stationary [S] frame, the value of distance [s] may be calculated in one of three ways depending on which of
the relative geometries is used, as indicated in [3].
[3]

sx 0 =

g0dx '
;
c v

sx1 =

g1dx '
;
c v

sx 2 =

g2dx '
;
c v
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In [3], we see three different assumptions related to the measure of length contraction of [d’=1], defined as a power of [gn], when
observed from the stationary [S] frame. The following table tabulates the results of each for velocity [±β], where [n] relates to
[gn] and the geometry of Configuration-0, Confifiguration-1 and Configuration-2.
β

d'

t'

sx

t

0.5

1.000

1.000

2.000

2.000

-0.5

1.000

1.000

0.667

0.667

0.5

1.000

1.000

1.732

1.732

-0.5

1.000

1.000

0.577

0.577

0.5

1.000

1.000

1.500

1.500

-0.5

1.000

1.000

0.500

0.500

n
0
1
2

sx

t

d'

t'

2.000

2.000

1.000

?

0.667

0.667

1.000

?

1.732

1.732

1.000

?

0.577

0.577

1.000

?

1.500

1.500

1.000

?

0.500

0.500

1.000

?

Note: In the table above, we see two shaded columns labelled [t’] for the time in the moving [S’] frame, but where the
values in the second column right indicates a question mark [?]. For it might be argued that we do not really know the
measure of time [t’] in a moving relativistic [S’] frame, such that the value of [t‘=1] is simply an assumption based on [d’/c].
The value of [sx] in the stationary [S] frame is calculated as per [3] based on the assumption of various degrees of length
contraction, while the time [t] is simply predicated on the invariance of [c=1] in all frames. However, it possibly needs to be
highlighted that any ‘measure’ associated with observer-S in the stationary [S] frame are also conceptual calculations based on
the mathematical assumption implicit in [3]. While the values of time [t] associated with observer-S are mathematically logical,
the reverse mapping of time [t] to time [t’] associated with observer-S might be said to be speculative, if we have no direct
observational evidence or a causal mechanism that explains why time dilation actually takes place. Equally, it is difficult to
reconcile the time [t’=1] with the various values of [t] resulting from [3], which varies, not only as a function of velocity [v], but
by the direction implied by the [±] sign, which cannot be resolve by [ϒ=t’/t].
Note: All the values [d’/t’] and [sx/t] are based on the assumption [c=1] built into all calculations. Of course, while the
contracted value of [d’] is somewhat speculative, if only based on the mathematical assumption of a transform, the idea
of a standing wave compression may offer up a potential causal mechanism, which might reduce the geometry options to
Configuration-1 or Configuration-2.
However, it might also be highlighted that all the equations in [3] recognize the velocity differential [c±v], where later discussions
will consider this factor in terms of [1±β] and related to various Doppler effects.
So, is the idea of time dilation being rejected?
At this point, the discussion is only raising issues for further consideration based on a speculative causal mechanism, i.e. standing
wave compression, which might help explain length contraction without the possible need for time dilation for which no obvious
causal mechanism has yet been discovered. While, from a historic perspective, the Michelson-Morley experiment could find no
evidence to support the existence of a light frame, length contraction in the form of a standing wave compression might question
the scope of the negative results. There is also the ambiguity surrounding the one-way speed of light, which if resolved might
allow a comoving observer-S’ to determine the asymmetric propagation times. For, even a close approximation of clock
synchronisation might allow the asymmetric nature of light propagation due to velocity [v] to be measured.
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Note: SR assumes that the speed of light [c] is constant in all reference frames. This assumption is, in part, supported by
various wave models, although these models contradict some of the assumptions of SR. Of course, if we accept that [c=1],
but then ignore that a reference frame has a relative velocity [c±v] with respect to the propagation of light, we run into all
the problems outlined. However, the assumption that the velocity of light [c=fλ] can be determined as a product of
frequency [f] and wavelength [λ] in any frame can also obscure the measure of [c±v].
While we know that [c±v→1±β] is related to a Doppler effect caused by velocity [v], the relationship [c=fλ] is usually assumed to
be true in all reference frames, irrespective of velocity [v], can be problematic as it effectively ignores the potential existence and
implications of velocity [v]. The following note is simply used as an example of the potential confusion to which this assumption
can lead.
Note: As discussed in Experimental Evidence, the idea of a cosmological redshift is often used to justify, but not necessarily
explain the need for time dilation. If we know the natural frequency [f 0] of some distant object, which is then observed
with a frequency [f’], we might calculate a corresponding wavelength [λ’=f’/c] from which a relative velocity [z=λ0/λ’=β]
might be assumed and estimated. However, the causal mechanism for this redshift can be described in several ways. While
we might initially consider the normal Doppler effect, a value of [z>2] associated with cosmological redshift observations
might invoke the idea of an additional time dilation factor linked to the recessional velocity determined on the basis of
Hubble’s Law [v=H0D]. However, the cosmological model can then compound this idea with an assumption of an expanding
universe, such that the wavelength [λ’] is ‘stretched’ on route between source and destination, which might then negate
the need for time dilation. How the space of the universe is physically expanding is usually never addressed and
compounded further by SR, if it denies the physical existence of anything to expand, at least, as a wave propagation media,
even though general relativity requires space to have some sort of physical form that can curve.
So, at this point, the perspective of any wave model is simply being highlighted as a counterpoint to the mathematical abstractions
of the Lorentz transforms, or quantum theory for that matter – see Quantum Issues for details. While it is accepted that these
speculative wave models also run into problems, they might suggest a way that physics can return to a discussion of causal
mechanisms rather than an over-reliance on mathematical models underpinned by assumptions.
Note: In brief, wave models assume that energy is propagated by waves in the 3D medium of space, which has physical
properties that determine the velocity of light [c=1] in free-space. The energy propagated is proportional to the amplitude
and frequency of the wave, where the OST model suggests that the wave amplitude may be a distortion of the fabric of
space that may only exists on the Planck scale. Within such wave models, there are only two fundamental modes of energy
propagation, first as a travelling waveform that propagates energy without any associated rest mass, such that it can
propagate with velocity [c] and, second, as a standing wave/resonance structure that is assumed to underpin all subatomic
matter particles, which are constrained to a velocity within the limits [v=0..c], such that it might be associated with kinetic
energy [E=mv2].
On the basis of the outline above, it is simply suggested that some form of wave model may provide the basis of a causal
explanation as to how subatomic particles are a manifestation of energy, where the underlying wave structure can be subject to
length contraction. In closing, one final issue might be raised that relates to the reference frame in which light is propagating. If
we set velocity [v=c], then the effect is shown in [4] and reflects [ϒ] increasing towards infinity or its inversion to [g] going to zero.
[4]

2

 =

1
c
 g = 1− 
g
c

= 1−1 = 0
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So, in accordance with SR, anything within the [S’] frame of light would still conceptually experience incrementing time [t’], but
where [4] would imply that anything outside the light frame would experience time [t] slowing to a stop. Whether this light frame
could be described as an inertial frame might be questioned, as it would also suggests that light energy is moving through the
physical universe in zero time. While some might reasonably question the existence of the light frame, some future spaceship
that might ‘conceptually’ approach the speed of light [c], would suggest a similar effect. In this case, a comoving observer-S’
onboard the spaceship would apparently age normally within the [S’] frame, while time in a universal stationary [S] frame would
slow towards a stop. However, the perspective that both scenarios can occur at the same time appears to be something that
needs to be questioned further.
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1.3

The MMW Model
Note: From the perspective of the wave models reviewed, the propagation media of light provides a reference frame from
which all relative velocity [v] is determined. This position therefore challenges the SR assumption that any inertial frame
can simply assume itself to be stationary, which is often the root of some of the paradoxes outlined. It has also been
highlighted that a wave propagation frame may also explain why the speed of light [c] is constant in all reference frames,
as it is the propagation velocity [c] imposed by the properties of the wave media, and why this velocity is independent of
the velocity of the source or receiver of light.

Up to this point, only indirect references have been made to a variety of different wave models reviewed in website-3. However,
this section of discussions wants to consider some of the work of Gabriel LaFreniere in the context of his MMW model, although
some emphasis will immediately be put on the word ‘model’. By way of initial reference, the reader might want to review ‘Matter
is Made of Waves’ which points to a partial review of the MMW model carried out by this website, where the website-X link
points to an English version of LaFreniere’s original website, which is possibly a far from perfect translation from the original
French-Canadian version.
Note: While this review is generally supportive of some of the basic ideas within a wave model, website-3 has reviewed 5
wave models, which all differ in some of their underlying assumptions. However, it might also be highlighted that the
quantum model is also, in part, a wave model, although this idea is often lost in the semantics of its description – see
Quantum Issues for more details.
The animation below is one of many produced by LaFreniere and published on his original website. This example is a 2D
representation of a 3D spherical standing wave, i.e. an electron. However, while the text on the animation makes reference to
some of the wave equations used to produce this animation, they do not actually represent the underlying MMW model as
explained by the author.
“Standing waves are not made of travelling waves. For calculation purposes, such
waves can indeed be considered as two sets of waves travelling in opposite directions.
This is a very useful method for computer programs. However, one must observe what
is really going on inside the medium substance when standing waves are present. One
may need incoming travelling waves in order to establish standing waves, but they
are no longer needed once the system is well established."
With this caveat highlighted, it will still be argued that a wave model, of some description, may provide some potential insights
that may help resolve some of the paradoxes that have always surrounded special relativity (SR). By considering the possibility
that a wave propagation media may exist, although possibly not detectable, it may help explain why light has a definitive velocity
[c=1], as it is a physical property of this media supported by Maxwell’s equations, the derivation of EM wave propagation plus
the values of the permittivity of free space [ε0] and permeability of free space [μ0], as outlined in [1].
[1]

2 A = 00

2 A
t 2

;

c =

1

00

= 2.99792458 * 108 m / s

While speculative, the idea of a wave propagation media then allows the idea of a universal reference frame from which all
relative velocity can be measured, although it challenges one of the basic postulates of SR that all inertial frames can consider
themselves at rest. While accepting that a universal reference frame creates its own set of problems, it may help resolve the twin
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paradox and the wider issue of two reference frames both assuming themselves at rest, while implying that time is simultaneously
dilated in both frames. Again, by accepting that the velocity of light [c] is an attribute of a wave media, it may explain why the
value of [c] is a constant in all reference frames and independent of the velocity [v] of the source or receiver, although the
measurement of the wavelength [λ] and frequency [f] of light is still dependent on various Doppler effects.
1.3.1

Lorentz Wave Effect

Although there is not a Lorentz wave model as such, this description is intended as another counterpoint to the abstraction of
mathematical transforms in isolation. For it may be useful to consider what happens within a moving frame in respect to a wave
propagating outwards with velocity [c]. The following animation is another produced by LaFreniere, although this discussion will
describe a velocity [β=0.5] and a Lorentz contraction factor [g=0.866],
such that the results can be compared with earlier examples.
Note: When considering these animations for the first time, it
is important to realise that point [O] is moving with some
velocity [β]. As such, each successive wavefront is sourced
from a different position along the [x] axis, which then creates
a normal Doppler effect from the perspective of a frame
stationary with respect to a wave propagation media.
In the first animation left, we might imagine an observer at the centre
[O] trying to determine the timing of a wave propagating outwards with velocity [c] and reaching points [A, B, C, D] by measuring
the roundtrip times of their reflection. From the perspective of observer-S’ within a moving frame [S’], the distance from [O] to
[A,B,C or D] always appears to equal [d’=1], as shown by the green circle, although from a stationary frame [S], the green circle
may be assumed subject to length contraction along the axis of motion, such that the red ellipse is perceived.
So, how do we interpret the time taken on each axis from [O]?
Again, we might reiterate the assumption that observer-S’ within the moving [S’] frame measures each axis distance to
correspond to the length of a physical rod [d’=1], such that the time taken is defined by [d’/c=1]. However, the timings measured
by observer-S within the stationary [S] frame depends, not only on the geometry implied by velocity [β=0.5], but any assumptions
about length contraction on each axis. If we start by making reference to Configuration-1, which assumes a length contraction
along only the [x] axis of motion, we might first determine the time measured in the stationary [S] frame for the perpendicular
[y] paths [OC] and [OD] that have no implied length contraction, although the light path length must still be affected by velocity
[β=0.5], as quantified in [1].
[1]

sOC = sOD =

d
1− 

2

d

; =

2

1 − 0.5

= 1.155  tOC = tOD =

s
= 1.155
c

Given the path lengths in [1], the times [tOC] and [tOD] are calculated on the basis of [t=s/c=1.155]. However, before commenting
on the discrepancy in the times measured by observer-S’ and observer-S, we might first calculate the times for the [x] axis paths,
as shown in [2].
[2]

tOB =

gd '
0.866
=
= 1.732;
c −v
0.5

tOA =

gd '
0.866
=
= 0.577
c +v
1.5
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Again, we might see an obvious discrepancy in the times associated with observer-S and observer-S’. However, from the
perspective of observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame, we assumed all path lengths to be defined by [d’=1], such that the one-way
time would be [t=d’/c=1]. For initial comparative purposes we might show the aggregated roundtrip times based on [1] and [2]
from the perspective of the [S’] and [S] frames, as indicated in [3].
[3]

[S '] : t ' =

1+1
= 1;
2

[S] :

tOC + tOD
1.155 + 1.155
=
= 1.155;
2
2

tOB + tOA 1.732 + 0.577
=
= 1.155
2
2

If we examine the results in [3], we might come to the conclusion that the only way the times [t’] and [t] can be reconciled is to
assume that time [t’] in the moving [S’] frame is also subject to time dilation factor [g], as shown in [4].
[4]

t ' = 1;

t = 1.155;

t ' = gt = 0.866 * 1.155 = 1

While this conclusion is supported by SR and the Lorentz transforms, it does not really address the asymmetric one-way times in
[2], other than to fall back on the assertion that a one-way measure of the speed of light [c] cannot be determined – see Clock
Synchronisation for more details
But is there another interpretation that might avoid this problem?
If we return to the Relative Geometry section of discussions, Configuration-2 aligns more to the Ivanov transform previously
defined, which implies no time dilation, but rather a length contraction on the [yz] axes plus an additional contraction on the [x]
axis. On this basis, we might repeat some of the previous calculations, where [5] reflects the [y] path.
[5]

sOC =

gd
1− 

2

;

sOD =

gd
2

=

c 1 − 0.5

0.866
s
= 1  tOC = tOD = = 1
0.866
c

In [5], we see that the length contraction of [y’=d’=1] to [y=d=0.866] on the perpendicular axes leads to compatible times [t’=1]
and [t=1] in both frames. Again, we might also calculate the times for the [x] axis paths, as shown in [6].
[6]

tOB =

g2 d ' 0.75
=
= 1.5;
c −v
0.5

tOA =

g2 d ' 0.75
=
= 0.5
c +v
1.5

While [6] does not resolve the asymmetric times measured by observer-S in the stationary [S] frame, we might determine the
aggregated roundtrip times that can be compared with [3], as shown below.
[7]

[S '] : t ' =

1+1
= 1;
2

[S] :

tOC + tOD
2

=

1+1
= 1;
2

tOB + tOA
2

=

1.5 + 0.5
=1
2

As we might expect of a transform that does not require time dilation, the roundtrip times in both frames are compatible,
although there is still an issue with the asymmetry of the one-way times in the [x] configuration, as shown in both [2] and [6].
While the logic of both the Lorentz and Ivanov transform might yield a mathematical solution, if time dilation is forwarded as a
physical solution, then it requires a causal mechanism. As a starting point, it seems clear that the different rates of progress along
the [x] axes, as implied by the black dots in the animation, has to account for the differential velocity [c±v] caused by the motion
of [O]. However, as indicated at the start of this discussion, the animations being referenced were created within the context of
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the MMW model, which supports the Lorentz transforms and therefore assumes time dilation, even though the following quote
appears causally ambiguous on this issue.
“Most often, when one speaks about time dilation, this is incorrect. Time is a concept, an idea, it does not really exist, but
a clock does exist and it can tick slower. This does not mean that time runs slower.”
LaFreniere’s position above possibly needs some initial qualification for we might consider 3 possibilities: 1) There is only universal
time, such that local clock time is an aberration. 2) Universal time does not exist, such that only local relative time exists. 3) Both
universal and local time exist, but if biological cells are affected in a similar way as local clocks, then from a human perspective,
if we age at different rates in different reference frames, relative local time is real, irrespective of whether universal time exists,
or not.
Note: In the context of theoretical physics, mathematicians can introduce an idea like time dilation without necessarily
providing any physical causal mechanism to support the assumption. However, this approach can then create knock-on
problems that have no obvious resolution and ignored on the basis of a ‘consensus of opinion’.
If we return to the first animation left, waves reach the backward point [A] more rapidly, as [A] is moving towards the wavefront
originally emitted from some earlier position of [O] moving with velocity [v], while the reverse is true for [B] as it is moving away
from the wavefront propagating with velocity [c].
Note: In Poincare’s original idea of local time, an observer [O] might attempt to use the timing of wavefronts to synchronize
the tick of a clock at [A] and [B]. Due to the Doppler effect, the arrival rate of successive wavefronts is subject to a relative
propagation time [tA=d/(c+v)], such that the tick of a clock at [A] will be faster than the tick of a clock at [B] subject to a
relative propagation time [tB=d/(c-v)]. However, this seems to imply that local time, even within the local inertial frame
might record different times on clocks, if synchronised to the Doppler wavefronts.
Due to the Doppler effect, waves propagating forward contract according to [1–β], while those moving backward expand
according to [1+β]. As such, the backward wavelength [1+β] has a range [1..2], while the forward compression [1-β] has a range
of [1..0]. As a consequence, wave compression has a more severe effect, which might increase wave-matter energy density, see
Active and Reactive Mass for details, according to the factor [g] along with the other potential effects listed below.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Length of physical objects along the displacement [x] axis of motion are contracted.
All phenomena within a moving frame occur with a slower rate of time.
A time shift appears between the front and the rear of the centre of a moving frame.
Matter gains in mass in a moving frame, which can be interpreted as kinetic energy.
Note: While the insights provided by Lorentz transforms have to be acknowledged, they also need to be causally explained.
As such, many of the ideas that were initially linked to the transforms were essentially hypothetical in the absence of any
specific causal mechanism for either length contraction or time dilation. In this respect, the wave animations described,
based on the Doppler effect, may provide the direction for further investigation.
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1.3.2

Lorentz Doppler Effect

In the context of the MMW website, there is a webpage entitled ‘The Doppler Effect’ that discusses various types of Doppler
effects, e.g. normal and virtual, which have previously been outlined. However, there are two other sections titled the ‘Relative
Doppler Effect’ and the ‘Lorentz Doppler Effect’, although most mainstream references will refer to the latter as the ‘Relativistic
Doppler Effect’. As all these Doppler effects are important mechanisms within any wave model, this discussion will attempt to
provide an outline as to how these Doppler mechanisms might apply to special relativity (SR) and more specifically how they
might explain length contraction and possibly time dilation, as assumed by the Lorentz transforms.
Relative Doppler Effect

Normal Doppler Effect

The first of the two diagrams above illustrates the normal Doppler effect caused by the source of the waves emitting a wavefront
into a wave propagation media with velocity [c’], while in motion with velocity [β]. This type of effect is only measurable by
observer-S who is stationary with respect to the wave media, otherwise observer-S’ also moving with velocity [β] will see the
effect reversed by the virtual Doppler effect. The change in wavelength is defined in [1] as a function of the angle [θ].
[1]

 =  (1 −  . cos  ) ; F =  (1 −  ) ;

B =  (1 +  ) ; Y = 

However, [1] also implies how the main equation can be rationalised to the forward [λF] and backward [λB] wavelengths plus the
wavelength [λY] perpendicular to the axis of motion. The table below simply provides a quantitative example of the normal
Doppler effect for source velocity [β=0.5] to allow comparison with other Doppler effects to be outlined.
β

Degrees

Radians

cos(θ)

λ

λθ

0.5

0

0.00

1.000

1.000

0.500

0.5

90

1.57

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

180

3.14

-1.000

1.000

1.500

So, what is different about the relative Doppler effect?
In some respect, nothing is different in terms of the concentric wavefronts caused by a moving source having velocity [β].
However, what we see in the diagram right is a different geometry comoving with the source of the wavefronts. So, in the case
of the relative Doppler effect, the position of the vertical [y] axis has changed, such that the resulting wavelengths are now
defined by [2].
[2]

 =  1 − 

2

(sin  ) 2

−  cos  ;

F =  (1 −  ) ;

B =  (1 +  ) ;
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Again, the table below simply provides another quantitative example of the effects for source velocity [β=0.5], where the [x] axis
results, forwards and backwards, are identical to the normal Doppler effect, but where the geometry of the perpendicular [y] axis
now suggests a length contraction that aligns to [g=1/ϒ].
β

Degrees

Radians

cos(θ)

λ

λθ

0.5

0

0.00

1.000

1.000

0.500

0.5

90

1.57

0.000

1.000

0.866

0.5

180

3.14

-1.000

1.000

1.500

These results might be considered in terms of the earlier relative geometry discussion, but more specifically Configuration-2,
although the details of the relative Doppler effect might be better understood in terms of the Ivanov transforms. While the
geometry associated with the relative Doppler effect is somewhat misleading as the centre of each wavefront is still propagating
outwards from its origin, positioned in the past, not from the current position of the observer
Note: These Doppler effects might illustrate how observers in different frames of reference might come to have a different
perception of ‘reality’, analogous to the pitch of a train whistle heard from onboard the train and from a platform.
However, while the MMW model argues that the normal and relative Doppler effects can be applied to sound waves, it argues
that they cannot be applied to EM waves, such that we will now introduce the idea of the Lorentz Doppler effect, which the MMW
model asserts is a relativistic solution compatible with the Lorentz transforms as defined in [3].
[3]

 = 

2
− 1;
1 +  cos 

F =

 (1 −  )
g

;

B =

 (1 +  )
g

;

Y = 

Again, we will start by providing a comparative table that goes along with [3] for the velocity [β=0.5].
β

Degrees

Radians

cos(θ)

λ

λθ

0.5

0

0.00

1.000

1.000

0.577

0.5

90

1.57

0.000

1.000

1.000

0.5

180

3.14

-1.000

1.000

1.732

At this point, we might reference back to ‘Configuration-1’ that discussed a specific geometry mapping between a stationary [S]
and moving [S’] frame. For the results in the table above appear consistent with an interpretation of the light-clock model
predicated on the Lorentz transforms and an interpretation of the following stationary and moving geometries, where [d’=1] is
subject to a length contraction [d=gd’], when observed from the stationary [S] frame.
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Again, the [x,t] variables are associated with the stationary observer-S, while [x’,t’] are the variables associated with the comoving
observer-S. However, for clarification, only observer-S stationary with respect to the wave media perceives the effects of velocity
[β=0.5] related to the moving [S’] frame. In terms of the Doppler effects on length contraction, the values [d,d’] in the table and
diagram might be considered in terms of a measure of the wavelengths [λ,λθ]. However, the correlation to the forward [λF] and
backward [λB] wavelengths may not be immediately obvious as the forward propagation time [t’AB] has to be compared with the
backward [λB] wavelength, while the backward propagation time [t’BA] has to be compared with the forward [λF] wavelength. This
is possibly easier to see in [4], where a length contraction in the [x] configuration reduces the rod length [d’=1] to [d=0.866].
[4]

t AB =

dAB
c −v

=

0.866
= 1.732;
0.5

tBA =

dAB
c +v

=

0.866
= 0.577;
1.5

t ABA = 2.31

So, having established the time taken for each [x] path, we might infer the light propagation distance [s=ct] as shown in [5].
[5]

sAB = ct AB = 1.732;

sBA = ctBA = 0.577;

sABA = 2.31

In part, the form of [4] and [5] have been deliberately orientated towards length contraction without initial reference to time
dilation. For [4] and [5] appear to show that the mapping between the stationary and moving geometries can be done based on
the assumption of length contraction only. In terms of the stationary observer-S, the roundtrip time and distance in [4] and [5]
are still consistent with the velocity of light [c=sABA/tABA=1]. However, as required by SR, the internal perception of a comoving
observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame has also to be consistent with the velocity of light [c=d’ABA/t’ABA=1], if we assume that the
measure of time [t’ABA] in the moving [S’] frame by observer-S’ is unchanged by velocity [β=0.5].
So, is time dilation required?
In order for SR to reconcile the time [t’ABA=2] with time [tABA=2.31], the following time factor [ϒ=1.155] shown in [6] might be seen
as a way to map time [t=2.31] back to [t’=2].
[6]

 =

t ABA
t 'ABA

=

2.31
= 1.155;
2.0

g =

1



= 0.866;

gt ABA = 0.866 * 2.31 = 2

While speculative, and in contradiction to SR, an earlier discussion entitled ‘Configuration-0’ questioned whether a comoving
observer-S’ in an inertial frame can simply assume itself to be stationary. For the following diagram replicated from the linked
discussion questioned whether a light pulse emitted at [A] in the [y] configuration would ever arrive at [B], if its direction of
propagation is perpendicular to [A] at some earlier time. For it is assumed that the pulse emitted at [A] imparts no momentum,
such that it would appear to propagate along the diagonal path [ct’] as shown in the [y] axis configuration in the following diagram.
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If we now consider the stationary perception of observer-S’ in the [x] configuration, shown right, the distance between [A] and
[B] still corresponds to the length of a physical rod [d’=1], but without time dilation or length contraction the roundtrip light
propagation time [t’ABA=2.666] could only be reconcile with [c=1], if the velocities [c-v] and [c+v] were taken in to account by
observer-S’. As indicated, this example does not account for the length contraction assumed by the Lorentz transforms, where
[d’=1] is reduced to [d=0.866] and the time [t’ABA=2.31].
Note: Despite some of the arguments presented above, there is some experimental evidence that supports the idea that
length contraction, and possibly time dilation, might take place within the moving frame. However, the discussion
‘Experimental Evidence’ questioned whether this evidence was conclusive or primarily constrained to a length contraction
without time dilation.
Returning to the MMW wave model, an electron is assumed to have a standing wave structure, where its central frequency of
oscillation undergoes a slowing of frequency according to Lorentz's contraction factor [g] when in motion. However, as this is one
of the key issues that this discussion wants to resolve, both in terms of evidence and its causal mechanism, a number of slightly
edited quotes from various MMW webpages will be cited, starting with the following summation of relativity.
“Relativity: Moving clocks are ticking slower because they are made out of electrons whose frequency is slower. Matter
does not contract on the transverse [y,z] axes, because the electron transverse wavelength does not change in spite of the
Doppler effect. Matter contracts along the [x] axis of motion because the electron axial standing waves contract according
to [g]. In terms of the Michelson interferometer, contraction must be taken into consideration because the electron binds
molecules according to its wavelength. Any moving observer cannot detect this Doppler effect because it is perfectly
symmetrical.”
Outside the first sentence, which might initially be considered as an unverified statement at this point, the rest of the quote is
primarily orientated towards length contraction based on the idea of a standing wave compression first forwarded by Ivanov. Let
us consider the next quote.
“Speaking about time dilation is ridiculous. The clock mechanism runs more slowly instead. All mechanisms run more
slowly according to their velocity with respect to the aether because their individual parts must travel an increased
absolute distance.”
The first two sentences appear to infer a difference between time dilation as a physical reality and as a measure of time on a
clock. The causal reason for this measurement difference is then linked to the velocity [v] relative to the propagation media, not
some other arbitrary inertial frame. The actual cause is then linked to the increased propagation distance in the moving [S’] frame,
such that we possibly come back to the assumption, anchored to the first postulate of SR, that any inertial frame must maintain
the laws of physics. This, in-turn, implies the need for a symmetrical transform to map between the stationary [S] frame moving
[S’] frame and back again. Again, we might first question whether there is sufficient experimental evidence to support this
symmetry assumption and, second, whether the Lorentz transforms are the only possible solution, such that we shall proceed to
the next quote:
“Because all forces are transmitted by means of waves, which undergo the Doppler effect, all matter mechanisms are also
slowed down in the same way. All happens with a slower rate of time. Most often, one speaks about time dilation. This is
incorrect. Time is a concept, an idea; it does not really exist. But a clock does exist, and it can tick slower. This does not
mean that time runs slower.”
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It is difficult not to sense a repeating and somewhat circular argument in these quotes, which appears to get no closer to a causal
mechanism explaining time dilation, other than to assume clocks tick slower because of the increased propagation paths, which
SR assumes is not perceived by observer-S’. As such, we might return to the asymmetric nature of the normal Doppler effect as
reflected in the forward [λF] and backward [λB] wavelengths, but now consider a more extreme velocity [β=0.9], as it will be used
in the comparison of normal redshift and cosmological redshift to follow.

[7]

 = 1;

F =  (1 −  ) = 1 − 0.9 = 0.1;



F

 = 1;

B =  (1 +  ) = 1 + 0.9 = 1.9;


 0.5
B

In [7], we see the normal Doppler effect compressing the forward [λF] wavelength, where the ratio [λ/λF] increases toward infinity
as [β] approaches [c]. In contrast, while the backward [λB] wavelength expands as [β] increases, the ratio [λ/λB] converges to a
finite limit of 0.5. In this respect, the forward compression effect is more severe, such that the normal Doppler effect might be
seen to be asymmetric. However, in [8], we repeat the same example [β=0.9] based on the Lorentz Doppler effect, which was
first quantified in [3], but where [g=0.436]. The MMW model explains this factor in terms of a time dilation that effects the source
frequency, which [9] translates into wavelength.

[8]

 = 1 F =
 = 1 B =

 (1 −  )
g

 (1 +  )
g

=

1 − 0.9
= 0.229;
0.436



F

=

1 + 0.9
= 4.359;
0.436


0
B

If we compared [8] to [7], we might initially notice that the [λ/λB] ratio is now converging toward an infinite limit of zero, instead
of the finite limit of 0.5, such that the Lorentz Doppler effect might be seen as symmetric. Again, we will consider the evidence
used for this effect in terms of a cited cosmological redshift forwarded on the Doppler Effect webpage under the sub-heading of
the ‘Lorentz Doppler Effect’. As this example has already been previously discussed, see Experimental Evidence, this outline will
simply try to summarise the salient issues, which the MMW model claims requires time dilation or, at least, a frequency slowdown
of the source of light as a function of velocity [β] based on the following quote.
“A distant galaxy whose speed is 90% of the speed of light [β=0.9] and [g=0 .435] exhibits a redshift ratio [R=4.359], which
is incompatible with the regular [1+β] Doppler effect constrained to a maximum value of [R=2]. This indicates that the
emitted frequency really slows down according to Lorentz's predictions.”
Based on [7], the normal Doppler effect does initially appear incompatible with an observed redshift equating to [λB=4.359] as
the maximum backward wavelength [λB] produced by the normal Doppler effect is constraint to [R=2]. If we now reference [8],
we see that the Lorentz Doppler effect can produce a backward [λB=4.359] wavelength corresponding to the cosmological redshift
of an object ‘apparently’ receding with velocity [β=0.9]. However, the word ‘apparently’ has been highlighted because this
calculated recession velocity requires some clarification. If we equate the value of [R=4.359] as being equivalent to the redshift
[z], then we might use the ‘Cosmic Calculator, to determine some details about the light path associated with this cosmological
redshift. Based on these results, it suggests that this light wave would have propagated along a timeline of some 1.41 billion years
within a cosmological model that dates the universe at 13.7 billion years. However, based on the idea of an expanding universe,
the size of the universe some 1.41 billion years ago might be compared to a relative scale [a=1] associated with the present
universe, such that a value of [aR=0.186] suggests that the universe has expanded by about a factor of 5 over this timeframe.
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Note: According to the cosmological model, distant objects in the universe can recede with velocities that exceed the speed
of light [c=1], in violation of special relativity. However, this issue is assumed resolved on the basis that [β=0.9] does not
represent the velocity of the object when the wave was first emitted or its original velocity with respect to the Cosmic
Microwave Background (CMB) as it includes a 5-fold expansion – see Cosmological Horizons for more details.
In the context of the note above, the implied velocity [β=0.9] is determined by a calculation based on Hubble’s Law [v=H0D],
where [H0] is the Hubble constant and [D] is the proper distance. Without repeating earlier details, it is not clear that the velocity
[β=0.9] can be applied to the object when the light was first emitted and therefore neither can the value of [g =0 .435]. If so, this
example cannot necessarily be used to justify the time dilation or frequency slowdown assumed by the MMW model and used in
the Lorentz Doppler effect. Of course, simply questioning this particular example does not mean that the Lorentz Doppler effect
does not apply, simply that we may need to proceed with some caution.
So, how might we compare the two primary models being discussed?
As most of the details related to this question have already been discussed in terms of Configuration-1 and the Lorentz transforms
as opposed to Configuration-2 and the Ivanov transforms, we might try to simply provide a comparative summary starting with
the Lorentz model. In the diagram below, we see the perspective of observer-S in the stationary [S] frame, such that the values
of [xyt] reflect the relativistic effects associated with velocity [β] in both the [y] and [x] configurations of the light-clock.

In terms of the orientation of the coordinate variables, we shall essentially map the unity values of [x’y’t’] being associated with
observer-S’ as shown left, to the [xyt] variables associated with observer-S, shown right, where velocity [β] affects the relative
geometry of the [x] and [y] configurations. For the purposes of this summary, we might focus on the time for light to propagate
between [A] and [B], which is assumed to be constant [c=1] in all reference frames. However, in [9], we see the values of both
the one-way times [tAB] and [tBA] and roundtrip [tABA] in both the [S’] and [S] frames, where the Lorentz transforms assume a
length contraction [x=gx’] on the [x] axis only.

[9]

[S '] : t ' ABA = t ' AB + t 'BA = 1 + 1 = 2
[Sy ] : t ABA = t AB + tBA = 1.155 + 1.155 = 2.31
[Sx] : t ABA = t AB + tBA = 1.732 + 0.577 = 2.31

So, based on the results in [9], we see the unity time within the [S’] frame that is independent of the [xy] orientation of the lightclock. In contrast, observer-S perceives the change in geometry caused by velocity [β], which while affecting the one-way times
[tAB] and [tBA] in the [xy] configuration differently, results in the same roundtrip time [tABA=2.31]. In this case, the time differences
in the [S’] and [S] frames have to be resolved by invoking time dilation. At this point, we shall try to summarise a similar
configuration, but now subject to the assumptions of the Ivanov model.
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Again, the diagram left shows the stationary perspective of a comoving observer-S’ in the moving [S’] frame, where all [x’y’t’]
variables are assumed to have a unity value. However, the Ivanov transforms now assume a length contraction [x=g2x’] on the [x]
axis plus a length contraction of [y=gy’] on the perpendicular axes. In [10], we see the corresponding values of both the one-way
times [tAB] and [tBA] and roundtrip [tABA] in both the [S’] and [S] frames.

[10]

[S '] : t ' ABA = t ' AB + t 'BA = 1 + 1 = 2
[Sy ] : t ABA = t AB + tBA = 1 + 1 = 2
[Sx] : t ABA = t AB + tBA = 1.5 + 0.5 = 2

So, without time dilation, the Ivanov transforms produce a compatible roundtrip value for both the [S’] and [S] frames, i.e.
[t’ABA=tABA=2], although there is clearly an issue with the one-way time in both configurations along with the unresolved issue of
the light path in the [y] configuration.
But, how do we assess these two models?
In both models, length contraction is assumed, albeit based on different assumptions. However, in the case of the Lorentz
transforms that underpin SR, there was no obvious causal explanation as to how the rod connecting [AB] in the light-clock model
might physically contract in length unless reference is made to Ivanov’s standing wave compression model. However, based on
the Lorentz assumption that length is only contracted along the axis of motion, there was an additional requirement for time
dilation to explain the time discrepancies in the [S’] and [S] frames, which SR possibly compounds by its assumption that these
frames could simply be reversed. In contrast, the Ivanov transforms were predicated on a sound wave model that provides a
causal mechanism for length contraction without time dilation, although it is unclear whether this sound wave model can be
extended to matter waves.
Note: An open issue with the Ivanov model relates to asymmetric one-way times in the [x] configuration of the light-clock.
While the roundtrip light propagation times are compatible in both the [S’] and [S] frames, the possibility of measuring
the one-way speed of light, see Clock Sychronisation for details, would then question the perception of time in the [S’]
frame. However, as previously highlighted, it is unclear that we have direct evidence to support the assumption of time
dilation within the moving [S’] frame. Therefore, it might still be possible that observer-S’ might measure the same oneway light propagation times as observer-S. Of course, should the measure of the one-way time be impossible, then the
roundtrip times in [10] would not highlight any obvious problem with the times measured in the [S’] and [S] frames.
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1.3.3

Active and Reactive Mass

The idea of active and reactive mass, as defined by the MMW model, is also a related Doppler effect. While special relativity (SR)
forwards the idea that mass should increase in accordance with the [g] factor, a causal mechanism was not initially proposed, but
may now be linked to a Doppler effect. On the assumption that an electron has an underlying wave structure, the energy
associated with a frequency [f] may change when in motion with velocity [β]. In terms of a general wave model, we might illustrate
a Doppler effect on the forward and backward wave frequency, when in motion, as illustrated below and quantified in [1].
[1]

fr =

gf
;
1+ 

fa =

gf
;
1− 

g = 1 − 2 ;

 =

v
c

Based on the idea that frequency [f] is proportional to mass [m] by virtue of [E=hf=mc2], we might substitute frequency [f] for
mass [m]. We might also add the assumption that the reactive mass [mR] and active mass [mA] must be equal at [β=0] and equate
to half the total rest mass.
[3]

mR =

gm
;
2 (1 +  )

mA =

gm
2 (1 −  )

In the context of [3], the reactive and active mass components are a consequence of the Lorentz Doppler effect, i.e. a Doppler
effect plus time dilation, which affects frequency [f] of the wave structure, when in motion with velocity [β]. If so, we might
consider an example, where velocity [β=0.866] and [g=0.5], such that we might quantify the effect of [3] on a unit mass [m=1].
[4]

mR =

gm
0.5
=
= 0.134;
2 (1 +  ) 2 (1 + 0.866 )

mA =

gm
0.5
=
= 1.866
2 (1 −  )
2 (1 − 0.866 )

While the sum of the reactive and active mass [mR+mA] must equal the mass [m=1], when [β=0], the form of [4] suggests that the
overall mass [m=mR+mA] is subject to an increase defined by [g], as shown in [5].
[5]

m
1
=
= 2 = mR + mA = 0.134 + 1.866 = 2
g 0.5

In [5], we see that the sum of the reactive [mR] plus active [mA] mass equates to the total relativistic mass, which might also be
described in terms of the sum of the rest mass [m0] and kinetic mass [mK] components. However, if we return to [1], it might be
argued that most wave models, along with Einstein’s equation [E=mc2], might question the reality of mass [m]. If so, then mass
[m] is replaced by energy [E/c2], which in a wave model can be equated to frequency [f] and the amplitude [A] displacement of
the wave media. As such, we might also consider the results in [4] and [5] as an energy expression.

[6]

ET = E0 + EK =

E0 + EK =

gE0

2 (1 +  )

+

gE0

2 (1 −  )

=

gE0  1
1 
+


2  (1 +  ) (1 −  ) 


gE0  1 −  + 1 +   gE0 
2

=


2  (1 +  ) (1 −  ) 
2  1 −  2


(

)


 gE0  2  E0
 = 2  2  = g

g 


So, for the example [β=0.866] and [g=0.5], we get the result in [7].
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[7]

E0 + EK =

E0
g

=

1
= 2;
0.5

1

where EK = E0  − 1 = 1
g


However, if we pursue the MMW model of an electron as a standing wave resonance, the emergent idea of a particle mass [m]
must correspond to an energy density within some nominal definition of what is assumed to be the particle radius volume. While
we need to come back to the issue of energy density as defined by its volume, we will first table a question.
How does the electron standing wave acquire a velocity [β]?
If we replace the idea of rest mass [m0] with its equivalent rest energy [E0], then other accepted definitions of science predicated
on the idea of mass have to be reconsidered. If so, we would need an alternative mechanism by which the mass in the formulation
of a Newtonian force [F=ma] is applied to the energy of a resonant wave-centre in the wave model. As a general visualization, we
might use the following 2D animations from the MMW website to illustrate the wave patterns between two resonating wavecentres.

In the top animation, the wave patterns between two wave-centres add constructively, such that they may create a field, or force,
that pushes the wave-centres apart. Alternatively, in the lower animation, the wave pattern between two wave-centres adds
destructively, such that they may might create a field, or force, that pushes wave-centres together.
Note: While accepting the speculative nature of this model, which would have to be scaled to macroscopic objects, there
is a basic causal rationale that appears absence in other accepted models. So, if we proceed on the basis of the
conservation of momentum, then a wave-centre once in motion with velocity [v] would maintain this velocity in the
absence of any other force.
The next two 2D animations are representative of the MMW model of an electron. In the animation left, the electron wave-centre
is stationary with respect to the wave media, while the electron right is in motion to the right.
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Again, a normal Doppler effect associated with the OUT waves emanating from an electron wave-centre in motion. However,
while these animations may be helpful in gaining a basic visualization of the wave mechanisms within the MMW model, they are
obviously a 2D simplification of what presumably has to be a 3D structure. So, at this point, we might to return to the issue of the
energy density of these waves, if confined within some volume of space and consider another question.
How does the 3D volume of a wave-centre change when in motion?
In order to address this question, we need to consider the issue of length contraction, which the Lorentz transforms restricts to
the axis of motion [x], while the Ivanov transforms extends length contraction to the [yz] axes. In terms of a general wave model,
length contraction is explained in terms of a change in the wavelengths associated within the standing wave structure, where its
frequency of oscillation might be associated with the mass-energy of an electron in the MMW model. However, the stationary
2D animation shown above might be better visualized as a 3D spherical waveform, as simply illustrated left below, but also subject
to length contraction that could flattened the spherical form into an ellipsoid shape, as shown right below. However, the ellipsoid
shape would depend on the scope of length contraction applied to the [x] or [xyz] axes based on the previous transforms and
whether this contraction was symmetrical. In respect to the contraction symmetry issue, the animation above, right, might
question why the OUT waves would not create an asymmetric wave structure that reflects the normal Doppler effect.

Based on the animation above, left, the rest energy density of a stationary electron would be contained in the volume of a sphere.
If we put aside the issue as to whether the MMW resonant wave model would maintain symmetry of the length contraction along
the backward and forward axis of motion, it might then be distorted into the shape of an ellipsoid with a volume, as quantified
in [7], where the radius [r3=xyz] of a sphere is subdivided by the measures along the [xyz] axes and measured in terms of a
wavelength compresssion related to length contraction.
[7]

Volume of an ellipsoid =

4
 ( X Y Z )
3

We might compare the results of [7] by subjecting the [xyz] wavelengths to the compression implied by the Lorentz and Ivanov
transforms for a velocity [β=0.866], where [g=0.5], as previously used in the earlier reactive and active mass example.
g

0.500

Lorentz

Ivanov

x

1.000

0.500

0.250

y

1.000

1.000

0.500

z

1.000

1.000

0.500

Volume

4.189

2.095

0.262

Ratio

1.000

0.500

0.063
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Based on the table above, we see the Lorentz transforms only apply length contraction to the [x] axis, such that the overall volume
is reduced by half in accordance with [g=0.5], if axial symmetry is assumed. So, if the electron mass-energy that existed in the
stationary spherical waveform was compressed within the ellipsoid volume of a moving electron, then its energy-density would
be doubled and yield the same result as implied by the earlier reactive and active mass example. At this point, it might be
highlighted that this result only requires symmetrical length contraction along the [x] axis without any reference to time dilation,
whereas the MMW model implied that the change in reactive and active mass was caused by an additional frequency change due
to time dilation. However, these results must then question the Ivanov transforms, where all three [xyz] axes are subject to
degrees of length contractions as also shown in the table above.
But would doubling the energy-density associated with either volume change the overall mass [m]?
It might be recognize that this ellipsoid model has to be questioned on a number of issues. First, as implied by the question, a
doubling of the energy-density would not necessarily imply a change to the overall mass [m], only that it might be concentrated
in a smaller volume in the moving [S’] frame. However, this assumption might also be questioned based on the two Doppler
animations below.

If we consider these animations in terms of the OUT waves associated with the MMW model, they are representative of a standing
wave resonance that is simply maintained in energy equilibrium by IN waves that do not have to match the frequency or phase
of the OUT wave. If so, we might consider the animation above as reflecting the energy-density distributed over successive
wavelengths, but where the energy amplitudes of the successive black and white rings would decrease in amplitude as a function
of radial distance. Therefore, on the left, we see a picture of the first 5-6 rings, where [β=0] where the pattern remains
symmetrical around the wave-centre. In contrast, the animation right shows the effect on the OUT waves with a wave-centre
velocity [β=0.866], as per the table above. This pattern is no longer symmetric in that the wavelength propagating backwards are
elongated, while the forward wavelengths area compressed. Therefore, it is unclear that the energy aggregated over the same
number of rings, forwards and backwards, would be materially changed, as suggested by the ellipsoid model that applies length
contraction to both directions of the [x] axis. However, further discussion of these issues will be deferred to the final summary
entitled Wave Models.
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1.3.4

Length Contraction

The previous outline of the Lorentz Doppler effect, as forwarded by the MMW model, suggests support for time dilation. However,
the initial evidence for this conclusion seems to rest on the propagation time as determined by observer-S in the stationary [S]
frame is longer due to the change in geometry caused by velocity [β]. As outlined, the MMW model also forwards the idea of an
active and reactive mass, which assumes that frequency [f] is associated with mass [m], slows because of time dilation.
Note: If we transpose the SR postulate associated with the constancy of the speed of light in all frames, [c=fλ], it suggests
the wavelength relationship [λ=c/f=ct]. As such, any change in wavelength [λ] must infer a change in frequency [f] and
therefore an associated change in time [t]. However, this transposition is predicated on the assumption that the relative
velocity [c±v] can never be resolved within an inertial frame due to combinations of the normal and virtual Doppler effects.
However, these Doppler effects also apply to any wave model that forwards the idea that a particle has a standing wave
resonance structure that can be subject to a Standing Wave Compression.
We might initially anchor the discussion to the equation in [1], which is described by the MMW model as the all-azimuth Lorentz
Doppler effect, although the notation on the wavelength symbols has been changed and explained below.
[1]

S = S '

2
−1
1 +  cos 

The wavelength [λS’] is associated with an oscillating source that exists in the moving [S’] frame to which we will simply assign a
unity value, such that [λS’=1]. However, the wavelength [λSθ] that propagates out into a wave media has to be a function of both
velocity [β] and angle [θ], which can only be measured by observer-S in the stationary [S] frame.
Note: At this point, it needs to be highlighted that we are pursuing the idea that length contraction may be linked to the
Ivanov model of standing wave compression, which might then be superimposed onto the MMW wave model, where IN
waves and OUT waves conceptually combine in superposition to create a standing wave – see Comparative Wave Models
for a wider discussion of some of the problems with these models.
However, first, we might try to illustrate the results from [1] in the table below, where [β=0.5].
λ S'

B

g

ϴ

Rad

cosϴ

sinϴ

1

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.5

λSθ

λ1

λ2

λSW

0.866

0

0.000

1.000

0.866

90

1.571

0.000

0.000

0.577

0.577

1.732

0.866

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

1.000

0.866

180

3.142

-1.000

0.000

1.732

1.732

0.577

0.866

In the first highlighted column [λSθ], we see the results associated with [1] for a specified angle [θ], where we might recognize the
values of [λ1] and [λ2] from the Configuration-1 discussion linked to the Lorentz transforms. However, in the current context, the
values of [λ1] and [λ2] now reflect the wavelengths of the IN and OUT waves, as described above, which might form a standing
wave [λSW] according to [2].
[2]

 12 

 1 + 2 

SW = 2 
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In the second highlighted column in the table above, we see the resulting compressed wavelength [λSW], as defined by [2], which
appears to correspond to the length contraction as seen by the stationary observer-S, where [λSW=0.866] along the [x] axis that
conforms to the Lorentz transforms. However, unlike the inference made by the MMW model, this discussion has made no direct
reference to time dilation.
Note: What we might see in these results is the basis of a causal mechanism that may help explain the length contraction
of a physical object made up of some complex hierarchy of standing wave resonances within the moving frame. As
described, this length contraction would only apply to physical objects constructed from subatomic particles. i.e. wavecentres. As such, length contraction cannot be applied to the wave media itself, although wave models may require the
fabric of space, possibly at the Planck scale, to be distorted by the amplitude of the waves in motion. If so, the measure of
length of a physical object may have some correlation to the underlying wavelengths.
The previous discussion of Relative Geometry, specifically Configuration-2, suggested that more than one interpretation of the
coordinate mappings between the moving [S’] and stationary [S] frames may be possible. As this has a bearing of how length
contraction may occur, the following equation in [3] may be seen as an alternative to [1] linked to the Ivanov model, where the
equation right is the simplified form for the forward and backward wavelengths to be discussed below.
[3]

S = S ' 1 −  2 sin2  − B * cos 



F / B = S ' 1 −  2 .0  B cos 

As the descriptive details of the table below are essentially identical to the one just discussed, only the differences in values in
the shaded columns will be highlighted.
λ S'

B

g

ϴ

Rad

cosϴ

sinϴ

λSθ

λ1

λ2

λSW

1

0.5

0.866

0

0.000

1.000

0.000

0.500

0.500

1.500

0.750

1

0.5

0.866

90

1.571

0.000

1.000

0.866

0.866

0.866

0.866

1

0.5

0.866

180

3.142

-1.000

0.000

1.500

1.500

0.500

0.750

However, if we now translate these wavelengths into the forward and backward waves for a moving [S’] frame, where [β=0.5]
and [g=0.866], as per the earlier Lorentz Doppler effect example, the component wavelengths will change as shown in [2].

[4]

Forward F

= S ' (1 −  ) = 1 (1 − 0.5) = 0.5

Backward B = S ' (1 +  ) = 1 (1 + 0.5) = 1.5

Again, we can use [2], but will now described the resulting standing wave as a ‘compressed’ waveform using [3] and [4].

[5]

  

 1.5 * 0.5 
 0.75 
2
Compressed Wavelength C = 2  B F  = 2 
 = 2  2  = 0.75; where g = 0.75
 1.5 + 0.5 


 B + F 

Again, the Lorentz and Ivanov transforms might support a compressed standing wave, where the resulting compressed
wavelength aligns to either [λF/B=gλ] or [λF/B=g2λ].
But which transform is right?
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At this stage, the review is still looking for causal mechanisms that might physically explain why a physical object might contract
in length, while in motion with velocity [β]. However, while both sets of transforms appear to be generally supportive of the idea
of length contraction, the Lorentz transforms also require time dilation, which this review is still struggling to explain in terms of
a causal mechanism. Of course, it might be highlighted that standing wave compression is an idea that was only proposed long
after the publication of SR in 1904, which also makes reference to a wave propagation media that is essentially rejected by SR.
However, if we were to question the assumption of SR from the perspective of verified physical science, beyond mathematical
abstraction of any transform, we require causal mechanisms that explain all phenomena, including gravity, light, magnetic and
electrostatic fields, nuclear forces, etc. While it is accepted that the wave models being referenced might not provide the actual
causal explanation, if there is no wave propagation frame, do we have any causal description.
Note: As an initial summary, the MMW model proposes that a wave media does exist and possibly explains why the
Michelson-Morley experiment failed to detect it. The model also proposes that all matter particles have an underlying
standing wave structure, where various Doppler effects help explain length contraction and why mass [m] is subject to a
relativistic effect. However, at this point, it is still unclear that we have a direct causal mechanism for time dilation.
If we were to accept the basis of this questioning, then we might need to reconsider whether moving observer-S’ has a ‘distorted’
perception about its inertial status. In the context of a wave model, there is only one stationary frame from which [β] can be
determined, i.e. the wave propagation frame. This position therefore must question the idea that any inertial frame can simply
assume itself to be stationary, such that the Lorentz transforms can be applied to any other frame moving relative to it.
1.3.5

Wave Models

While this section of discussions has only attempted to outline some of the ideas within the
MMW model, there are some potential issues with all the wave models previously reviewed
that should also be highlighted. Therefore, this discussion will start by trying to summarise
some of the conflicting ideas within the wave models reviewed in website-3 – see Timeline
and Source for more details within the Wave Structure of Everything (WSE) section that
seeks to clarify the causal requirements that have to also be placed on all wave models.
•

Within the timeline referenced above, the work of Yuri Ivanov on the compression of sound standing waves dates back to
the early 1980’s. Unfortunately, much of Ivanov’s work published on his own website no longer exist, although the previous
discussion of the Ivanov transforms hopefully captures the main logic.

•

In the early 1990’s, Milo Wolff proposed the WSM model, which is essentially a superposition model of IN and OUT waves
that form the standing wave structure of an electron. However, the review of this model raised a number of problems, not
least, in terms of the amplitude and phase of the IN waves required to match the OUT wave that would then create a
coherent and stable standing wave – see animation below for more details.

•

In 1995, Gabriel LaFreniere’s MMW model also questioned the WSM model, which initially appears limited to a different set
of wave equations. However, this initial perception is misleading as the MMW model is not a superposition model and only
uses its wave equation as a convenient way to create its computer-generated simulation. In a wider context, the MMW
model is essentially a resonance model and although it circumvents the issue of the amplitude and phase of the IN wave,
the exact causal mechanisms are far from clear. In this respect, the referencing of the MMW model is primarily to use its
visual animations and its attempts to widen the discussion to explain larger structures within the atomic model.
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•

The EWT model was initially published in 2013, but significantly revised in 2016. In part, the EWT model is a hybrid of both
the WSM and MMW models, but introduces the idea that the most fundamental structure of its wave model has to be the
neutrino, not the electron. However, while its author, Jeff Yee, provides considerable detail about the hierarchical structure
in this model, the review came to question its logic – see Model Mechanics for more details.

•

The OST model, by John Macken, was also published in 2013 and represents a considerable body of work, although its
presentation was often difficult to follow as the details are buried in numerous mathematical derivations. While this
summary will not attempt to explain these details, the OST model differs from the other models in that the fabric of
spacetime is described in terms of a superfluid in which fundamental particles exist as a quantum vortex that isolates angular
momentum – see OST.pdf for more details and references.

While the Timeline and Source discussion lists many more contributions to the idea of a wave model, the earlier reviews of these
models, inclusive of the Quantum Field model, struggled to find the physical causal mechanisms that explained the assumption
for both length contraction and time dilation required by the Lorentz transforms.
Note: While highlighting the perceived problems within all the wave models reviewed, it has also been highlighted that
the basic idea underpinning most of these wave models may still offer a potential insight to some of the issues associated
with special relativity predicated on the Lorentz transforms.
For example, a wave model may provide an explanation of why the speed of light [c=3*108m/s] has a specific value, if it is a
physical property of the wave media and why it is constant in all frames of reference due to the normal and virtual Doppler
effects. Likewise, a wave model also supports the idea that a ‘particle’ must disappear within the subatomic realm and be replaced
by the concept of energy [E=mc2] and [E=hf]. However, this idea requires a mechanism by which energy propagates through space
as a function of time, where a wave model might appear to be an obvious starting point. However, a wave model also needs to
provide a causal explanation for the different propagation velocities associated with radiation and particles. While speculative in
its details, a standing wave may provide an explanation of the velocity limit [v=0..c] imposed on particle wave-centres, which
does not apply to travelling wave propagating radiation energy.
Note: A wave resonance model might also help explain electron orbital transitions. As a resonance, the electron might
only adopt a stable configuration at specific frequencies, where the difference in the energy levels of an orbital results in
the emission or absorption of a quantum of energy. As such, the electron would cease to exist as it transitions between
orbitals, although its energy would still exist within the structure of an atom.
Finally, the idea of a standing wave might offer a potential explanation of a length contraction associated with physical objects
that have an atomic structure, although the actual details require further questioning.
Note: Despite some of the reservations outlined, the rest of this discussion will continue to reference the MMW model
simply because it provides some useful visual animations that may aid the description of the issues of concern. However,
as highlighted, many of the MMW animations may be misleading because they are based on wave equations that suggest
a wave superposition that the model actually describes in terms of a resonance, which is only sustained by IN wavse
without reference to amplitude or phase that is problematic in the WSM model.
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So, let us try to visualize some of the issues associated with the basic IN-OUT wave superposition model using the following
simplified one-dimensional animations, where blue IN waves from [F] and [B] arrive at [N] and are reflected back as green OUT
waves. Purely as an illustration, the amplitude of the IN and OUT waves are shown as a simplified inverse function of their radius
from [N].

Both animations, left and right, assume that the sources of blue IN waves from [F] and [B] are stationary, but where in the
animation right, [N] is moving to the right with velocity [β=0.5]. However, if we start with the case left, where [β=0], the green
OUT waves are assumed to be reflected with the same wavelength [λ=50], but with a [2π] phase rotation that occurs somewhere
within the central node of the standing wave produced by the superposition of the blue IN wave and the green OUT wave. The
grey waveform is simply the time aggregated standing wave produced by the oscillating red waveform.
Note: In part, the animations above are suggesting a mechanism by which the structure of a ‘particle’ might be subject to
a physical length contraction. If we simply make a comparison of the superposition waves, in red, the animation that
reflects a velocity [β=0.5] has contracted from [λ=50] to [λ=33.3]. However, this model has some serious issues that will
be outlined below.
But what happens to the waveforms when [β=0.5]?
In the animation right, we start to see some of the issues perceived with the WSM model. For while the blue IN waves from the
stationary positions of [F] and [B] are unaffected by the velocity of [N], the OUT reflected from [N] undergo a Doppler shift [1±B].
For while the IN waves always propagate with velocity [c=1], the waves from [B] are chasing after [N], such that the wave reflected
back to [B] are subject to a Doppler shift [1+β], while the waves reflected to [F] are subject to a compression [1-β]. However, it
can be seen that the Doppler shifts, which only affect the OUT waves, have an asymmetric effect on the standing wave that
cannot be resolved as a continuous wave amplitude at [N]. In part, this may be why the MMW model uses different wave
equations to simply produce its animations, while actually explaining the standing wave as a resonance without direct reference
to the IN waves. As such, we might expand an earlier quote by LaFreniere.
Standing waves are not made of travelling waves. It is a totally different wave system which behaves in accordance with
Hooke's law. Electrons must have been created in the past using incoming waves. Such a situation is not likely to happen
because ether waves frequency and phase very rarely coincide for a given point, but it is still possible. One chance out of
billions and billions. However, once it has been created, the electron can remain stable because its standing waves are
constantly amplified by ether waves. Without incoming energy, the electron would still emit spherical outgoing waves and
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would rapidly fade out. Obviously, it needs replenishment. This is accomplished by powerful and constant ether waves.
Travelling waves penetrating through standing wave antinodes are deviated because of a lens effect. A small part of the
energy is transferred to the standing waves. This constantly refilled energy allows the electron to exist forever and means
that in-phase IN waves are not needed any more. The electron just needs constant and powerful waves incoming from all
matter in the universe, whose phase or wavelength may be different. Then it goes on vibrating and pulsating spherical
waves eternally.
If electrons had to be initially created as an IN-OUT construct as a one chance in billions, it also needs to be accepted that this
‘chance’ occurrence had to have happened billions and billions of times for all the electrons in the universe! As previously
explained, this description also has its own ambiguities, as it is not clear whether the phrase ‘lens effect’ is actually referring to a
mechanism of wave refraction or how out-of-phase IN waves would maintain the resonant frequency of the electron standing
wave, if considered in terms of natural and forced resonance.
Note: If an electron standing wave were a resonant oscillation, the frequency of this resonance might initially be assumed
to align to its ‘natural frequency’. However, the effect of random IN waves might have to be considered in terms of a
‘forced resonance’, which would not necessarily maintain the ‘natural’ frequency of the system. Of course, if this frequency
was also proportional to energy and energy is proportional to mass, the idea that all electrons must be identical might be
called into question.
At this point, it might be useful to provide the comparative animations to the previous WSM model, as derived from the MMW
wave equations, which this model only uses for its animations and not to describe the actual wave mechanics. Again, the
animation left represents when [N] is stationary, while right, [N] has velocity [β=0.5] moving towards the right.

What might be observed from the outset is that the blue and green waves are being sourced from the stationary positions of [F]
and [B] respectively, such that no OUT wave is being sourced from [N]. Therefore, the change in the blue and green wavelengths
in the animation right is only caused by [N] moving towards [F] and away from [B]. While this appears very misleading from the
perspective of the actual wave mechanics of the MMW model, it can be seen that this model removes the discontinuity at [N]
that previously occurred in the WSM model. However, what might be highlighted is that the change in standing wavelength
[λ=37.5] in the animation right correspond to a length contraction of [g2], as per the Ivanov transforms, not [g] as required by the
Lorentz transforms. Of course, given the actual confusion over what is physically taking place in all these animations, we should
not necessarily infer too much from these results. So, as outlined, the MMW model is not based on the superposition of IN-OUT
waves, such that it is described as a resonance wave structure, which is only sustained by IN waves of almost any frequency and
phase that simply replaces the energy that allows an electron to continuously emit OUT waves. For, if we now switch to the MMW
description of an electron moving with velocity [β=0.5], the source of the OUT waves would have a reduced frequency, based on
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the assumption of time dilation [f’=gf=gc/λ], where [g=0.866]. If so, the source unity frequency would fall from [f=1] to [f’=0.866]
and result in a longer wavelength.
Note: While this section has focused on the MMW model, simply because it raises some interesting ideas that conflict with
special relativity (SR), it has also tried to point out that all the wave models reviewed in website-3 are perceived to have
their own set of issues. However, to close this section of the discussion, some further issues surrounding wave models
should also be highlighted.
If we consider the limitations being outlined simply leads to the rejection of all wave models, then we have to consider what are
the alternatives. From the perspective of fundamental physics, relativity has little to say about the microscopic universe, while
this review has also questioned whether relativity really provides any description of the causal mechanisms that explain either
length contraction or time dilation. Likewise, while Einstein’s most famous equation [E=mc 2] links the concept of mass [m] to
energy [E], it is unclear that it ever described a physical causal link, as per the wave model. If so, let us table a question.
What alternatives are there to a wave model?
According to mainstream science there is only one accepted alternative, although its description typically remains buried in the
semantics of mathematical abstraction of quantum field theory, where physical cause and effect is often lost in statistical
probabilities. While many may disagree with the review of Quantum Issues within website-3, The following quote by Roger Ellman
may suggest that others also continue to question the quantum description of physical reality:
“Quantum mechanics leads to such an absurd result, contains such a reduction ad absurdum, e.g. instantaneous
communication over vast distances with no proffered mechanism. Quantum mechanics unquestioning acceptance of that
as reality is a result of mathematical hubris, because the mathematical details are mathematically correct the physical
result is deemed correct when its absurdness actually means that the hypothesis or the model or the manner of application
of the mathematics to the actual physical situation is in error. Also therefore, the contention that a particle has no specific
location until specifically observed or measured, that the particle only exists in a superposition of all possible locations for
it, is not valid because it requires that the act of observation or measurement cause the particle to instantaneously change
its location from the contended various locations in the superposition to the single specific location observed or measured.
In this respect, many consider the scientific description of reality has been reduced to a philosophical preference for an
epistemological model as opposed to an ontological model. While most would accept the success of the quantum model to make
outcome predictions, it is suspected that many still hope that a more ontological model may yet be developed in which physical
reality can be anchored to causal mechanisms rather than mathematical abstraction. However, we might draw some parallels on
this issue with special relativity, especially in terms of the Lorentz transforms, which also appear to rest on a mathematical
formulation with little direct reference to any causal mechanism.
So, what is the key problem with most wave models?
From a fundamental perspective, most wave models require a ‘tangible’ wave media through which wave energy can propagate.
In this respect, these waves appear to be more analogous to the description of a mechanical wave, e.g. 3D sound waves
propagating through the media of air. However, it is clear that the physical reality of ‘space’ is an elusive concept, which the
Michelson-Morley experiment failed to detect. However, while the accepted model of science may reject the existence of space
as a physical media of wave propagation, it may have simply chosen to ignore the next question.
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Does space have any physical properties?
In the context of the discussion so far, we have been considering the idea as to whether a wave model might provide a causal
explanation for ‘length contraction’ and ‘time dilation’ as defined by SR, which might be linked to wavelength and frequency. In
terms of length contraction, so far, we have considered the possibility that the Ivanov transforms may provide a causal mechanism
for length contraction in the form of a compressed standing wave. However, this idea appears to require the ‘fabric of space’ to
have some form of physical reality in order to support the propagation of waves that underpin the wave models being generally
referenced. In this respect, the quantum model may provide some support for a wave media in terms of its description of its
quantum harmonic oscillator, which makes reference to ‘Hooke’s Law’.
Note: The quantum model has long been questioned in terms of the apparent incompatibility with relativity, not least, in
the fundamental description of space-time. For the large-scale cosmological model based on general relativity requires
the universe to be little more than empty space, where the present-day energy-density is estimated to be 8.53*10-10
joules/m3. However, only 4% of this total can be attributed to any known mass particle, i.e. 3.41*10 -11 joules/m3, which
would convert to a mass-density of ~10-28 kg/m3. In contrast, quantum theory suggests that every point of space might be
modelled as a quantum oscillator, which requires the energy-density of space to have a much, much larger value of 10113
Joules per cubic metre, which is the largest discrepancy in science.
However, both relativity and the quantum model often appear ambiguous as to whether the nature of ‘space’ should be described
as continuous or require some form of discrete granularity at the Planck scale. For while the points of oscillation conforming to
Hooke’s law might be initially associated with the granularity of molecules, atoms or even sub-atomic particles, it is possible that
this granularity may only be resolved on a much smaller scale, possibly on the order of the Planck scale. However, despite this
inference of granularity, it might still be modelled as a continuous media for all practical purposes.
Note: By way of analogy, waves that propagate across the surface of water only invoke a localized, not wholesale,
movement of water molecules. So, while recognizing that water has a granular structure in terms of H 2O molecules and
all its subatomic components, the propagation of these waves can be modelled as a continuous process.

If we accept the speculation implied in the model above, what other assumptions might be pursued?
If space were an elastic medium that supported the propagation of waves, then energy could be propagated by the waves that
also only cause a localised displacement or distortion of space away from some equilibrium state. If so, the total energy within
the universe might ultimately be characterised as the sum of all potential energy displacements of space relative to some
equilibrium point plus the kinetic energy of waves in motion.
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Note: It is highlighted that the OST model forwards a fundamentally different view of space-time in terms of a superfluid,
where particles are a waveform in which angular momentum is isolated.
But where did all this energy originate?
Clearly, we might only speculate on the origins of the energy in the universe within the framework of some wider cosmological
model. Even so, we might still speculate as to whether our universe is an open or closed energy system and whether the media
of space is lossless or lossy, when it comes to energy propagation. If we consider a closed system, some form of wave model
might represent the most fundamental description of physical reality and, if so, the potential and kinetic energy within the media
of space might have nowhere else to go, i.e. it would exist within a lossless system. However, the issue as to whether the universe
is an open or closed system must remain ambiguous, if the net energy within any region of the observable universe depends on
whether energy is flowing into or out of the system as a whole.
Note: The current cosmological model now assumes an accelerated expansion of space, which appears to lead to a net
increase in energy due to the nature of dark energy, which does not change in its energy density as space expands.
However, according to this cosmological model, the universe has expanded 1000-fold since the ‘uncoupling event’ some
380,000 years after the ‘Big Bang’, when light started to propagate through the universe. However, in a basic wave model,
the ‘stretching’ of space is little more than a momentary displacement of a point in space caused by a propagating wave.
In contrast, the wholesale expansion of space suggests that the attributes of a space media, e.g. propagation velocity [c],
may have been profoundly changed by such a large-scale expansion of the wave fabric, if the natural resonance frequency
of space could have been altered. As such, it is not clear that the wholesale expansion of space assumed by the current
cosmological model is necessarily compatible with a wave model or the constancy of [c].
As outlined, the wave models are essentially mechanical as they depend on the nature of the fabric of space, where the attributes
or properties of this propagation media would not only have to be understood in terms of the present-day universe, but in terms
of its total history in time. While it is recognized that this closing section of the discussion might be seen as tangential to the issue
of relativity, there is an argument that the models of science, based on relativity and quantum field theory, have to be considered
in a framework that accounts for all scales of existence of time and space.
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1.4

Closing Comments

The goal of this review was not to try to prove that special relativity (SR) was wrong, only to question whether it always had to
be right. In this context, previous discussions have attempted to consider other ideas that may challenge some of the assumptions
that underpin SR, where the lack of empirical evidence in respect to supporting causal mechanisms has to be considered as an
unresolved issue, both for and against SR. From a historical perspective, the formulation of mathematical transforms preceded
the development of special relativity (SR), such that much of SR rested on the mathematical logic of the Lorentz transforms.
However, while the Lorentz transforms would be used to support the idea of time dilation and length contraction, these
transforms did not provide an explanation of the underlying causal mechanisms. In this respect, the discussion of Relative
Geometry initially tried to establish some of the issues that may either support or challenge the assumptions of SR. So, in this
closing discussion, we might start by reminding ourselves of the two basic postulates of SR.
1.

The laws of physics take the same form in all inertial frames of reference.

2.

When measured in an inertial reference frame, the velocity of light is always [c=1] and independent of the velocity [v]
of the source or receiver.
Note: In terms of the first postulate, it appears that we have little direct experience of the perspective of observer-S’ within
a moving [S’] frame having a relativistic velocity. While estimates vary, an inertial frame within the Milky Way galaxy
might be subject to a relativistic effect of a velocity [v=600,000km/s] relative to the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB),
such that [β=0.002] and [ϒ=1.000002]. Within this inertial frame, the fastest man-made spacecraft has only achieved a
velocity [v=138,889m/s] or [β=0.000463], where [ϒ=1.0000001]. As such, we might question whether the first postulate
has been proved. In terms of the second postulate, a wave model was offered up as a potential explanation as to why
[c=1] in all reference frames, even though SR rejected the existence of a wave media.

It might also be suggested that there is an implied third postulate, which leads to the SR assumption that any inertial frame can
declare itself stationary, such that everything else in the universe is moving relative to it. However, most wave models challenge
this assumption, because they assume that a wave propagation frame provides the reference frame for all velocities.
Note: While speculative, it has been suggested that some form of wave propagation frame may help resolve many of the
paradoxes that result from the assumptions of SR, e.g. the twin paradox, where time can simultaneously be dilated in both
frames, if the orientation of the stationary frame is arbitrary.
Returning to the first postulate, an initial issue connected with Newton’s second law of motion, as shown in [1], was raised and
although it did not directly challenge the first postulate, it might be useful to include in this final summary.
[1]

 dv 
Force [F ] = ma = m 

 dt 

If we rewrite [1] from the SR perspective of another inertial frame, the velocity [v] in [1] is assumed to be invariant. However, as
highlighted in [2], both mass [m] and time [t] might both be subject to relativistic effects, such that they are not invariant. Of
course, the inclusion of the Lorentz [ϒ] factor may affect both mass [m] and time [t] in a way, such that they cancel.
[2]

 dv 
 dv 
 dv 
Force [F '] = ( m ') * ( a ') = ( m ') 
 = (  m)   .dt  = m  dt 
 dt ' 
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It might be recognized that while many discussions may simply proceed on the mathematical logic of [2], there is often little
questioning as to whether [ϒ] has any causal mechanisms to justify its inclusion. However, if [2] is true, we might question whether
acceleration can remain invariant, if time dilation changes the rate of time in the moving frame. In order to widen the
consideration of mass [m] in [2], it might be worth highlighting the relationship between force [F] and energy [E], especially if
mass [m=E/c2] is a manifestation of energy.
[3]

dx
 dv 
Energy [dE] = F .dx = ( ma) dx =  m
dx = m.dv.
= m.dv.dv  EK = mv 2
dt 
dt


Through the various transforms in [3], we see that we arrive at the idea that the change in energy [dE] is related to the kinetic
energy [EK] of motion, such that we might recognize the variable nature of mass [m] with velocity [v], as shown in [4].
[4]

E = mc2  m =

E
c2

=

E0 + EK
c2

= m0 + mK

From a questioning perspective, we might continue to challenge some of the implicit assumptions underpinning [3] and [4]
regarding the substantiative nature of mass [m]. In [5], we see the energy equations of both Planck (1900) and Einstein (1904),
which if equated to each other might suggest that the concept of mass [m] cannot be a fundamental unit of physics.
[5]

E = hf = mc2

 m =

hf
c2

While we might initially accept the relationships in [5] at face value, it does not provide a causal rationale. For example, while the
expressions in [5] suggest that mass [m] is a function of frequency [f], the scope of Planck’s constant [h] is unclear. Therefore, we
might possibly consider some wider tangential issues associated with wave models in general. In the context of quantum theory,
the energy associated with a point in space is often modelled in terms of a quantum harmonic oscillator, which this discussion
will only briefly summarized in order that the scope of Planck’s constant [h] might be clarified. The energy associated with a
classical oscillator is essentially based on the mathematical description of a sine wave and the interchange of potential and kinetic
energy, as defined in [6].
[6]

ET = EP + EK =

kA2 mv 2
+
;
2
2

where k = m2

In the subsequent development of the quantum model, the energy of the oscillator was eventually abstracted in terms of the
Planck energy equation [E=hf]. However, from a causal perspective, we might attempt to expand the potential energy [Ep]
component in [6], as shown in [7], where mass [m] is replaced by some nominal rest energy [E0/c2] compatible with Einstein’s
energy equation.
[7]

E
EP  kA2  m2 A2   0
 c2

 2 2
 E0
 f A  hf  h =  2

c

 2  J.s2
 fA =  2

m

1 2
 m = Joules.seconds
s


So, while speculative, the form of [7] might be seen as a more causal expression of the potential energy at a point in space in
terms of an offset amplitude [A] and its frequency [f] of oscillation. While this outline has avoided many important details of the
quantum oscillator, it might still be suggested that the abstraction of Planck’s constant [h] may hides some important insight
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regarding the physical mechanisms by which energy [E] may propagate through space. Reference might also be made back to the
active and reactive mass discussion that forwards a similar explanation of the mass based on frequency [f], which increases within
a moving frame subject to a relativistic velocity [β]. However, while it has been stated that most wave models appear to support
the assumption that the velocity of light [c] is the same in all reference frames, there is a caveat that the velocity [β] is determined
relative to the wave propagation frame and not simply another arbitrary inertial frame.
Note: While the MMW model description of active and reactive mass is clearly making reference to an underlying wave
mechanism, it also assumes time dilation takes place in the moving frame. However, this discussion has questioned the
idea of time dilation in the absence of any obvious causal mechanism. Equally, while a wave model may provide a potential
causal explanation as to why the velocity [c] of light is independent of the velocity [v] of either the source or receiver of
light, it questions whether any inertial frame can assume itself to be stationary.
However, it might be realized that most wave models are describing an alternative to the particle model. In this context, the
material ‘substance’ of a particle is replaced by a standing wave or resonance structure that primarily represents the potential
energy corresponding to the rest mass of the particle model. However, while the propagation of EM radiation, e.g. light, has an
accepted wave structure, without rest mass-energy, the nature of these waves may also be a matter of debate, especially when
compounded by the wider issue of a wave-particle duality. However, one specific issue that has been raised relates to the
propagation of light as either an electromagnetic (EM) wave or discrete photon. The former is essentially based on Maxwell’s
equations and linked to an oscillating charge, undergoing acceleration, such that oscillating E-M fields propagates outwards in all
directions, except along the axis of charge oscillation.
Note: EM waves reference the mathematics of the Poynting vector [S]. The Poynting vector is the cross product of the
perpendicular electric [E] and magnetic [B] fields that defines a direction of propagation, where the interaction of the
oscillating EM components are described as self-propagating through a vacuum without need of a propagation media.
Whether the Poynting vector actually provides a physical causal mechanism might be questioned as it is unclear that it
can be applied to a photon.
A photon is described as a discrete directional pulse of energy [E=hf] that is sourced within a quantized electron orbital transition
within an atom – see Photon Issues for more details. However, it is unclear that there is any accepted agreement on the internal
structure of a photon in terms of its size or how it propagates through a vacuum, if only making some vague references back to
EM field interaction. However, the photon model assumes that all photons propagate through a perfect vacuum at the speed of
light [c], but which can be delayed due to collisions i.e. absorption and emission, with atoms and molecules existing within the
vacuum. In this context, the vacuum might be described as having a material substance with a refractive index [n] that may vary
in different regions of space. If so, we might question how far a photon could travel within the imperfect vacuum of space before
‘bumping’ into something.
Note: In terms of the discussion of relative geometry and the light-clock model, it was questioned whether a directional
light pulse would follow the diagonal path defined by the [y] configuration, if the source of this directional pulse cannot
impart any momentum associated with its velocity. As such, this issue questioned whether a comoving observer-S’ could
really assume itself as a stationary inertial frame.
Another aspect of the wave models discussed are the multiple references to various Doppler effects, which may or may not help
to explain both length contraction and time dilation. In the context of this closing discussion, the following animations simply
attempt to illustrate how the expansion of a wavefront with velocity [c] might be perceived when sourced by a frame with velocity
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[β=0.5], such that successive wavefronts, expanding in all directions, would create a Doppler effect. This model was then
considered in terms of Poincare’s idea of local time, where the tick of a clock positioned behind a moving source would run slower
than one positioned in front, if synchronized to the arrival rate of the wavefronts.

The background grid in both animations represents the perspective of a stationary frame [S] observing the expanding wavefronts
being sourced from within the moving [S’] frame. In the first animation left, the velocity of the moving frame [S’] is zero, such
that the wavefronts originating from [O] expand in a circular fashion towards the four points, backward [A] and forward [B] plus
up [C] and down [D], without any Doppler effects. In this case, the first wavefront arrives after 200 units of time, at each point,
having propagated 200 units of distance, such that [c=200/200=1]. In contrast, the animation right has increased the relative
velocity of the moving [S’] frame to [β=0.5], such that the forward wavefronts are compressed [1-β], while the backward
wavefronts are expanded [1+β].
Note: SR only implies a length contraction along the axis of motion, i.e. front and back. As such, the black ellipse in the
animation right represents the length contraction of the forward and backward paths by [gx] as [A,B,C and D] move with
velocity [β=0.5]. By definition, this velocity is only perceived by the stationary frame, such that both animations essentially
represent the perspective from the stationary [S] frame. Again, see discussion Active and Reactive Mass that considers the
implications of a [x] length contraction along the axis of motion in terms of the volume of an ellipsoid.
In the animation left, we see the progress of successive photons or pulses of light, the red dots, progressing up along the [y] axis
towards [C]. In the [β=0] configuration, left, the first pulse would arrive at points [A,B,C & D] after time [t=200] having propagated
[x’=x’=200] units of distance, such that [c=1], which could then be reflected back to the origin – see note below. However, the
animation right shows the configuration where [β=0.5], such that the animation conforms to the Lorentz transforms, which then
leads to differences between [t’,x’] and [t,x], where [t,x] reflect the measures of the stationary observer-S.
β
0.000
0.500
-0.500

ϒ
1.000
1.155
1.155

g
1.000
0.866
0.866

t’
200.000
200.000
200.000

x’
200.000
200.000
200.000

x
200.000
346.410
115.470

t
200.000
346.410
115.470

Again, we might clarify these results based on the Lorentz transforms as shown in the expanded form in [8].
[8]

x =  ( x '−  t ') =  x '−  (  t ') = 230.94 − 115.47 = 115.47
x =  ( x '+  t ') =  x '+  (  t ') = 230.94 + 115.47 = 346.41

Based on [8], we see that the path length [x’=200] in the moving [S’] frame is subject to a length contraction relative to the
stationary [S] frame, such that [x=230.94]. This position is then subject to a displacement along the [x] axis due to velocity [βt=0.5]
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and the dilated time with respect to the stationary [S] frame, where the final value [x=115.47] or [x=346.41] depending on the
direction of this velocity. However, while according to the Lorentz transforms, the up and down [y] paths [C] and [D] are not
subject to length contraction, they are still moving to the right with velocity [β=0.5] relative to the stationary [S] frame. Again, we
might reference the stationary and moving geometries presented in the Relative Geometry discussion.

It is recognised that these diagrams, based on the light-clock model, can be confusing because it is observer-S’ comoving with
frame [S’] that perceives the stationary geometry, while it the stationary observer-S, with respect to any propagation media, who
perceives velocity [β=0.5] and the moving geometry.
Note: While not shown in the moving geometry, it has been highlighted that a light pulse emitted from a moving point
might still follow a vertical path along the [y] axis, such that each successive pulse will not follow the path [dAB] as assumed
by the diagram right. If so, the light pulse will never arrive at [B] and never be reflected back to [A].
As first described in the Lorentz Wave Effect, the following animations also attempt to show the position of a single photon/pulse
of light propagating with velocity [c] towards the four points [A,B,C and D] and then being reflected back towards the origin in
the moving frame [S’]. In the animation left, when [β=0], we see no issue between the outward and return paths in all four
directions. However, this symmetry appears more difficult to explain in the animation right, where [β=0.5].

For while the animation right appears to confirm the equality of the roundtrip time in the forward and backward directions, based
on the assumption of the Lorentz transforms, it questions the assumption that a photon/pulse in the up/down direction will be
reflected back towards the origin in the moving frame. This goes back to an issue first raised in the Light Clock Model, where it is
generally assumed that a light source imparts no momentum onto an emitted pulse of light. If so, as soon as the light pulse leaves
the source, its direction will be unaffected by any subsequent motion of the source along the [x] axis. As such, the path of a
photon/pulse along the [y] axis would not follow an ever-changing diagonal path indicated by the red line. Only in the case of a
circular expanding wavefront might light reach point [C=up] and [D=down], such that it might be reflected back towards the origin
in the moving frame [S’].
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So, might we ask whether this difference in outcomes would question the first postulate of SR?
The previous animation right suggests that a directional light pulse might not be reflected back to the origin in a moving [S’]
frame, as velocity [v→c]. As such, it is unclear that the Lorentz transforms explain the different light propagation times in frame
[S’] and [S]. In the table below, we see the Lorentz transforms for 3 different velocities [v=±0.25, ±0.5 & ±0.866], where [x’=200]
represents the rod length according to comoving observer-S’ mapped onto the forwards and backward axes in frame [S].
β

ϒ

g

t’

x’

x/t

x

t

x/t

t/t’

0.250

1.033

0.968

200.00

200.00

1.00

258.20

258.20

1.00

0.77

-0.250

1.033

0.968

200.00

200.00

1.00

154.92

154.92

1.00

1.29

0.500

1.155

0.866

200.00

200.00

1.00

346.41

346.41

1.00

0.58

-0.500

1.155

0.866

200.00

200.00

1.00

115.47

115.47

1.00

1.73

0.866

2.000

0.500

200.00

200.00

1.00

746.33

746.33

1.00

0.27

-0.866

2.000

0.500

200.00

200.00

1.00

53.60

53.60

1.00

3.73

R=tF/tB
1.67
3.00
13.93

If we consider the case for velocity [β=0.5], a physical rod length [x’=200] maps to a forward light propagation distance of
[x=346.41] and a backward propagation distance of [x’=115.47]. While the time calculated by the Lorentz transforms is consistent
with [c=1], the two columns on the right of the table question whether the transform results are explained by time dilation, as
the ratio [t’/t] does not align with the assumption that [ϒ=1.155]. As we see, the constant time [t’=200] in the comoving or
stationary geometry maps to varying times [t] for an observer-S in the stationary [S] geometry as it is a function of velocity [β],
both in terms of speed and direction. We might consider the value of [R] in terms of the wavelength ratio in the forward and
backward directions.
Note: If we return to Poincare’s idea of local time possibly being driven by the arrival of successive wavefronts, we might
consider whether it could result in a difference of clock rates in frames [S’] and [S] due to the various Doppler effects
outlined. In the case of the moving frame [S’], the normal Doppler effects in the backward and forward direction is defined
by the directional velocity [1+β] and [1-β] respectively, but which is then reversed at the receiver by the virtual Doppler
effect. However, this reversal does not take place in the stationary frame [S] as seen by observer-S.
Let us try to summarise the impact of the normal Doppler effect on wavelengths as a function of angle [θ]. At [θ=90], the cosine
term in [6] goes to zero and [λ’=λ], but when [θ=0, 180], the cosine term takes the value of [±1], such that [λ’=λ(1±β)]. However,
as shown in [9], we might transpose the normal Doppler effect on wavelength [λNS] into a value of time [tNR] that might be
representative of the tick of a clock.

[9]

NR = 

S

(1 − .cos  )  c = fNR NR

=

S (1 − .cos  )
NR

 tNR = NR =
tNR
c
c

So, in [9], we see the measure of the received wavelength [λNR] and frequency-time [tNR] in the stationary frame [S] for any
receiver positioned at angle [θ]. However, any receiver in the moving frame [S’] with velocity [β] is also subject to the virtual
Doppler effect, as shown in [10], such that it reverses the normal Doppler effect. Therefore, the tick of a clock, irrespective of
angle [θ], would measure the same rate of time.
[10]

VR =

NR

(1 − . cos  )

= S

(1 − . cos  )
(1 − . cos  )

= S  c = fS S =

S
 tS
tS
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So, how might these Doppler effects change the measure of time in frames [S’] and [S]?
Let us remind ourselves of the Lorentz transforms that was previously used to map from [x’,t’] to [x, t], as shown in [11].
[11]

x =  ( x '+  t ') ;

t =  (t '+  x ')

Again, for reference, the result of [11] for the values of [±β=0.5] along the [x] axis are shown in the table below.
β

ϒ

g

t’

x’

x

t

0.000

1.000

1.000

200.000

200.000

200.000

200.000

0.500

1.155

0.866

200.000

200.000

346.410

346.410

-0.500

1.155

0.866

200.000

200.000

115.470

115.470

If we focus on the [x,t] results being compatible with the light-clock model, the specific value of [x/t] shown reflects the speed of
light [c=1] over the propagation distance [x] in time [t]. While we might assume that the specific values of [x,t] can be mapped
back to the specific values of [x’,t’], we do not necessarily have direct empirical evidence to verify this assumption.
Note: As stated at the outset of this final discussion, the goal of this review was not to try to prove that special relativity
(SR) was wrong, only to question whether it always had to be right. As such, there is no decisive conclusion being drawn,
only a cautious reservation about mathematical assumptions that cannot be supported by physical causal mechanisms.
The intention is to place this review of special relativity (SR) before the section on Quantum Issues within website3, as this will
reflect the chronological order of scientific developments between 1904 to 1930. Despite the models of relativity and quantum
mechanics often being considered to operate on two very different scales, it is possible that some aspects of causality may require
some form of a conceptual wave model. As discussed, in order to try to explain the physical causality of length contraction, and
possibly time dilation, it is difficult not to make reference to wave mechanics in the form of the Doppler effect and standing
waves. However, in many respects, the issue of causality in quantum mechanics was even worse than SR, as the original
Copenhagen interpretation abandoned physical causality seemingly in favour of a preference for mathematical probability that
underpinned many of its essentially epistemological assumptions.
Note: While the discussion of SR often focuses on the issue of relative frames of reference that exist on the macroscopic
scale of reality, Einstein’s equation of energy [E=mc2] ultimately questioned the physical substance of mass [m]. This issue
existed within quantum mechanics from the outset as even the earliest Bohr model of a hydrogen atom required a
quantisation of the orbital energy levels to explain its line spectra – see Atomic Issues for more details.
While the quantum field theory (QFT) would later come to supersede the Bohr model with a different characterisation of atomic
orbitals, it still retained many of the ambiguities that surrounds the idea of a wave-particle duality. However, if we return to the
fundamental idea encapsulated in both the Einstein [E=mc2] and Planck [E=hf] energy equations, we are force to ask how energy
propagates through the universe. So, while the applicability of the particle model to provide a structurally useful hierarchy is not
questioned, the issue of the physical ‘substance’ of all subatomic particles has to ultimately be addressed. In this respect, the
wave model forwards the idea that all particles are a standing wave resonance, where its equivalent potential energy might be
equated to the rest mass of a particle. If so, this issue spills over into the ambiguity of how energy, as described by an EM model
and the photon model might be resolved.
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Note: By way of a summery, reference has previously been made to an issue within the light-clock model, where light
propagation was described as either a continuous EM wave or as a series of discrete photons. In this respect, EM waves
are described as being sourced by an oscillating charge particle and continuously radiate outwards in all directions, except
along the axis of oscillation. In contrast, discrete photons appear to be sourced within a quantized transition between two
energy orbitals within an atom, which is assumed to follow a single path.
However, if we question the substance of a particle, then we must also question the description of a charged particle like the
electron. While speculative, the MMW model describes a mechanism by which a wave-particle might create either a field, or
force, that pushes the wave-centres apart or together, such that we might have an analogous model of charge repulsion or
attraction.

However, the model above simply outlines the need for a far more extensive and rigorous description of how the longitudinal
OUT waves of the MMW model might ultimately support the transverse waves of electric and magnetic fields required by
Maxwell’s equations. While clearly speculative, such models might, at least, focus attention on potential causal mechanisms
rather than possibly over-reliance on mathematical assumptions.
But what about the photon model?
If we simply pursue the idea that there might be two different mechanisms that allows energy to propagate at the speed of light
[c], then we might ask whether a directional photon-pulse of energy can really be explained as some form of self-propagating EM
structure, which currently has no agreed structure. In this context, a photon is created when an electron, or wave resonance, in
a given energy orbital is destabilized and transitions to a lower energy orbital. This energy might then propagate outwards with
velocity [c] along a defined direction through what might be a lossless propagation media, such that it might propagate forever
or until it interacts with some other particle-wave structure. In the latter case, the interaction might be described as the
absorption of a photon that causes an electron in a lower energy state to transition into a higher energy orbital.
Note: As speculatively outlined, the idea of an electron transition cannot be considered in terms of a particle model, but
the interaction of propagating energy that affects wave resonance energy of what we might assume to be a particle. In
this respect, the multitude of different particles within the current particle model would simply represent the potential
resonance frequencies that may or may not have long-term stability. A wave resonance model might also help explain
electron orbital transitions. As a resonance, the electron might only adopt a stable configuration at specific frequencies,
where the difference in the energy levels of an orbital results in the emission or absorption of a quantum of energy. As
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such, the electron would cease to exist as it transitions between orbitals, although its energy would still exist within the
structure of an atom.
While this final discussion is described as a commentary rather than a conclusion, it might still be argued that accepted science
based primarily on relativity and the quantum models appears to have lost touched with the idea that physics requires physical
causal mechanisms. In part, it has been highlighted how special relativity (SR) was developed on the basis of the mathematical
assumptions of the Lorentz transforms before there was any empirical evidence, or causal mechanisms, to support either length
contraction or time dilation. In the case of the initial development of quantum mechanism, the Copenhagen Interpretation
appears to reject the very idea that physics can describe causality in the quantum reality.
Note: According to Bohr's philosophy, science should simply focus on predicting the outcomes of experiments, such that
an explanation of causality was no longer required. However, this position was possibly more philosophical than scientific
and if taken to extreme argued that what cannot be observed does not exist.
While this website has argued against this position, there is an aspect of a wave model that might, in part, support some of the
initial assumptions within quantum mechanics in terms of the Copenhagen Interpretation. For within the various wave models
referenced, the idea of a physical particle is replaced by the idea of energy that exists in the form of various wave structures. In
this respect, the size and position of a ‘particle’ become ambiguous, especially if subject to length contraction.
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